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Preface
The electronic version of this report1 makes the included programs and applications available to the reader. The markings [ER], [CR], and [NR] are promises by the author about the
reproducibility of each figure result. Reproducibility is a way of organizing computational
research that allows both the author and the reader of a publication to verify the reported results. Reproducibility facilitates the transfer of knowledge within SEP and between SEP and
its sponsors.
ER denotes Easily Reproducible and are the results of processing described in the paper.
The author claims that you can reproduce such a figure from the programs, parameters,
and makefiles included in the electronic document. The data must either be included in
the electronic distribution, be easily available to all researchers (e.g., SEG-EAGE data
sets), or be available in the SEP data library2 . We assume you have a UNIX workstation
with Fortran, Fortran90, C, X-Windows system and the software downloadable from
our website (SEP makerules, SEPlib, and the SEP latex package), or other free software
such as SU. Before the publication of the electronic document, someone other than the
author tests the author’s claim by destroying and rebuilding all ER figures. Some ER
figures may not be reproducible by outsiders because they depend on data sets that are
too large to distribute, or data that we do not have permission to redistribute but are in
the SEP data library.
CR denotes Conditional Reproducibility. The author certifies that the commands are in place
to reproduce the figure if certain resources are available. SEP staff have only attempted
to make sure that the makefile rules exist and the source codes referenced are provided.
The primary reasons for the CR designation is that the processing requires 20 minutes
or more, or commercial packages such as Matlab or Mathematica.
M

denotes a figure that may be viewed as a movie in the web version of the report. A movie
may be either ER or CR.

NR denotes Non-Reproducible figures. SEP discourages authors from flagging their figures
as NR except for figures that are used solely for motivation, comparison, or illustration
of the theory, such as: artist drawings, scannings, or figures taken from SEP reports not
by the authors or from non-SEP publications.
Our testing is currently limited to LINUX 2.4 (using the Portland Group Fortran90 compiler),
but the code should be portable to other architectures. Reader’s suggestions are welcome. For
more information on reproducing SEP’s electronic documents, please visit
<http://sepwww.stanford.edu/research/redoc/>.

1 http://sepwww.stanford.edu/private/docs/sep124

2 http://sepwww.stanford.edu/public/docs/sepdatalib/toc_html/
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Plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates
Guojian Shan and Biondo Biondi

ABSTRACT
Plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates is powerful to image steeply dipping reflectors, although the one-way wave-equation operator is used. In plane-wave migration, the
recorded surface data are transferred to plane-wave data by slant-stack processing. Both
the source plane-wave and the corresponding slant-stacking data are extrapolated into the
subsurface, and images are generated by cross-correlating these two wavefields. For each
plane-wave source, we assign tilted coordinates whose direction depends on the propagation direction of the plane-wave. For isotropic media, the one-way wave-equation operator
does not change. For vertical transversely isotropic (VTI) media, one-way wave-equation
operators for tilted transversely isotropic (TI) media are required because of the rotation
of the coordinates. I apply this method to the BP 2004 velocity benchmark, to a synthetic
dataset for VTI media, and to a real anisotropic dataset. The numerical examples show
that plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates can image steeply dipping reflectors and
overturned waves, and it is a good tool for salt delineation.

INTRODUCTION
Migration methods based on wave-equation extrapolation are gaining popularity in the industry. They can potentially better handle multi-pathing caused by complex geological structure.
In nature, wave propagation has no directional preference: up-going and down-going waves
propagate simultaneously. However, two-way wave-equation-based methods, such as reverse
time migration (Whitmore, 1983; Baysal et al., 1983; Biondi and Shan, 2002), are still too
expensive for today’s computing resources. As a result, downward continuation (Claerbout,
1985), based on the one-way wave equation, is usually used. In downward-continuation methods, only down-going waves are allowed in the source wavefield, and only up-going waves are
allowed in the receiver wavefield. Overturned waves, which travel downward first and then
upward, are totally eliminated by the one-way wave equation. Even for waves only propagating upward or downward, it is difficult for downward-continuation methods to handle waves
propagating far from the vertical direction in laterally varying media. As a result, downwardcontinuation methods have difficulty imaging steeply dipping reflectors.
A lot of effort has been made to improve the accuracy of one-way wave equation extrapolators in laterally varying media (Lee and Suh, 1985; Ristow and Ruhl, 1994; de Hoop, 1996;
Huang and Wu, 1996). At the same time, people also design coordinates to make the extrapolation direction close to the propagation direction of waves, thereby reducing the accuracy
1
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requirement of the extrapolator. These include tilted coordinates (Higginbotham et al., 1985;
Etgen, 2002), beam migration (Brandsberg-Dahl and Etgen, 2003), and Riemannian coordinates (Sava and Fomel, 2005).
In this paper, we review plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates (Shan and Biondi,
2004). We present plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates for both isotropic and anisotropic
media. Isotropic media are still isotropic after rotating the coordinates, while VTI media
change to tilted TI media after rotating the coordinates. We use the one-way wave-equation
extrapolation operator for tilted TI media proposed by Shan and Biondi (2005). We apply
plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates to the BP synthetic velocity benchmark dataset
(Billette and Brandsberg-Dahl, 2005), a synthetic dataset for VTI media, and an anisotropic
real dataset.
PLANE-WAVE MIGRATION IN TILTED COORDINATES
Plane-wave (source plane-wave) migration (Whitmore, 1995; Rietveld, 1995; Duquet et al.,
2001; Liu et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2005) synthesizes plane-wave source experiments from
shot records. The recorded data are decomposed into plane source gathers by slant-stack
processing:
Z
u(xr , z = 0; p; ω) = U (xr , z = 0; xs ; ω)eiωpxs d xs ,
(1)

where xs is the source location, xr is the receiver location, p is the ray parameter, U is the
recorded surface data, and u is the synthesized surface data for the plane-wave source. The
corresponding plane-source is
d(xr , z = 0; p; ω) = eiωpxs .

(2)

The plane-wave source d and its corresponding synthesized data u are independently extrapolated into the subsurface, and the image can be obtained by cross-correlating these two wavefields. Plane-wave migration is potentially more efficient than shot-profile migration. It uses
the whole seismic survey as the migration aperture, which is helpful for imaging steeply dipping reflectors.
Given the plane-wave source with a ray-parameter p, its take-off angle at the surface is
arcsin( pv), where v is the surface velocity. we use tilted coordinates (x 0 , z 0 ) satisfying
 
 0  
cos(θ ) sin(θ )
x
x
=
,
(3)
− sin(θ ) cos(θ )
z
z0

where (x, z) are Cartesian coordinates and θ is an angle close to the take-off angle of the planewave source at the surface. In the tilted coordinates, the extrapolation direction is potentially
closer to the propagation direction. Therefore, in tilted coordinates, we can extrapolate the
wavefield accurately with a less accurate extrapolator. Waves that were overturned in Cartesian
coordinates are not overturned in tilted coordinates. Therefore, we can image them with the
one-way wave equation.
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Figure 1: Impulse response of two-way wave equation (a), downward continuation (b), and
the plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates (c). guojian1-impulse [CR]
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Figure 2: The velocity model. guojian1-bpvelall [ER]

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Impulse responses
Figure 1 compares the impulse responses of the two-way wave equation, the downward continuation and plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates. Figure 1(a) is the impulse response
of the two-way wave equation, Figure 1(b) is the impulse response of downward continuation,
and Figure 1(c) is the impulse response of plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates. In Figure 1(b), the small angle part of the wavefront is similar to that of the two-way wave equation,
while the high angle part of the wavefront loses energy due to the overturned waves. In Figure 1(c), there are no reflections or multiples, since we still use the one-way wave-equation
extrapolator, but the wave front of the direct arrival mimics that of the two-way wave equation
very well, even at the high angle and with overturned waves.
BP 2004 velocity benchmark dataset
The BP synthetic dataset is designed to test velocity estimation. Figure 2 shows the velocity
model of the dataset. One of the challenges for velocity analysis of this dataset is the delineation of the two salt bodies. The left one is a complex, multi-valued salt body with a greatly
rugose top. Some parts of its top and flank and the sediments inside the salt are steeply dipping. These features are not easily imaged by downward continuation. The right salt body is
deeply rooted, and its roots are very steep. Waves reflected at the center part of the two roots
overturn and travel through the complex salt body to the left. Downward continuation loses
the energy and cannot connect these two roots. Even with the true velocity, it is still chal-
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Figure 3: The velocity model of the left salt body. guojian1-bpvelleft [ER]

lenging to image the complex salt bodies. We run plane-wave migration in both Cartesian
and tilted coordinates. We generate 200 plane-wave sources in total, and the take-off angles at
the surface range from −45◦ to 45◦ . Since we do not run multiple attenuation, the images are
contaminated by the multiples.
Figure 3 shows the velocity model of the left rugose salt body. Figures 4 and 5 show the images. Figure 4 is obtained by downward continuation, and Figure 5 is obtained by plane-wave
migration in tilted coordinates. In Figure 4, the image of the top of the salt is not continuous.
Some parts of the top are almost vertical and are lost in the downward continuation. This
image captures only the bottom of the two canyons, and loses their flanks. Downward continuation also loses the steep salt flanks in the multi-valued area. These losses make picking the
salt difficult. In contrast, plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates images the salt body very
well and makes salt picking easier.
Figure 6 shows the velocity model of the right salt body. Figures 7 and 8 show the images. Figure 7 is obtained by downward continuation, and Figure 8 is obtained by plane-wave
migration in tilted coordinates. Downward continuation loses the flanks of the top part of the
salt. Due to overturned waves, downward continuation also loses the right leg and the center
part of the left leg. In contrast, plane-wave migration images most parts of the salt flanks and
the two legs. Hence, it is much easier to interpret the salt body from Figure 8.

6
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Figure 4: The image of the left salt body in Cartesian coordinates. guojian1-bpleftnotilt [CR]

Figure 5: The image of the left salt body in tilted coordinates. guojian1-bplefttilt [CR]
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Figure 6: The velocity model of the right salt body. guojian1-bpvelright [ER]

A synthetic dataset for VTI media
Figures 9 – 11 show a synthetic model for a VTI medium. Figure 9 shows the velocity model,
Figure 10 is the anisotropy parameter ε, and Figure 11 is the anisotropy parameter δ. There are
720 shots in total, and the maximum offset for each shot is 8000 meters. The challenging part
of this model is to accurately image the steep fault, salt flank and the two abnormal sediments
near the right corner of the salt body. I run plane-wave migration, using the extrapolation
operator suggested by Shan and Biondi (2005). I generate 80 plane-wave sources, and the
take-off angles at the surface range from −40◦ to 40◦ .
Figure 12 is the image obtained by isotropic plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates.
Though we can see the energy of steeply dipping reflectors like the salt flanks and fault, they
are not at the correct positions. Figure 13 is the image obtained by anisotropic plane-wave
migration in Cartesian coordinates. The reflectors are at the right positions, but some parts of
the steeply dipping salt flank are lost, and the bottom of the fault is not well focused. Also
the bottom abnormal sediment at the right corner of the salt body loses its energy where it is
close to the salt. Figure 14 is the image obtained by anisotropic plane-wave migration in tilted
coordinates. In Figure 14, the salt flanks, the fault and abnormal sediments are all well imaged.
Figure 15 overlays the image by anisotropic plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates with
the actual model, and shows that the reflectors are imaged at the correction positions.

8
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Figure 7: The image of the right salt body in Cartesian coordinates. guojian1-bprightnotilt
[CR]
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Figure 8: The image of the right salt body in tilted coordinates. guojian1-bprighttilt [CR]

Figure 9: The vertical velocity model. guojian1-vpani [ER]
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Figure 10: The anisotropy parameter ε. guojian1-epsani [ER]

Figure 11: The anisotropy parameter δ. guojian1-dltani [ER]
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Figure 12: Isotropic migration in tilted coordinates. guojian1-isohesstilt [CR]

Figure 13: Anisotropic migration in Cartesian coordinates. guojian1-anihessnotilt [CR]
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Figure 14: Anisotropic migration in tilted coordinates. guojian1-anihesstilt [CR]

Figure 15: Anisotropic migration in tilted coordinates overlaid with the model.
guojian1-anihesstilteps [CR]
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A 2D slice of a real dataset from the Gulf of Mexico
In this 2D slice, there are 1600 shots, and the maximum offset is 4000 meters. I run plane-wave
migration, using the wavefield-extrapolation operator suggested by Shan and Biondi (2005). I
generate 80 plane-wave sources, for which the take-off angles at the surface range from −40 ◦
to 40◦ . Figure 16 is the image obtained by anisotropic plane-wave migration in Cartesian
coordinates, and Figure 17 is the image obtained by anisotropic plane-wave migration in tilted
coordinates. Figure 17 images the salt flank much better than Figure 16, and we can see a lot
of small, steeply dipping events inside the shallow sediments that are quite continuous right to
the edge of the salt.

CONCLUSION
We applied plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates on isotropic and anisotropic data. Planewave migration in tilted coordinates is potentially cheaper than shot-profile migration. For
both isotropic and anisotropic data, plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates can handle
overturned waves and image steeply dipping salt flanks and faults. It also images the rugose
top of the salt very well. Plane-wave migration is a good tool for complex salt-body delineation.

Figure 16:
Anisotropic
guojian1-aniexxonnotilt [CR]

plane-wave

migration

in

Cartesian

coordinates.
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Figure 17: Anisotropic plane-wave migration in Cartesian coordinates. guojian1-aniexxontilt
[CR]
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Generalized Riemannian wavefield extrapolation
Jeff Shragge

ABSTRACT
This paper extends wavefield extrapolation to generalized Riemannian spaces. The key
component is the development of a dispersion relationship appropriate for propagating
wavefield on generalized non-orthogonal meshes. This wavenumber contains a number
of mixed-domain fields in addition to velocity that represent coordinate system geometry.
An extended split-step Fourier approximation of the extrapolation wavenumber is developed, which provides accurate results when multiple reference parameters sets are used.
Three examples are presented that demonstrate the validity of the theory. An important
consequence is that greater emphasis can be placed on generating smoother computational
meshes rather than satisfying restrictive semi-orthogonal criteria. This result should lead
to more accurate and efficient generalized Riemannian wavefield extrapolation.

INTRODUCTION
Riemannian wavefield extrapolation (RWE) (Sava and Fomel, 2005) generalizes wavefield
extrapolation to non-Cartesian coordinate systems. The original formulation assumed that
coordinate systems are at least semi-orthogonal and characterized by an extrapolation direction
orthogonal to the other two axes. This supposition resulted in a wave-equation dispersion
relationship for the extrapolation wavenumber containing mixed-domain fields additional to
velocity that encode coordinate system geometry. However, semi-orthogonal geometry can
be an overly restrictive assertion because many computational meshes have greatly varying
mixed-domain coefficients that cause numerical instability during wavefield extrapolation.
Initially, RWE was designed for dynamic applications where wavefields are extrapolated
on ray-based coordinate systems oriented in the wave propagation direction. This approach
generally generates high-quality Green’s functions; however, numerical instability (i.e. zero
divisions) occurs wherever the ray coordinate system triplicates. Sava and Fomel (2005) addressed this issue by iteratively smoothing the velocity model until coordinate system triplications vanish. This solution, though, is somewhat less than ideal because it counters the original
purpose of RWE: coordinate systems conformal to propagation directions.
A second more geometric RWE application is performing wavefield extrapolation to and
from surfaces of irregular geometry. Shragge and Sava (2004) formulate a wave-equation migration from topography strategy that poses wavefield extrapolation directly in locally orthogonal meshes conformal to the acquisition surface. Although successful in areas with longer
wavelength and lower amplitude topography, imaging results degraded in situations involv17
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ing more rugged acquisition topography. However, a more general observation is the genetic
link between degraded image quality and the grid compression/extension demanded by semiorthogonality.
A solution to these two problems is to extend RWE to include non-orthogonal coordinate
systems. This generalized RWE (GRWE) framework removes the semi-orthogonal constraint
to allow propagation in non-orthogonal Riemannian spaces. Non-orthogonality introduces
two additional terms in the GRWE dispersion relationship and makes existing coefficient
terms slightly more involved. The non-stationary coefficients in the resulting extrapolation
wavenumber can be handled with an extended split-step Fourier approach (Stoffa et al., 1990).
Importantly, this solution affords greater flexibility in coordinate system design while facilitating more rapid mesh generation. Furthermore, greater emphasis can be placed on optimizing
grid quality by controlling grid clustering and generating smoother coefficient fields (Shragge,
2006b).
This paper develops the 3D wave-equation dispersion relationship for performing GRWE.
I first discuss generalized Riemannian geometry and show how the acoustic wave-equation can
be formulated in a non-orthogonal Riemannian space. Subsequently, I develop an expression
for a one-way wavefield extrapolation wavenumber and present the corresponding split-step
Fourier approximation. I then present two analytic 2-D non-orthogonal coordinate systems to
help validate the developed extrapolation wavenumber expressions. The paper concludes with
a more realistic example of GRWE generated Green’s function estimates through a slice of the
SEG-EAGE salt model.

GENERALIZED RIEMANNIAN GEOMETRY
Geometry in a generalized 3D Riemannian space is described by a symmetric metric tensor,
gi j = g j i , that relates the geometry in a non-orthogonal coordinate system, {x 1 , x2 , x3 }, to
an underlying Cartesian mesh, {ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 } (Guggenheimer, 1977). In matrix form, the metric
tensor is written,


gi j




 
g11 g12 g13
g11 g12 g13
=  g21 g22 g23  =  g12 g22 g23  ,
g13 g23 g33
g31 g32 g33


(1)

where g11 , g12 , g22 , g13 , g23 and g33 are functions linking the two coordinate systems through,
∂ xk ∂ xk
∂ xk ∂ xk
∂ xk ∂ xk
, g12 =
, g22 =
,
∂ξ1 ∂ξ1
∂ξ1 ∂ξ2
∂ξ2 ∂ξ2
∂ xk ∂ xk
∂ xk ∂ xk
∂ xk ∂ xk
, g23 =
, g33 =
.
g13 =
∂ξ1 ∂ξ3
∂ξ2 ∂ξ3
∂ξ3 ∂ξ3

g11 =

(2)

(Summation notation - gii = g11 + g22 + g33 - is used in equations throughout this paper.) The
associated (or inverse) metric tensor, g i j , is defined by gi j = |g| g i j , where |g| is metric tensor
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matrix determinant. The associated metric tensor is given by,


2
g22 g33 − g23
g13 g23 − g12 g33 g12 g23 − g13 g22
 ij
1 
2
g13 g23 − g12 g33
g11 g33 − g13
g12 g13 − g11 g23  ,
g =
|g|
2
g12 g23 − g13 g22 g12 g13 − g11 g23
g11 g22 − g12
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(3)

and has the following metric determinant,
"

#
2
2
g
g
+
g
g
−
2g
g
g
11 23
22 13
12 23 13
2
|g| = g33 (g11 g22 − g12
) 1−
.
(4)
2
g33 (g11 g22 − g12
)
√
Weighted metric tensor, m i j = |g| g i j , is a useful definition for the following development.
ACOUSTIC WAVE-EQUATION IN 3D GENERALIZED RIEMANNIAN SPACES
The acoustic wave-equation for wavefield, U, in a generalized Riemannian space is,
1U = −ω2 s 2 (x) U,

(5)

where the ω is frequency, s is the propagation slowness, and 1 is the Laplacian operator,


1 ∂
i j ∂U
1U = √
m
.
(6)
∂ξ j
|g| ∂ξi

Substituting equation 6 into 5 generates a Helmholtz equation appropriate for propagating
waves through a 3D space,


1 ∂
i j ∂U
m
= −ω2 s 2 U.
(7)
√
∂ξ j
|g| ∂ξi
√
Expanding the derivative terms and multiplying through by |g| yields ,

Defining n j as,

p
∂m i j ∂U
∂ 2U
+ mi j
= − |g|ω2 s 2 U.
∂ξi ∂ξ j
∂ξi ∂ξ j
nj =

∂m 1 j ∂m 2 j ∂m 3 j
∂m i j
=
+
+
,
∂ξi
∂ξ1
∂ξ2
∂ξ3

(8)

(9)

leads to a more compact notation of equation 8,
nj

p
∂U
∂ 2U
+ mi j
= − |g|ω2 s 2 U.
∂ξ j
∂ξi ∂ξ j

(10)

Developing a wave-equation dispersion relation is achieved by replacing the partial differential
operators acting on wavefield U with their Fourier domain duals,
p

(11)
m i j kξi − i n j kξ j = |g|ω2 s 2 ,

where kξi is the Fourier domain dual of differential operator ∂ξ∂ i . Equation 11 represents the
dispersion relationship for wavefield propagation on a generalized 3-D Riemannian space.
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One-way wavefield extrapolation
Developing an expression for the extrapolation wavenumber requires isolating one of the
wavenumbers in equation 11 (herein assumed to be coordinate ξ3 ). Rearranging the results
of expanding equation 11 by introducing indicies i , j = 1, 2, 3 yields,

m 33 kξ23 + 2m 13 kξ1 + 2m 23 kξ2 − i n 3 kξ3 =
p

|g|ω2 s 2 + i n 1 kξ1 + n 2 kξ2 − m 11 kξ21 − m 22 kξ22 − 2m 12 kξ1 kξ2 .
(12)
An expression for wavenumber k ξ3 can be obtained by completing the square,
m

kξ22



33



(2m 13 kξ1 +2m 23 kξ2 −i n3 )

2



2
√
m 13 )
(
2 2
2
11
= |g|ω s − kξ1 m − m 33 −

(13)
k ξ3 +
2m 33







2
13
23
13 23
m 23
n 23
m 22 − ( m 33) − kξ1 kξ2 2m 12 − 2mm 33m + i kξ1 n 1 − mm 33n3 + i kξ2 n 2 − mm 33n3 − m 33
.

Isolating wavenumber kξ3 yields,

1

2 2
kξ3 = −a1 kξ1 − a2 kξ2 + i a3 ± a42 ω2 − a52 kξ21 − a62 kξ22 − a7 kξ1 kξ2 + a8 i kξ1 + a9 i kξ2 − a10
,
(14)
where ai are non-stationary coefficients given by,


13

g
a=
g 33

g 23
g 33

n3
2m 33

p

s
g 33

v
u
u g 11
t
−
g 33

g 13
g 33

!2

v
u
u g 22
t
−
g 33

g 23
g 33

!2

"

2 g 12
2 g 13 g 23
−
2
g 33
g 33

#

"

m 13 n 3
n1
−
2
m 33
m 33

#

"

m 23 n 3
n2
−
2
m 33
m 33

#

T

n3 
 .
m 33

(15)

Note that the coefficients contain a mixture of m i j and g i j terms, and that positive definite
terms, a4 , a5 , a6 and a10 in equation 14, are squared such that the familiar Cartesian split-step
Fourier correction is recovered below.
Split-Step Fourier Approximation
The extrapolation wavenumber defined in equations 14 and 15 cannot be implemented purely
in the Fourier domain due to the presence of mixed-domain fields (i.e. a function of both ξ 1
and kξ1 simultaneously). This can be addressed using an extended version of the split-step
Fourier approximation (Stoffa et al., 1990), a popular approach that uses Taylor expansions to
F
F
separate kξ3 into two parts: kξ3 ≈ kξP3 S + kξSS
. Wavenumbers kξP3 S and kξSS
represent a pure
3
3
Fourier domain phase-shift and a mixed ω − x domain split-step correction, respectively.
The phase-shift term is given by,


1
2 2
kξP3 S = −b1 kξ1 − b2 kξ2 + i b3 ± b42 ω2 − b52 kξ21 − b62 kξ22 − b7 kξ1 kξ2 + b8 i kξ1 + b9 i kξ2 − b10
,
(16)
where bi = bi (ξ3 ) are reference values of ai = ai (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ). The split-step approximation
is developed by performing a Taylor expansion about each coefficient ai and evaluating the
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results at stationary reference values bi . The stationary values of kξ1 and kξ2 are assumed to be
zero. This leads to a split-step correction of,
F
kξSS
=
3

∂kξ3
∂a3

0

(a3 − b3 ) +

∂kξ3
∂a4

0

(a4 − b4 ) +

∂kξ3
(a10 − b10 ) ,
∂a10 0

(17)

where “0” denotes "with respect to a reference medium". The partial differential expressions
in equation 17 are,
∂kξ3
∂a3

0

= b3 ,

∂kξ3
∂a4

b4 ω 2
=q
,
2
0
b42 ω2 − b10

∂kξ3
∂a10

resulting in the following split-step Fourier correction,

b10
= −q
,
2
2
0
b10
ω2 − b10

b4 ω2 (a4 − b4 ) b10 (a10 − b10 )
F
q
kξSS
=
i
b
(a
−
b
)
+
− q
.
3
3
3
3
2 2
2
2
2
b4 ω − b10
b4 ω − b10

(18)

(19)

Note that we could use many reference media followed by interpolation similar to the phaseshift plus interpolation (PSPI) technique of Gazdag and Sguazzero (1984).
Importantly, even though there are additional ai coefficients in the dispersion relationship, these can be made smooth through mesh regularization such that fewer sets of reference
parameters are needed to accurately represent wavenumber k ξ3 . In addition, situations exist
where some coefficients are zero or negligible. For example, the coefficients for a weakly
non-orthogonal coordinate system (i.e. max|{g 12 , g 13 , g 23 }| << max{g 11 , g 22 , g 33 }) within a
kinematic approximation reduce to,
iT
h
p
p
p
g 11 /g 33
g 22 /g 33 0 0 0 n 3 /m 33 .
a ≈ 0 0 0 s/ g 33

(20)

Additional special cases are presented in Appendix A.

EXAMPLE 1 - 2-D SHEARED CARTESIAN COORDINATES
An instructive example is a coordinate system formed by a shearing action on a Cartesian
mesh (see figure 1). A sheared Cartesian coordinate system is defined by,

 


1 0 cos θ
ξ1
x1
 x2  =  0 1
(21)
0   ξ2  ,
ξ3
0 0 sin θ
x3

where θ is the shear angle of the coordinate system (θ = 90◦ is Cartesian). This system reduces
to a more workable set of two equations,

 


1 cos θ
ξ1
x1
,
(22)
=
0 sin θ
ξ3
x3
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Physical Space

Figure 1: 2-D sheared Cartesian coordinates. Left panel: Physical domain represented by sheared Cartesian coordinates defined by {x 1 , x3 };
Right panel: GRWE domain chosen to be the unit square {ξ1 , ξ2 }.
jeff1-2Dexamp [NR]

θ

Canonical Space

X1

ξ3

X3

that has a metric tensor gi j given by,
# 
"
 

∂ xk ∂ xk
∂ xk ∂ xk
 
1
cos θ
g11 g13
∂ξ1 ∂ξ1
∂ξ1 ∂ξ3
=
,
gi j = ∂ x k ∂ x k ∂ x k ∂ x k =
cos θ
1
g13 g33
∂ξ ∂ξ
∂ξ ∂ξ
1

3

3

ξ1

(23)

3

with a determinant |g| = sin2 θ and an associated metric tensor g i j given by,


 ij 
1
1
−cos θ
g = 2
.
1
sin θ −cos θ

(24)

Note that because the tensor in equation 24 is coordinate invariant, equation 10 simplifies to,
1U = g i j

∂ 2U
= −ω2 s 2 U,
∂ξi ∂ξ j

(25)

and generates the following dispersion relation,
g i j k ξi k ξ j = ω 2 s 2 .

(26)

Expanding out these terms leads to an expression for wavenumber k ξ3 ,
v
u
 13 2 !
11
u s 2 ω2
g
g
g
kξ3 = − 33 kξ1 ± t 33 − 33 − 33
kξ21 .
g
g
g
g
13

(27)

Substituting the values of the associated metric tensor in equation 24 into equation 27 yields,
q
kξ3 = cos θ kξ1 ± sin θ s2 ω2 − k2ξ1 .
(28)
A numerical test using a Cartesian coordinate system sheared at 25◦ from vertical is shown
in figure 2. The background velocity model is 1500 ms−1 and the zero-offset data consist of
4 flat plane-waves t = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 s. As expected, the zero-offset migration results
image reflectors at depths z=300, 600, 900, and 1200 m. Note that the propagation has created
boundary artifacts: those on the left are reflections due to a truncated coordinate system while
those on the right are hyperbolic diffractions caused by truncated plane-waves.
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Figure 2: Sheared Cartesian coordinate system test. Coordinate system
shear angle and velocity are θ = 25◦
and 1500 ms−1 , respectively. Zerooffset data consist of 4 flat planewave impulses at t = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and
0.8 s that are correctly imaged at
depths z = 300, 600, 900, and 1200 m.
jeff1-Rays0 [ER]

EXAMPLE 2 - POLAR ELLIPSOIDAL
A second instructive example is a stretched polar coordinate system (see figure 3). A polar
ellipsoidal coordinate system is specified by,

 

x1
a(ξ3 ) ξ1 cos ξ3
=
.
(29)
x3
a(ξ3 ) ξ1 sin ξ3
Parameter a = a(ξ3 ) is a smooth function controlling coordinate system ellipticity and has
∂a
∂ 2a
curvature parameters b = ∂ξ
and
c
=
. The metric tensor gi j is,
∂ξ 2
3
3





gi j =



a2
ξ1 a b
2 2
ξ1 a b ξ1 (b + a 2 )



,

(30)

with determinant |g| = a 4 ξ12 . The associated metric and weighted associated metric tensors
are given by,


g

ij



=

"

b2 +a 2
a4
− a 3bξ
1

− a 3bξ
1

a 2 ξ12

1

#

and



m

ij



=

"

ξ1 (b2 +a 2 )
a2
− ab

− ab
1
ξ1

#

.

(31)

Tensors g i j and m i j specify a wavenumber appropriate for extrapolating wavefields on a 2-D
non-orthogonal mesh (see equation A-7). However, because the coordinate system is spatially
2
2 −ac
variant, we must also compute the n i fields: n 1 = a +2b
and n 3 = 0. Inserting these values
a2
yields the following extrapolation wavenumber k ξ3 ,
s
 2

a + 2b2 − ac
ξ1 b
2 2 2
2 2
2
k ξ ± a ξ 1 s ω − ξ 1 k ξ1 − i k ξ1 ξ 1
.
(32)
k ξ3 =
a 1
a2
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−500

0

Figure 3: Polar ellipsoidal coordinate
system example. jeff1-2Dex2 [NR]
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The kinematic version of equation 32 is,


q
b
2
k ξ3 = ξ 1 k ξ1 ± a 2 s 2 ω 2 − k ξ1 ,
a

while the orthogonal polar case (i.e. a = 1) recovers the following,
q
kξ3 = ±ξ1 s 2 ω2 − kξ21 .

3000

3500

(33)

(34)

Figure 4 shows an ellipsoidal polar coordinate system defined by a = 1 + 0.2 ξ3 − 0.05 ξ32 .
The upper left panel shows a v(z) = 1500 + 0.2 z velocity function overlain by a coordinate
system mesh. The upper right panel presents velocity model as mapped into the GRWE domain. The data used in this test consisted of 4 flat plane-waves. Given this experimental setup,
propagating flat plane-waves should not bend in the Cartesian domain because of the v = v(z)
velocity model, even though there is velocity variation across each extrapolation step in the
GRWE domain. Hence, the impulses have curvature in the GRWE domain (lower right panel).
The lower left panel shows the GRWE domain imaging results mapped back to a Cartesian
domain. Consistent with theory, the flat plane-waves are imaged as flat reflectors. Note that
the edge effects are again caused by coordinate system and plane-wave truncation.
EXAMPLE 3 - GRWE GREEN’S FUNCTION GENERATION
The final test uses GRWE to generate estimates of Green’s functions. The test velocity model
is a slice of the SEG-EAGE salt model (see figure 5). The contrast between the salt body and
sediment velocities cause the wavefield to exhibit complicated propagation including significant wavefield triplication and multipathing. The upper left panel shows the velocity model
with an overlain coordinate mesh generated by the differential method discussed in Shragge
(2006a). The mesh is a ray-based coordinate system because the first and last extrapolation
steps are formed by the 0.04 s and 2.25 s travel-time isochrons from a first-arrival Eikonal
equation solution. The velocity model in the GRWE domain is illustrated in the upper right
panel.
The lower right panel shows the impulse response test in the GRWE domain. The 7 impulsive waves conform fairly well to the travel-time steps, except where they enter the salt body to
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Figure 4: Ellipsoidal polar coordinate system test example. Upper left: v(z) = 1500 + 0.2 z
velocity function overlain by a polar ellipsoidal coordinate system defined by parameter a =
1 + 0.2 ξ3 − 0.05 ξ32 . Upper right: velocity model in the GRWE domain. Bottom right: Imaged
reflectors in GRWE domain. Bottom left: the GRWE domain image mapped to a Cartesian
mesh. jeff1-Polar [ER]
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the lower left of the image. The migration results mapped back to Cartesian space are shown
in the lower left panel. The wavefield to the left of the shot point is fairly complicated and
the energy in the salt body and the corresponding upward refracted (and perhaps reflected?)
wavefields are strongly present. Figure 6 presents a comparison test between GRWE and
Cartesian extrapolation. Beneath and to the right of the shot point the wavefields are fairly
similar except for a phase-change. However, they are significantly different to the left because
Cartesian-based extrapolation cannot propagate energy laterally with the same accuracy and
upward at all. Hence, this energy is absent from the wavefield in the lower panel.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper extends the theory of Riemannian wavefield extrapolation to generalized 3D nonorthogonal coordinate systems. The extrapolation wavenumber decouples from the other
wavenumbers allowing us to use an extended split-step Fourier approximate solution. The
examples indicate that wavefields can be extrapolated on non-orthogonal coordinate meshes.
This generalization allows users to design meshes that have smoother mixed-domain fields
that should lead to more accurate and efficient GRWE.
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Figure 5: Example of GRWE generated Green’s Functions on structured non-orthogonal mesh
for a slice through the SEG-EAGE Salt data set velocity model. Top left: Salt model in
physical space with an overlain ray-based mesh. Top right: Velocity model in the GRWE
domain. Bottom right: Wavefield propagated in ray-coordinates through velocity model shown
in the upper right. Bottom left: Wavefield in bottom right interpolated back to Cartesian space.
jeff1-SPexamp [ER]
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Figure 6: Results of a comparison test between generalized Riemannian wavefield extrapolation (top panel) and Cartesian-based extrapolation (bottom panel). jeff1-SPcompare [ER]
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APPENDIX A
The extrapolation wavenumber developed in equation 14 is appropriate for any non-orthogonal
Riemannian geometry. However, there are a number of situations where symmetry or partial
orthogonality are present. Moreover, one may wish to make a kinematic approximation where
all of the imaginary components of the wavenumber are ignored. These situations are discussed in this Appendix.
3D Semi-orthogonal Coordinate Systems - Semi-orthogonal coordinate systems occur
where one coordinate is orthogonal to the other two coordinates (Sava and Fomel, 2005). In
these cases the m 13 and m 23 components of the weighted metric tensor are identically zero,
which leads to the following extrapolation wavenumber,

where,


1
2 2
,
kξ3 = i a3 ± a42 ω2 − a52 kξ21 − a62 kξ22 − a7 kξ1 kξ2 + i a8 kξ1 + i a9 kξ2 − a10


a = 0 0

s

s
n3
p
33
2m
g 33

g 11
g 33

s

T

12

g 22

n1
n2
n3 
.
33
33
m
m
m 33

2g
g 33

g 33

(A-1)

(A-2)

which are the coefficients recovered by Sava and Fomel (2005).

3-D Kinematic Coordinate Systems - Wave-equation migration amplitudes are generally
inexact in laterally variant media - even in a Cartesian based system. Hence, one beneficial approximation that reduces computational cost is to consider only the kinematic terms in
equation 14. This approximate generates the following extrapolation wavenumber,

where,


a = −


1
2 2
kξ3 = a1 kξ1 + a2 kξ2 ± a42 ω2 − a52 kξ21 − a62 kξ22 − a7 kξ1 kξ2 − a10
,
13

23

g
g
s
− 33 0 p
33
g
g
g 33

s

g 11
g 33

−



g 13
g 33

2

s

g 22
g 33

−



g 23
g 33

2

12

(A-3)

13 23

2g
2g g
−
2
33
g
g 33

0 0
(A-4)

3-D Kinematic Semi-orthogonal coordinate systems - Combining the two above restrictions yields the following extrapolation wavenumber,

where,


a = 0 0 0 p


1
2 2
,
kξ3 = ± a42 ω2 − a52 kξ21 − a62 kξ22 − a7 kξ1 kξ2 − a10
s
g 33

s

g 11
g 33

−



g 13
g 33

2

s

g 22
g 33

−



g 23
g 33

2

12

13 23

2g
2g g
−
2
33
g
g 33

(A-5)

0 0

T

n3 
.
m 33

(A-6)

T

n3 
.
m 33
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Note that the expression 8 = 1, and that components of the metric tensor are significantly
simplified.
2-D Non-orthogonal coordinate systems - Two-dimensional situations are handled by
identifying ξ2 = 0. Hence, all derivatives in the associated metric tensor g i j with respect
coordinate ξ2 are identically zero. Hence, a 2-D non-orthogonal coordinate system can be
represented by

1
2 2
kξ3 = a1 kξ1 + i a3 ± a42 ω2 − a52 kξ21 + a8 i kξ1 − a10
,
(A-7)

where,



a = −

13

g
s
n3
p
0
33
33
g
2m
g 33

s

g 11
g 33

−



g 13
g 33

2

0 0

T

n1
n3 
0
.
33
m
m 33

(A-8)

2-D Non-orthogonal Kinematic Coordinate Systems - Two-dimensional kinematic situations are handled through identity ξ2 = 0. Again, all derivatives in the associated metric
tensor g i j with respect coordinate ξ2 are identically zero, and the 2-D non-orthogonal kinematic extrapolation wavenumber is
1

2 2
,
(A-9)
kξ3 = a1 kξ1 ± a42 ω2 − a52 kξ21 − a10
where,



a = −

13

g
s
0 0 p
33
g
g 33

s

g 11
g 33

−



g 13
g 33

2

0 0 0 0

T

n3 
.
m 33

(A-10)

2-D Orthogonal Coordinate Systems - Two-dimensional situations are handled with ξ 2 =
g13 = 0. Accordingly, all derivatives in the associated metric tensor g i j with respect coordinate
ξ2 are identically zero, and the 2-D non-orthogonal coordinate system is represented by

1
2 2
kξ3 = i a3 ± a42 ω2 − a52 kξ21 + i a8 kξ1 − a10
,
(A-11)

where,



a = 0 0

n3
s
p
33
2m
g 33

s

g 11
g 33

−



g 13
g 33

2

0 0

T

n1
n3 
0
.
33
m
m 33

(A-12)

2-D Orthogonal Kinematic Coordinate Systems - The above two approximations can
be combined to yield the following extrapolation wavenumber for 2-D orthogonal kinematic
coordinate systems,

1
2 2
,
(A-13)
kξ3 = ± a42 ω2 − a52 kξ21 − a10
where,



a = 0 0 0 p

s
g 33

s

T
 13 2
g 11
g
n3 
− 33
0 0 0 0
.
g 33
g
m 33

(A-14)
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Mesh generation using differential methods
Jeff Shragge

ABSTRACT
This paper examines a differential gridding method for generating computational meshes
appropriate for solving partial differential equations. Differential methods pose mesh generation as an elliptical boundary value problem within a framework of differential geometry. Generalized Laplacian operators are used to propagate the known coordinate values
on the boundary points into the interior in a smooth manner. The methodology allows for
the specification of monitor functions that provide mesh regularization and prevent grid
clustering. Examples are provided for two seismic imaging applications: wave-equation
Green’s function generation and wave-equation migration from topography. In both cases,
the resulting regularized meshes have minimal convexity and are conformal to the the prescribed boundaries.

INTRODUCTION
Geophysical methodology often requires computing numerical solutions of partial differential
equations (PDEs). In many cases, computational efficiency and/or accuracy can be enhanced
by posing the physical equations on generalized coordinate meshes rather than Cartesian grids.
By following this approach, though, mesh generation becomes a necessary solution process
step. An important consideration is ensuring that the developed mesh has no attributes that
would cause numerical instability (e.g. grid clustering). This is not a straightforward task
because mesh generation is controlled by non-linear geometric coupling. Hence, localized
mesh regularization can be difficult to implement and developing new gridding techniques
with built-in regularization remains an open and important topic.
Meshing techniques are less advanced in the geophysical community relative to other scientific disciplines (e.g. computer graphics and fluid flow). However, a number of different
grid generation approaches have been reported. Alkhalifah (2003) performs anisotropic velocity analysis on structured, non-orthogonal τ -coordinate meshes based on two-way travel
times. Sava and Fomel (2005) developed Riemannian wavefield extrapolation that generalizes one-way wave-propagation to structured semi-orthogonal ray-based meshes. Shragge and
Sava (2005) examine wave-equation migration from topography in acquisition coordinates using structured locally orthogonal meshes. Rüger and Hale (2006) use a non-structured gridding
technique based on tesselation to break subsurface velocity models into logical units.
An important set of structured meshing techniques used in other scientific fields are based
on differential methods (Liseikin, 2004). These approaches pose mesh generation as solv31
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ing an elliptic boundary value problem (BVP) within a framework of differential geometry.
Numerical solution of these generalized Laplacian systems is facilitated by recasting the elliptic problem into a set of parabolic equations for which well-developed and efficient solution
techniques exist. The steady-state solutions of the parabolic equations are structured nonorthogonal meshes. Importantly, the gridding equations can be manipulated to ensure that
meshes exhibit appropriate attributes for numerical solution of PDEs: i) piece-wise smoothness of interior cells; ii) non-propagation of boundary singularities; and iii) non-overlapping
neighboring cells. In addition, problematic grid clustering can be controlled by introducing
monitor functions that force the mesh to conform locally to minimum geometric standards.
In this paper, I generate structured non-orthogonal meshes appropriate for generalized
Riemannian wavefield extrapolation (Shragge, 2006) using a differential method advocated by
Liseikin (2004). The goal of this paper is not to simply re-develop Liseikin’s method. Rather,
it is to demonstrate its relevance to geophysical meshing problems by summarizing the general
motivation behind the method and highlighting the essential theory and advocated numerical
solution. I begin the paper by reviewing why differential methods form an elliptical BVP and
describing how to pose the gridding problem within a N-D differential geometric framework.
I then present gridding equations for 2-D geometry and provide meshing examples for two
seismic imaging applications: wave-equation generation of Green’s function estimates and
wave-equation migration from topography. The attached appendix provides the numerical
details required to implement the differential meshing technique.
THEORETICAL OVERVIEW
The goal of most grid generation methods is to find the transformation from a regular computational mesh defined by {ξ i } on a domain 4n to an irregular grid defined by {x k } on domain
X n+l . Usually, the only a priori information is the location of the mesh boundary points (i.e.
φ i (x j ) on ∂4 N ). Hence, grid generation is a two-fold task: propagate the boundary values
into the interior in a physically consistent manner, and generate meshes with appropriate attributes (e.g. well-formed, smooth and non-singular). Thus, two important questions are by
what physical principles are the boundary values propagated into the interior? And by what
manner is the mesh regularized to ensure that it has acceptable attributes?
An answer to the first query is found by recasting grid generation as a Dirchelet BVP:
given the boundary values of the mesh, solve an elliptic Laplace’s equation on the mesh’s
interior. Mathematically, this requires solving the following system of equations,
D ξ [s j ] = 0,

0[ξ i ] = ξ i

∂S

= φ i [s j ],

i , j = 1, n

(1)

where D ξ [v] is a generalized Laplacian operator acting on field v in coordinates {ξ i }, and
0 is a projection operator that maps boundary values φ i [s j ] of intermediate domain S n onto
the boundaries of initial domain 4n . More specifically, a BVP is formed for each coordinate
component {s j }, which requires finding N solutions. Generally, this is an iterative process that
continues until the coordinate fields in {s j } converge to those of {x j } to within some level of
tolerance.
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Division of the coordinate fields into independent BVPs, though, does not permit mesh
regularization because coordinate fields are subject to geometric coupling. Because we wish to
generate meshes over generalized spaces, we must represent this coupling through differential
geometry. Importantly, this provides us with a powerful set of tools for mesh generation
because it: i) specifies a metric (literally!) for evaluating mesh characteristics (e.g. extent and
orientation of grid clustering); and ii) permits the introduction of monitor metrics that enable
local mesh regularization. These two topics are discussed in the following two sections.
Differential N-D Mesh Generation
Generalized Laplacian systems can be solved by many different ways; however, numerical solution often is facilitated through intermediate mappings to meshes exhibiting many attributes
of the final grid. This consists of a composite of a transformation - s i (ξ j ) - from a Cartesian {ξ j } to an intermediate basis {s i }, and a transformation - x k (s j ) - from {s i } to the final
coordinate mesh {x k }. Notationally, the composite mapping transforms for the N-D problem
are,
s j (ξ i ) : 4n → S n , ξ i = {ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ..., ξ n }, s j = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n },

x k (s j ) : S n → X n+l , s j = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n }, x k = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n+l },

(2)

Note that coordinate system {x k } may be ofa greater dimension than {s j }, which allows for
composite mapping operations of x k s j ξ i : 4n → X n+k that project a 2-D surface into
3-D space (see figure 1 for an example).

Coordinate system transformations - s j (ξ i ) and x k (s j ) - are described in differential geometry through metric tensor, gi j , which relates the geometry of a coordinate system {s j } to
that of {ξ i } (Guggenheimer, 1977). The metric tensor is symmetric (i.e. gi j = g j i ) and has
elements given by,
gi j =
ξ

∂s k ∂s k
∂ξi ∂ξ j

and

gisj =

∂ xk ∂ xk
,
∂si ∂s j

(3)

where the metric tensor superscript specifies the coordinate system in which the operator is
defined. (Note that summation notation - gii = g11 + g22 + g33 - is implicit for any repeated
indicies found in the paper.) The associated metric tensor g i j is related to the metric tensor
through g i j = gi j /|g s | where g s is the metric tensor determinant. Through use of this differential geometric framework, the governing set of differential gridding equations (Liseikin, 2004)
become,

j
1 ∂ √
ξ j
j k ∂s
= 0 i , j, k = 1, n,
(4)
D [s ] = √
gs gs
gs ∂ξi
∂ξk
 
 
0 ξ i ≡ ξ i ∂ Sn = φ i s j , i , j = 1, n.
(5)
Equations 4 represent the N generalized Laplace’s equations acting on coordinate
fields {s j },

and equations 5 map the boundary values of each coordinate field φ i s j to the boundary of
domain 4n . As posed, equations 4 and 5 provide no guarantee that generated grids will exhibit
appropriate characteristics because no mesh regularization has yet been enforced.
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Figure 1: Meshing example for mapping a 2-D Cartesian domain to a surface in a 3-D volume. Top panel: Regular Cartesian mesh {ξ 1 , ξ 2 }; Middle panel: Intermediate transformation domain {s 1 , s 2 }; and Bottom panel: Surface in middle panel projected onto 3-D surface
{x 1 , x 2 , x 3 } where increasing grey scale intensity represents increasing height. jeff2-Example
[NR]
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Regularization through Monitor Functions
Monitor functions are a useful tool for regularizing meshes because they can establish a metric
of minimal quality that prevents problematic grid clustering. (A simple scalar analog is preventing division by zero by adding a small number to the denominator.) Monitor functions can
be introduced into equations 4 and 5 by adding additional components to the metric tensor,
gisj = z(s) gixsj + v k (s) f k (s) i , j = 1, n,

k = 1,l,

(6)

where gisj is the regularized metric tensor, gixsj is the unregularized metric tensor calculated
by equations 3, f k (s) are functions of coordinate {s i } that provide metric stabilization, and
z(s) and v k (s) are weighting functions. Hence, where gixsj tends to zero, functions f k (s) are
set to non-zero values. Note that the functions and their corresponding weights are specified
on a point-by-point basis allowing for localized mesh regularization, and that the functions
should have zero values and derivatives on the boundary so as to not regularize the boundary
geometry.
Incorporating monitor functions into the Laplacian equation framework requires altering
equations 4. Accordingly, the N-D differential method gridding equations incorporating monitor functions are given by,
∂fk
D ξ [s j ] = −D ξ [ f k ] j , i , j = 1, n, k = 1,l,
∂s
 i
i
i
0 ξ ≡ ξ ∂ Sn = φ [s] ,
i = 1, n,

(7)
(8)

where D ξ is specified in equation 4 above. Liseikin (2004) provides theoretical justification
of a number of different approaches to control grid clustering through the manipulation of
monitor functions. In this paper, I use a fairly basic approach where the monitoring function
is specified by a scaled spatially variant metric determinant.
DIFFERENTIAL 2-D MESH GENERATION
Generating a 2-D coordinate system through differential methods requires solving for coordinates {x 1 , x 2 } within domain X 2 . Incorporating l monitor functions for grid regularization
expands the dimensionality of the mapping to,
x(s) : S 2 → X 2+l ,

x(s) = {s 1 , s 2 , f 1 (s), ..., f l (s)}.

(9)

Coordinate system {s j } is related to an underlying Cartesian grid, which is chosen to be a unit
square defined by 42 = {0 ≤ ξ 1 , ξ 2 ≤ 1}. Transformation s j (ξ i ) is assumed to be piece-wise
smooth and known on the boundary of 42 such that: φ(ξ ) : ∂42 → ∂ S 2, φ = (φ 1 , φ 2 ).
Within this framework, the 2-D gridding equations become,
D ξ [s j ] = −D ξ [ f k ]

∂f k
,
∂s j

s(ξ )|∂42 = φ(ξ ),

j = 1, 2,

k = 1,l,

(10)
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where Laplacian operator D ξ [·] and metric tensor gi j are written explicitly (Liseikin, 2004),
D ξ [v] =

giξj =

2

2

2

∂ v
∂ v
v
2
g22 ∂ξ∂1 ∂ξ
1 − 2 g12 ∂ξ 1 ∂ξ + g11 ∂ξ 2 ∂ξ 2 ,
ξ

∂s k ∂s k
∂ξ i ∂ξ j

+ ∂f

m [s(ξ )]

∂ξ i

ξ

ξ

∂ f m [s(ξ )]
,
∂ξ j

i , j, k = 1, 2,

m = 1,l.

(11)
(12)

One convenient way to solve the set of elliptical equations 10 is by transforming them to
a set of parabolic equations (i.e. include time-dependence) that have a common steady-state
solution. Thus, equations 10 are reformulated to include time-dependence - {s i (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , t)} leading to the six governing equations,
∂s 1
∂fk
= D[s 1 ] + D[ f k ] 1 , k = 1,l
∂t
∂s
k
2
∂s
2
k ∂f
= D[s ] + D[ f ] 2 , k = 1,l
∂t
∂s
s 1 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , t) = φ 1 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ), t ≥ 0
2

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

2

s (ξ , ξ , t) = φ (ξ , ξ ),
s (ξ , ξ , 0) =

s (ξ , ξ , 0) =

s01 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ),
s02 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ),

t ≥0

t =0

t =0

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

Solutions s 1 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , t) and s 2 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , t) satisfying equations 13-18 will converge to the solutions
{x 1 , x 2 } of equations 10 as t → ∞. Hence, the answer to within tolerance factor  occurs at
some Tn . Details of an iterative scheme and an algorithm for computation to solve equations 13
are provided in Appendix A.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Wave-equation generated Green’s Functions
Generating high-quality source Green’s function estimates is an important component of seismic imaging. Because wave-equation methods naturally handle wavefield triplication, Green’s
functions developed using corresponding operators should normally be superior to those generated by other methods. However, implementing the approximations required to handle propagation through laterally variant velocity profiles often can lead to inferior Green’s function
estimates. These errors become increasingly more apparent, both kinematically and dynamically, as wavefield propagation directions become increasingly oblique to the extrapolation
axis.
One solution is to pose wavefield extrapolation in a ray-based coordinate system defined
by an extrapolation axis oriented along the axis of increasing travel time and additional coordinates represented by shooting angles (Sava and Fomel, 2005). However, grids thus specified
exhibit attributes that depend intrinsically on the chosen ray-tracing method. For example,
ray-coordinate systems generated by Huygen’s ray-tracing (Sava and Fomel, 2001) may triplicate and cause numerical instability during wavefield extrapolation. Hence, care must be taken
to ensure that ray-coordinate systems have the appropriate attributes.
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One method for calculating singular-valued travel times is with a fast-marching Eikonal
equation solver, which provides a travel-time map to each subsurface model location for a
given shot point. A travel-time map example is shown in the upper left panel of figure 2 for a
velocity slice of the SEG-EAGE salt data set. A ray-based coordinate system can be formed
by choosing two isochrons that represent the initial and maximal extrapolation times. The
coordinate system is fully defined by connecting the two isochrons with the extremal rays.
Blending functions can then be used to specify an intermediate geometry {s 1 , s 2 }. (see upper
right panel of figure 2).
Coordinate systems generated with this approach, though, are not guaranteed to be smooth
and generally will require mesh regularization. The bottom right panel shows the output of
the differential grid generation algorithm {x 1 , x 2 } after 20 smoothing iterations. Note that
kinks visible in the upper right panel have disappeared leaving a significantly smoother mesh.
A qualitatively test of coordinate system smoothness is to examine the smoothness of the
underlying velocity model in the transform domain. The salt body example (lower left panel)
indicates that the velocity model is fairly smooth and should not create significant problems
for generalized coordinate wavefield extrapolation.

Wave-equation Migration from Topography
Seismic data acquired on topography usually require significant preprocessing before any
imaging technique can be applied successfully. Performing wave-equation migration, though,
usually requires that data exist on regularly sampled meshes before a wavefield extrapolation
procedure can begin. Usually, this involves a data regularization step implemented as either
pre-migration datuming or through a wavefield injection plus interpolation migration strategy.
An alternative to these standard approaches is discussed in Shragge and Sava (2005), who
pose seismic imaging directly in acquisition coordinates and use Riemannian wavefield extrapolation to propagate wavefields. Initially, a conformal mapping approach was used to
generate structured, locally orthogonal coordinate meshes (see top panel of figure 3). However, the ensuing grid clustering and rarefaction demanded by orthogonality led to significant
spatial variance in metric tensor coefficients. Importantly, this variance caused artifacts in the
resulting image, which remains the main drawback of this migration approach.
The extension of RWE to non-orthogonal coordinate systems (Shragge, 2006) allows for
greater flexibility in coordinate system design. The middle panel in figure 3 represents a
blended coordinate system {s 1 , s 2 } that forms the input to the differential mesh algorithm.
Lines predominantly in the horizontal direction mimic topography in the near-surface and
slowly heal to form an evenly sampled wavefield at depth. The bottom panel shows the coordinate system output {x 1 , x 2 } from the gridding algorithm after 15 iterations. Grid irregularities
now heal more rapidly and the mesh becomes very regular after a few extrapolation steps into
the subsurface.
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Figure 2: Wave-equation generated Green’s functions example. Top left: Travel-time map
generated by fast marching eikonal (FMEikonal) equation solver for a slice of the SEG-EAGE
salt model overlain by 0.2 s time contours. Top right: A blended coordinate system developed
using time contours as the interior and exterior surfaces. This allows for the the coordinate
system to be fairly conformal with the orientation of the propagating wavefield. Bottom right:
Coordinate mesh output from the differential mesh algorithm after 20 iterations. Note that the
kinks in the model have been significantly reduced. Bottom left: Underlying velocity model
mapped into the ray-coordinate shown in bottom right. jeff2-Shotpoint [ER]
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Figure 3: Meshing example for the wave-equation migration from topography application.
Top panel: Locally orthogonal coordinate system calculated by conformal mapping (Shragge
and Sava, 2005). Note the severe amount of grid clustering indicating a need for meshing regularization. Middle panel: Blended coordinate system {s 1 , s 2 } forming the differential gridding algorithm input. Bottom panel: Regularized mesh {x 1 , x 2 } after 15 iterations.
jeff2-Topography [ER]
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Coordinate systems generated using the approach advocated by Liseikin (2004) offer significant improvements in overall mesh smoothness. Accordingly, they should be good underlying
meshes on which to numerical compute PDE solutions. Importantly, because the numerical
solution process splits into finite differences along single coordinate directions, this approach
easily extends to 3-D meshing or projecting 2-D surfaces into 3-D volumes. The results for
this paper were generated using fairly basic monitor functions. Further work is required to
better understand how other choices would potentially impact geophysical meshing solutions.
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APPENDIX A
This appendix details a numerical scheme for solving the differential gridding equations discussed in Liseikin (2004). The set of parabolic equations to solve are,
∂s 1
∂f k
= D ξ [s 1 ] + D ξ [ f k ] 1 , k = 1,l
∂t
∂s
∂
fk
∂s 2
= D ξ [s 2 ] + D ξ [ f k ] 2 , k = 1,l
∂t
∂s
1 1 2
1 1 2
s (ξ , ξ , t) = φ (ξ , ξ ), t ≥ 0
2

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

2

s (ξ , ξ , t) = φ (ξ , ξ ),
s (ξ , ξ , 0) =

s (ξ , ξ , 0) =

s01 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ),
s02 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ),

(A-1)
(A-2)
(A-3)

t ≥0

(A-4)

t =0

(A-5)

t =0

(A-6)

where,
D ξ [v] =

gi j =
ξ

ξ

∂s k

∂s k

∂ξ i ∂ξ j

2

2

2

∂ v
∂ v
v
2
g22 ∂ξ∂1 ∂ξ
1 − 2 g12 ∂ξ 1 ∂ξ + g11 ∂ξ 2 ∂ξ 2 ,

+

∂ f m [s(ξ )]
∂ξ i

ξ

∂ f m [s(ξ )]
∂ξ j

,

ξ

i , j, k = 1, 2,

m = 1,l.

(A-7)
(A-8)

Computational domain 42 is the unit square divided into N intervals equally spaced in the
{ξ 1 , ξ 2 } directions. The first transformation 42 → S 2 interrelates the known coordinate values
on boundaries of domains S 2 and 42 ,


8(ξ j ) = φ 1 (ξ j ), φ 2 (ξ j ) , j = 1, 2.
(A-9)
The interior points of S 2 are generated using blending functions, αii j (s), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, where αiuj
is linear function defined by,
α0i j (s) = 1 − s,

α1i j = s.

(A-10)

Blended coordinates {s 1 , s 2 } are generated on S 2 with,




s 1 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , 0) = F 1 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) + (1 − ξ 2 ) φ 1 (ξ 1 , 0) − F 1 (ξ 1 , 0) + ξ 2 φ 1 (ξ 1 , 1) − F 1 (ξ 1 , 1) ,




s 2 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , 0) = F 2 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) + (1 − ξ 2 ) φ 2 (ξ 1 , 0) − F 2 (ξ 1 , 0) + ξ 2 φ i (ξ 1 , 1) − F 2 (ξ 1 , 1) (A-11)
,

where,

F i (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) = (1 − ξ 1 )φ i (0, ξ 2 ) + ξ 1 φ i (1, ξ 2 ).

(A-12)

Equations A-1A-6 can be solved using finite difference approximations that march forward
in time. To simplify notation coordinates s 1 and s 2 are redefined as u = s 1 and v = s 2 . The
finite difference solution is split into a two-stage process along the different coordinate axes.
1
1
The first stage calculates solutions u 0+ 2 and v 0+ 2 for a step in the u direction at time t = 0 + 21
using the values u 0 and v 0 . The second stage calculates solutions u 0+1 and v 0+1 for a step in
1
1
the v direction at time t = 0 + 1 using intermediate values u 0+ 2 and v 0+ 2 .
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Explicitly, the four equations comprising the finite difference scheme for u nij and vinj , 0 ≤
i , j ≤ N , 0 ≤ n on uniform grid (i h, jh, nτ ) are,
h
i
n+1/2
n
τ
n
n+ 12
n
n
n
n
n
ui j
− u i j = h 2 g22 (si j ) Li j (u
) − 2 g12 (si j ) Mi j (u ) + g11 (si j ) Si j (u ) + Pi j (u )
1 ≤ i , j ≤ N − 1, n ≥ 0

n+1/2

vi j

− vinj =
n+1/2

u n+1
i j − ui j

n+1/2

vin+1
j − vi j

τ
h2

h

1

g22 (snij ) Li j (v n+ 2 ) − 2 g12 (snij ) Mi j (v n ) + g11 (snij ) Si j (v n ) + Qi j (u n )
1 ≤ i , j ≤ N − 1, n ≥ 0

=

τ
g (sn )
h 2 11 i j

Si j (u n+1 − u n )

=

τ
g (sn )
h 2 11 i j

Si j (v n+1 − v n )



=

n
i+1 j −u i−1 j

2h

2

 vn

n
i+1 j −vi−1 j

+

2h

2

1 ≤ i , j ≤ N − 1,

u ni+1 j −u ni−1 j
2h


g12 snij =

+

+



=

 un

n
i j +1 −u i j −1

Li j (w) =
Mi j (w) =
Si j (w) =

Pi j snij =


Qi j snij =

2h

2

+




 

f sni+1 j −f sni−1 j
2h

·


 

f sni+1 j −f sni−1 j
2h

(A-17)

n
n
u ni j +1 −u ni j −1
vi+1
vin j +1 −vin j −1
j −vi−1 j
+
·
2h
2h
2h
 

 
 

f sni+1 j −f sni−1 j
f snij +1 −f snij −1

·

2h

 vn

n
i j +1 −vi j −1

2h

2

1 ≤ i , j ≤ N − 1,

+

wi+1 j − 2 wi j + wi−1 j ,
1
4

(A-16)

·

1 ≤ i , j ≤ N − 1,
g22 snij

(A-15)

1 ≤ i , j ≤ N − 1, n ≥ 0

 un

wi j +1 − 2 wi j + wi j −1 ,

+

2h


 

f snij −1 −f snij +1
2h

·



(A-18)


 

f snij −1 −f snij +1
2h

1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1

wi+1 j +1 − wi−1 j +1 − wi+1 j −1 + wi−1 j −1

i

(A-14)

1 ≤ i , j ≤ N − 1, n ≥ 0

where,
g11 snij

(A-13)

1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1

(A-19)
(A-20)

1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1

(A-21)

bikj (snij ) ∂∂sf 1

k

k = 1,l

1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1

(A-22)

k

k = 1,l

1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1

(A-23)

bikj (snij ) ∂∂sf 2

 
 
 







bikj snij = g22 snij Li j f k (sm ) − 2 g12 snij Mi j f k (sm ) + g11 snij Si j f k (sm )
k = 1,l

1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1

(A-24)
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Algorithm for Computation
The solution to the finite difference scheme is obtained through recursive back-substitution.
Equation A-13 - is solved by,
n+ 12

n+ 12

= g22 (snij ) Ci j

Ai j

= 2 g22 (snij ) + θ

n+ 21

Bi j

= g22 (snij )

Finj = θ u nij − 2 g12 (snij ) Mi j (u n ) + g11 (snij ) Si j (u n ) + Pi j (u n ).

(A-25)

The solution for a fixed number j in range 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 obtained through,
n+1/2

ui j

n+ 1

n+1/2

n+1/2

= αi+1 j u i+12j + βi+1 j ,

n+ 1

i = 1, N − 1,

u N j 2 = φ1 (1, jh),

i = 1, N − 1,

α0 j

(A-26)

where,
n+ 21

Bi j

n+1/2

αi+1 j =
n+1/2
βi+1 j

n+ 12

Ci j

n+ 12

n+1/2
− αi j
Ai j

n+ 12

=

Ai j

n+ 12

Ci j

n+1/2

,

+ Finj

βi j

n+ 21

i = 1, N − 1,

n+ 12

n+1/2

Ai j

− αi j

n+ 21

β0 j

=0

= φ1 (0, jh).

Equation A-14 - is solved by,
n+ 12

n+ 21

= g22 (snij )

Ai j

= 2 g22 (snij ) + θ

Ci j

n+ 21

Bi j

= g22 (snij )

Finj = θ vinj − 2 g12 (snij ) Mi j (v n ) + g11 (snij ) Si j (v n ) + Pi j (v n ).

(A-27)

The solution for a fixed j in range 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 is obtained through,
n+1/2

vi j

n+1/2

n+ 1

n+1/2

n+ 1

i = 1, N − 1,

= αi+1 j vi+12j + βi+1 j ,

v N j 2 = φ2 (1, jh),

(A-28)

where,
n+ 21

Bi j

n+1/2

αi+1 j =
n+1/2
βi+1 j

n+ 12

Ci j

n+1/2

− αi j

n+ 12

=

Ai j

n+ 12

Ci j

n+1/2

βi j

n+ 12

Ai j

,

+ Finj

n+1/2

− αi j

n+ 12

Ai j

n+ 21

i = 1, N − 1,

α0 j

i = 1, N − 1,

β0 j

n+ 21

=0
= φ2 (0, jh)

Equation A-15 - is solved by,
n+ 12

Ai j

n+ 12

= g11 (snij ) Ci j

= 2 g11 (snij ) + θ
n+ 12

Fi j

n+1/2

= θ ui j

n+ 21

Bi j

= g11 (snij )

− g11 (snij ) Si j (u n ).

(A-29)
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The solution for a fixed i in the range 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1 is obtained through,
n+1
n+1
u n+1
= αin+1
ij
j +1 u i j +1 + βi j +1 ,

u n+1
i N = φ1 (i h, 1),

i = 1, N − 1,

(A-30)

where,
n+1
αi+1
j =
n+1
βi+1
j =

Bin+1
j

,

n+1 n+1
Cin+1
j − α i j Ai j

n+ 12

n+1
An+1
i j βi j + Fi j

n+1 n+1
Cin+1
j − α i j Ai j

j = 1, N − 1,

n+1
αi0
=0

j = 1, N − 1,

n+1
βi0
= φ1 (i h, 0)

Equation A-16 - is solved by,
n+ 12

Ai j

n+ 12

= g11 (snij ) Ci j

= 2 g11 (snij ) + θ
n+ 12

Fi j

n+1/2

= θ vi j

n+ 21

Bi j

= g11 (snij )

− g11 (snij ) Si j (v n ).

(A-31)

The solution for a fixed i in the range 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 is obtained through,
n+1
n+1
vin+1
= αin+1
j
j +1 vi j +1 + βi j +1 ,

i = 1, N − 1,

vin+1
N = φ2 (i h, 0),

j = 1, N − 1,

n+1
αi0
=0

j = 1, N − 1,

n+1
βi0
= φ1 (i h, 0).

(A-32)

where,
n+1
αi+1
j

=

n+1
βi+1
j =

Bin+1
j

n+1 n+1
Cin+1
j − α i j Ai j

n+ 12

n+1
An+1
i j βi j + Fi j

n+1 n+1
Cin+1
j − α i j Ai j

,

An approximate solution of the equations A-1 will be found at some large time T N that satisfies,
1 q n+1
n 2
max
(u i j − u nij )2 + (vin+1
(A-33)
j − vi j ) ≤ .
0≤i, j ,≤N τ
Step-by-Step Algorithm
The iterative solution method can be broken down into a number of distinct steps: i) define
initial grid using blending functions in equation A-11; ii) compute functions g11 (s0ij ), g12 (s0ij ),
g22 (s0ij ), g(s0ij ), L i j (u 0 ), L i j (v 0 ), Mi j (u 0 ), Mi j (v 0 ), Pi j (s0 ), Q i j (s0 ), and bil j (s0 ); iii) compute
0+1/2

0+1/2

ui j
by solving equation A-13; iv) compute vi j
by solving equation A-14; v) compute
0+1
0+1
u i j by solving equation A-15; vi) compute vi j by solving equation A-16; vii) perform
tolerance test in equation A-33; and viii) repeat steps 2-7 until tolerance is reached.
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Prestack exploding-reflectors modeling for migration velocity
analysis
Biondo Biondi

ABSTRACT
I introduce a prestack generalization of exploding-reflectors modeling that has the potential to drastically reduce the computational cost of Migration Velocity Analysis (MVA)
based on wavefield-continuation migration and modeling. The method aims at synthesizing, starting form a prestack migrated image, a limited number of independent experiments that contain all the velocity information needed for MVA.
The basic element of the method is the modeling of one isolated Subsurface-Offset Domain Common Image Gather (SODCIG) by using the prestack image as an initial condition. Taking advantage of the limited range of the subsurface offsets in the migrated
image, we can combine many SODCIGs in the same modeling experiment without diminishing the velocity information contained in the data. The number of independent
experiments required depends on how close we are to the correct migration velocity. Theoretically, this number is the same as the number of subsurface offsets needed to represent
the prestack image from which we started the modeling. Several numerical examples illustrate the basic concepts of the proposed method, and demonstrate its potential usefulness
for MVA.

INTRODUCTION
We would like to estimate migration-velocity models based on iterative wavefield-continuation
migrations, in contrast with the conventional use of iterative Kirchhoff migrations, to take full
advantage of the superior imaging capabilities of wavefield-continuation migration. If computational cost were not a consideration, we also should be updating the velocity field using a
wavefield tomographic operator (Symes and Carazzone, 1991; Pratt, 1999; Sava and Biondi,
2004a,b) instead of the computationally cheaper conventional ray tomography. Unfortunately,
the high computational cost of wavefield migration (and modeling) stands on the way to the
practical achievements of these goals.
In this paper I present a method that has the potential of substantially reducing the computational cost of Migration Velocity Analysis (MVA) based on wavefield migration. The
method could be applied to both MVA based on conventional ray tomography as well as MVA
based on wavefield operators. The computational saving is achieved by synthesizing a new
data set that has a number of independent experiments lower than the number of shot gathers in the original data set, but that contains all the information needed to estimate migration
45
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velocity. This new data set is synthesized from a prestack image obtained using a wavefieldcontinuation migration. This initial prestack image is assumed to be only partially focused,
with the defocusing related to an inaccurate migration velocity. In principle, the better focused the initial image is, the fewer independent experiments are needed for the new data set
to contain all the information needed by MVA.
I propose to synthesize the new data set by applying a prestack generalization of explodingreflectors modeling. Conceptually, the starting point is the modeling of an isolated SubsurfaceOffset Domain Common Image Gathers (SODCIGs). The image in the SODCIGs is used to
generate both the source and receiver wavefields at zero time (exploding reflectors). The wavefields are then propagated toward the surface and recorded there by aerial arrays covering the
whole surface of the model. The receiver wavefield is propagated forward in time, whereas
the source wavefield is propagated backward in time. Any numerical scheme can be used for
wave propagation. In particular, both the one-way wave equation and the two-way wave equations can be used for this purpose. The numerical examples I show in this paper are obtained
by solving the two-way wave equation in the time domain, because the visual inspection of
propagating wavefields provides an intuitive understanding of the process.
Generating an independent experiment for every SODCIG in the prestack image would
actually create a data set even larger than the original data set. However, the fundamental
observation is that we can simultaneously model several SODCIGs without hampering the
velocity analysis based on this reduced data set, as long as we are careful to combine SODCIGs
that are sufficiently uncorrelated. If the SODCIGs have been focused by migration, albeit
imperfectly because of velocity errors, decorrelation can be achieved by taking advantage of
the limited range along the subsurface offset axis of the partially focused image.
When the SODCIGs are uncorrelated, the modeling for many SODCIGs can be combined.
The data resulting from modeling the combined SODCIGs can be imaged without the contributions of the individual SODCIGs correlating with each other and diminishing the velocity
information contained in the migrated image. In this paper I take a simple approach to assure decorrelation; I model SODCIGs defined on several coarse grids which are shifted with
respect to each other. In other words, I obtain the initial condition for modeling each independent experiment by multiplying the prestack image by a spatial comb function. I then shift the
comb function until the image space is entirely covered. I show that if the distance between
adjacent SODCIGs is equal, or larger, than the effective range of offsets in the SODCIGs, the
velocity information is preserved. This process reduces to the conventional zero-offset exploding reflectors modeling in the limit that we model all SODCIGs together and assume that
they are different from zero only at zero offset. From this viewpoint, the implicit assumption
underlying zero-offset exploding-reflectors modeling is that the image is perfectly focused and
all the energy is concentrated at zero subsurface offset.
The proposed method can be theoretically analyzed by using concepts that are similar to
the ones used to analyze the “cross-talks” in phase-encoding (Romero et al., 2000) and Montecarlo (Cazzola et al., 2004) migration. This theoretical insight suggests that even further
saving might be achieved by using temporally uncorrelated and spatially varying source functions. This direction is promising and deserves further work, but is beyond the scope of this
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paper.
PRESTACK EXPLODING REFLECTOR MODELING
In this section I discuss the basic concept for modeling SODCIGs and show how the data
created by this process contain useful velocity information.
Modeling of an isolated SODCIG

The modeling process starts from the prestack image I z ξ , xξ , h ξ that is function of the imagespace coordinates: depth z ξ , horizontal location xξ , and horizontal subsurface offset h ξ . We
then extract from the whole image a single SODCIG identified by its horizontal coordinate x ξi ,
g
and model the corresponding aerial-shot data D xs i and aerial-receiver data D x i by propagating
ξ

g

ξ

the source wavefield Pxsi and the receiver wavefield Px i starting from the following initial
ξ

ξ

conditions:

ξ

g

Px i

ξ




= I z ξ , xξi , h ξ ,


t = 0, x = xξ + h ξ , z = z ξ = I z ξ , xξi , h ξ .

Pxsi t = 0, x = xξ − h ξ , z = z ξ

(1)
(2)

The receiver wavefield is propagated forward in time (t), whereas the source wavefield is
propagated backward in time.
The modeled-data gathers are generated by extracting the wavefields values at the surface
for all times and all surface locations as follows:
Dxs i (t, x) = Pxsi (t, x, z = 0) ,
ξ

(3)

ξ

g

g

Dx i (t, x) = Px i (t, x, z = 0) .
ξ

(4)

ξ

The simple modeling procedure illustrated above generates data useful for analyzing only flat
reflectors. A generalization of this procedure to reflectors with arbitrary dips can be simply
achieved by tilting the source function and aligning it along the normal to the reflector instead
of along the vertical; that is, by interpreting the offset as the geological-dip offset instead of
as the horizontal offset. Biondi and Symes (2004) provide a kinematic analysis of SODCIGs
from dipping reflectors that justify the following generalization of equations 1 and 2:


P sx i t = 0, x = xξ − h ξ cos α, z = z ξ − h ξ sin α = I z ξ , xξi , h ξ ,
(5)
α ξ


g
(6)
P x i t = 0, x = xξ + h ξ cos α, z = z ξ + h ξ sin α = I z ξ , xξi , h ξ ,
α ξ

and correspondingly,

D s x i (t, x) = P sx i (t, x, z = 0) ,
α ξ

D

g

i
α xξ

α ξ

(t, x) = P

g

i
α xξ

(t, x, z = 0) .

(7)
(8)
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Figure 1: Zero-subsurface-offset sections obtained by source-receiver migration: a) with the correct velocity,
and b) a velocity too slow by 10%.
biondo1-Sections-overn [ER]

To illustrate the proposed modeling procedure I applied it to a SODCIG extracted from the
prestack image of a simple synthetic data set. The data were modeled by using the two-way
wave equation and by assuming a constant propagation velocity of 1 km/s and two reflectors:
a flat reflector below a reflector dipping by 10 degrees. The complete data set comprises a total
of 100 split-spread shot gathers. I migrated the data twice by source-receiver migration: once
using the correct velocity and once using a velocity too slow by 10%. Figure 1, shows the
zero-subsurface-offset sections obtained by migration with the correct velocity (Figure 1a),
and a velocity too slow by 10% (Figure 1b). Figure 2 shows snapshots of the wavefields
obtained by extracting an individual SODCIG from the prestack image obtained using the correct velocity (Figure 1a). Panel a) shows the source wavefield and panel b) shows the receiver
wavefield. Figure 3 shows the data recorded at the surface by the aerial arrays corresponding
to the wavefields shown in Figure 2. Notice that the source wavefield (panel a) is recorded at
negative times, because it is propagated back in time. Figures 4–5 shows wavefields snapshots
and the recorded data corresponding to the same SODCIG used to model the data shown in
Figure 3, but assuming the reflectors to be dipping by 45 degrees, and imposing the initial conditions expressed in equations 5 and 6. Notice that, because of the assumed reflector dip, the
wavefields shown in Figure 4 are more asymmetric than the the wavefields shown in Figure 2,
with the receiver wavefield (Figure 2b) tilted towards the right more than the source wavefield
(Figure 2a).
Migration
The experiment modeled following the procedure described above can be imaged by using
conventional migration of aerial shot data. For example, the reverse time migration of the data
can be expressed as:


 X
S
(9)
PSs α x i t, z = z ξ , x = xξ − h ξ PSg α x i t, z = z ξ , x = xξ + h ξ ,
Ii z ξ , x ξ , h ξ =
t

ξ

ξ
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Figure 2: Snapshots of the source
wavefield (panel a) and the receiver wavefield (panel b) generated by modeling an isolated SODCIG by imposing the initial conditions expressed in equations 1 and 2.
biondo1-Snaps-INF-overn [ER]

Figure 3: The data recorded at the
surface by aerial arrays and corresponding to the source wavefield
(panel a) and the receiver wavefield (panel b) shown in Figure 2.
biondo1-Data-INF-overn [ER]

where the source and receiver data provide the surface boundary conditions to generate the
source wavefield PSs α x i and the receiver wavefield PSg α x i .
ξ

ξ

To theoretically analyze the migration results we can express these wavefields as function
of the data convolved, both in time and space, with the convolutional operator G 1 , that represents the propagation from the surface into the subsurface. For the sake of simplicity, I limit
this analysis to the flat-reflector case, where the wavefields at depth can be written as:
PSs x i (t, x, z) = G 1 (x, z = 0; x, z) ∗ Dxs i (t, x),
ξ

g
PSg x i (t, x, z) = G 1 (x, z = 0; x, z) ∗ Dx i (t, x).
ξ

(10)

ξ

(11)

ξ

Similarly, the data themselves can be represented as the convolution of the image (exploding
reflectors) with the operator G 0 representing the propagation from the subsurface up to the
surface; that is, as:


Dxs i (t, x) = G 0 x = xξi − h ξ , z = z ξ ; x, z = 0 ∗ I z ξ , xξi , h ξ ,
(12)
ξ


g
(13)
Dx i (t, x) = G 0 x = xξi + h ξ , z = z ξ ; x, z = 0 ∗ I z ξ , xξi , h ξ .
ξ
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Figure 4: Snapshots of the source
wavefield (panel a) and the receiver
wavefield (panel b) generated by
modeling an isolated SODCIG
by imposing the initial conditions
expressed in equations 5 and 6 and assuming a reflector dip of 45 degrees.
biondo1-Snaps-INF-DIP-overn
[ER]

Figure 5: The data recorded at the
surface by aerial arrays and corresponding to the source wavefield
(panel a) and the receiver wavefield (panel b) shown in Figure 4.
biondo1-Data-INF-DIP-overn [ER]

Substituting equation 12 into equation 10, and equation 13 into equation 11, I obtain:


PSs x i (t, x, z) = G 1 (x, z = 0; x, z) ∗ G 0 x = xξi − h ξ , z = z ξ ; x, z = 0 ∗ I z ξ , xξi , h ξ ,(14)
ξ


g
S
P x i (t, x, z) = G 1 (x, z = 0; x, z) ∗ G 0 x = xξi + h ξ , z = z ξ ; x, z = 0 ∗ I z ξ , xξi , h ξ .(15)
ξ

In general, the velocity models used for modeling and migration may be different, and thus
the forward and backward propagators G 0 and G 1 are not the “inverse” of each other. Their
convolution can be expressed as:
1G (x0 , z 0 ; x1 , z 1 ) = G 0 (x = x0 , z 0 ; x, z = 0) ∗ G 1 (x, z = 0; x = x1 , z 1 ) .

(16)

When the modeling and migration velocity functions are the same, the convolutional operator
1G is concentrated around (x 0 = x1 , z 0 = z 1 ); otherwise, it shifts the wavefields proportionally to the differences between the velocities.
Substituting equation 14 and 15 into equation 9, I obtain the following expression for the
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image after migration

S
Ii z ξ , x ξ , h ξ



P
= t G 1 x, z = 0; x = xξ − h ξ , z = z ξ ∗ G 0 x = xξi − h 0ξ , z = z ξ0 ; x, z = 0 ∗ I z ξ0 , xξi , h 0ξ



G 1 x, z = 0; x = xξ + h ξ , z = z ξ ∗ G 0 x = xξi + h 0ξ , z = z ξ0 ; x, z = 0 ∗ I z ξ0 , xξi , h 0ξ ,

(17)

and then substituting equation 16 into equation 17 we get:

S
Ii z ξ , x ξ , h ξ


P 
= t 1G xξi − h ξ , z ξ ; xξi − h 0ξ , z ξ0 ; ∗ I z ξ0 , xξi , h 0ξ



1G xξi + h ξ , z ξ ; xξi + h 0ξ , z ξ0 ; ∗ I z ξ0 , xξi , h 0ξ .

(18)

When the velocities are the same the migrated image S
Ii is an approximation of the square of
the starting image I . When the migration velocity is different from the modeling velocity, the
two images may substantially differ. Because we want to use migration results to estimate
velocity, it is important to demonstrate that the velocity information contained in the prestack
image obtained from the data modeled using the proposed procedure is consistent with the
velocity information extracted from the prestack image obtained from migrating the whole
data set.
Figure 6 shows the SODCIGs and the Angle Domain Common Image Gathers (ADCIGs)
obtained by migrating the data sets shown in Figures 3 and 5, and compares these ADCIGs
with the ADCIG (Figure 6e) computed from the SODCIG used as initial condition for modeling. The ADCIGs show the same kinematics (all three of them are flat), though the amplitudes
in the ADCIGs obtained by migrating the data modeled by the proposed method is lower at
wide aperture angles. This difference is likely to be related to the Jacobian of imaging, similarly to the phenomenon analyzed by Sava et al. (2004) for downward-continuation migration
and modeling. It warrants further investigations.
Figure 7 shows the SODCIGs and the ADCIGs obtained by migrating the data sets shown
in Figures 3 and 5 with a migration velocity too slow by 10%. The last panel (Figure 7e)
shows the ADCIG computed from the prestack image obtained by source-receiver migration
of the original 100-shots data set with a migration velocity too slow by 10%. The residual
moveouts caused by the velocity error are the same for the ADCIG obtained by migrating the
data modeled starting from an isolated SODCIG and by migrating the original data set.
COST-EFFICIENT PRESTACK EXPLODING-REFLECTOR MODELING
The independent modeling and imaging of all SODCIGs in a prestack image would be computationally expensive. However, several SODCIG can be modeled together, thus drastically
reducing the number of independent experiment that must be modeled and imaged. The combinations of the several SODCIG can be expressed as the following summation:

 X
(19)
I z ξ , xξi , h ξ ,
I j z ξ , xξ , h ξ =
i∈ A j
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Figure 6: SODCIGs and ADCIGs computed from the data shown in Figures 3 and 5: SODCIG from ”flat-reflector” data (panel a), SODCIG from ”dipping-reflector” data (panel b),
ADCIG from ”flat-reflector” data (panel c), ADCIG from ”dipping-reflector” data (panel
d), ADCIG computed from the SODCIG used as initial condition for modeling (panel e).
biondo1-Mig-Angs-INF-overn [ER]

Figure 7: SODCIGs and ADCIGs computed from the data shown in Figures 3 and 5 and
migrated with a velocity too slow by 10%: SODCIG from ”flat-reflector” data (panel a),
SODCIG from ”dipping-reflector” data (panel b), ADCIG from ”flat-reflector” data (panel
c), ADCIG from ”dipping-reflector” data (panel d), ADCIG computed by a source-receiver
migration of the original 100-shots data set with a velocity too slow by 10% (panel e).
biondo1-Mig-Angs-INF-SLOW-overn [ER]
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where A j is the set of SODCIGs combined for creating one single modeling experiment.
Because of the linearity of equations 12 and 13, the data computed by modeling the subset
A j can be expressed as the sum of the data sets obtained by modeling each x ξi independently;
that is,
X
c
Dxs i (t, x) ,
(20)
D js (t, x) =
i∈ A j

cg (t, x) =
D
j

X

i∈ A j

ξ

g

Dx i (t, x) .

(21)

ξ

The result of migrating this combined data set can be written as follows:

b
I j z ξ , xξ , h ξ



P
= i∈ A j
1G xξi − h ξ , z ξ ; xξi − h 0ξ , z ξ0 ; ∗ I z ξ0 , xξi , h 0ξ



1G xξi + h ξ , z ξ ; xξi + h 0ξ , z ξ0 ; ∗ I z ξ0 , xξi , h 0ξ



P
P
+ k∈ A j ;k6=l l∈ A j 1G xξl − h ξ , z ξ ; xξl − h 0ξ , z ξ0 ; I z ξ0 , xξl + h 0ξ , h 0ξ



1G xξk − h ξ , z ξ ; xξk − h 0ξ , z ξ0 ; I z ξ0 , xξk − h 0ξ , h 0ξ .

(22)

The first term in equation 22 is the desired result; that is, the image that we would obtain if
we had independently modeled and imaged each SODCIG belonging to A j , and summed the
results. The second term in equation 22 represents the “cross-talk” between the SODCIGs;
these artifacts are the unwanted consequence of combining SODCIGs before modeling in
order to save computations.
The second term in equation 22 becomes easier to analyze in the special case when migration velocity is the same as the modeling velocity. The “residual propagation” operator 1G
thus approximates a delta function and equation 22 simplifies into:
N
X X
 X



b
I j z ξ , xξ , h ξ ≈
I 2 z ξ , xξi , h ξ +
I z ξ , xξi + h ξ , h ξ I z ξ , xξk − h ξ , h ξ .
i=1

(23)

k∈ A j ;k6=l l∈ A j

In this case, the the cross-talks terms are given by the product of each SODCIG in A j ,
shifted by the subsurface offset h ξ , with all the other SODCIG in A j , shifted by −h ξ . If we
assume that the SODCIGs have limited subsurface offset range because they are partially focused by migration, we can easily eliminate the cross-talks interference with the desired image
in a window around zero subsurface offset by ensuring that the SODCIG belonging to A j are
sufficiently separated in space. The numerical examples in the next section demonstrates this
point.
However, if the migration and modeling velocities are dissimilar, the shifted versions of the
SODCIGs contributing to the cross-talk are distorted and shifted by the “residual propagation”
operator 1G (equation 22). This additional shift may increase, or decrease, the amount of
interference of the cross talks with the desired image. The last example in the next section
illustrates this point.
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Synthetic data examples
To test the analytical results presented in the previous section, I modeled and migrated several
data sets that combined SODCIGs extracted from the prestack images of the synthetic data set
described above. The SODCIGs were uniformly spaced with four choices for their distance
1xξi : 640 meters, 320 meters, 160 meters, and 80 meters. The original midpoint spacing of
the image, 1xξ , was 10 meters. Therefore, the first data set required 64 independent modeling
experiments, the second 32, the third 16 and the fourth 8.
Figure 8 compares the SODCIG extracted from the starting prestack image (Figure 8a)
with the corresponding SODCIGs extracted from the images obtained by migrating the four
combined data sets with the correct velocity. All the SODCIGs have been extracted at the
same horizontal location. As predicted by equation 23, the images obtained by the combined
data sets are affected by cross talk along the offset domain. The images obtained from the
smaller data set that had only 8 independent experiments (Figure 8e) is completely degraded
by the cross-talk. Whereas the larger data sets (1x ξi equal to 320 and 640 meters) preserve the
velocity information present in the original SODCIG and allow the computation of ADCIGs
uncontaminated by artifacts, after the cross-talks are removed by limiting the offset aperture.
Figure 9 shows the same SODCIGs shown in Figure 8 after the larger subsurface offsets are
zeroed. Because the distance between cross-talks decreases with decreasing 1x ξi , the windows
around zero offset also decreases in width. For Figure 9b the window was 410 meters wide,
for Figure 9c it was 170 meters wide, for Figure 9d it was 110 meters wide, for Figure 9e
it was 70 meters wide. Figure 10 shows the ADCIGs obtained by transforming into the
angle domain the SODCIGs shown Figure 9. The ADCIGs computed by imaging the larger
data sets (1xξi equal 320 and 640 meters) preserve the velocity information contained in the
original ADCIG (Figure 10a), whereas the ADCIG computed from the data set with only 8
independent experiments (Figure 10e), is completely overwhelmed by artifacts.
The amount of interference caused by the cross-talk also depends on how well the SODCIGs are focused around zero subsurface offset, in addition to the spacing between SODCIGs.
When the initial migration is not perfectly focused because of velocity inaccuracies, more
experiments are needed to preserve the velocity information than when the starting image is
well focused. Figure 11, illustrating this concept, shows the SODCIGs obtained starting from
the prestack image computed by source-receiver migration using a migration velocity too low
by 10%. Figure 11 shows the original SODCIG, whereas the other panels show the SODCIG
obtained with increasingly smaller data sets, as in Figure 8. Because of the velocity error the
SODCIGs are not well focused at zero offset. In this case, only the data set with 64 independent experiments produces a SODCIG with the cross-talk sufficiently separated from zero
offset not to interfere with the desired image.
This result is confirmed by the transformation to angle domain. Figure 12 shows the ADCIGs obtained after windowing the SODCIGs shown in Figure 11. The ADCIG obtained by
migrating all the 64 independent experiments (Figure 12b) contains the same velocity information as the original ADCIG (Figure 12a), whereas the others are affected by artifact caused
by the cross talks, increasingly so going from left to right in the figure. The two previ-
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Figure 8: Panel a): SODCIG extracted from source-receiver migration of synthetic data set
migrated with correct velocity. Panels b) to e): SODCIGs obtained from migration of data
sets modeled using the proposed method, with respectively 1x ξi = 640 m, 320 m, 160 m and
80 m. biondo1-Migs-nowind-overn [CR]

Figure 9: Same panels shown in Figure 8 after zeroing the larger subsurface offsets to
maximally eliminate the cross-talk before transformation to angle domain (Figure 10).
biondo1-Migs-wind-overn [CR]
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Figure 10: ADCIGs obtained by transformation of the windowed SODCIGs shown in Figure 9.
Panel a): ADCIG computed from source-receiver migration of synthetic data set migrated
with correct velocity. Panels b) to e): ADCIGs obtained from the migration of data sets
modeled using the proposed method, with respectively 1x ξi = 640 m, 320 m, 160 m and 80
m. biondo1-Angs-wind-overn [CR]

ous examples display the imaging results when the modeling and migration velocity were the
same. However, because the proposed modeling method would be used for MVA, which requires iterative migrations with different velocities, it is useful to evaluate the results when
the modeling and migration velocities differ. Therefore, I modeled four data sets, again with
decreasing 1xξi ; I started as before with 1x ξi = 640 meters, and went down to 320 meters,
160 meters and 80 meters. The starting image was obtained by source-receiver migration with
velocity too slow by 10%. The data were modeled assuming the same low velocity, but they
were migrated using the correct velocity, and thus the SODCIGs after migration are now well
focused.
Figure 13 shows the resulting SODCIGs and compares them with the well-focused SODCIGs obtained by source-receiver migration of the original data set with the correct velocity
(Figure 13a). As in Figure 8, the cross-talk artifacts in the SODCIGs obtained by migrating
the data sets formed by 32 and 64 independent experiments are sufficiently far from zero offset
to be easily zeroed before transformation to angle domain. Figure 14 shows the corresponding
ADCIGs, which show flat moveout for the deep flat reflector. A small residual moveout can be
observed for the shallow dipping reflector that is probably related to staircase artifacts in the
initial modeling. In other words, because of the coarseness of the modeling grid, the dipping
reflector behaves as a sequence of short segments of flat reflectors, instead as a continuous planar reflector dipping at 10 degrees. All ADCIGs, except the ones shown in Figure 14d and 14e
are free from artifacts and provide useful velocity information.
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Figure 11: Panel a): SODCIG extracted from source-receiver migration of synthetic data set
migrated with velocity too slow by 10%. Panels b) to e): SODCIGs obtained from migration
of data sets modeled using the proposed method, with respectively 1x ξi = 640 m, 320 m, 160
m and 80 m. The modeling and the migration velocities were the same and both too slow by
10%. biondo1-Migs-slow-nowind-overn [CR]

Figure 12: ADCIGs obtained by transformation of the SODCIGs shown in Figure 11 after
windowing. Panel a): ADCIG computed from source-receiver migration of synthetic data set
migrated with velocity too slow by 10%. Panels b) to e): ADCIGs obtained from migration of
data sets modeled using the proposed method, with respectively 1x ξi = 640 m, 320 m, 160 m
and 80 m. biondo1-Angs-slow-wind-overn [CR]
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The last example illustrates the idea that the interference between SODCIGs depends on
the amount of focusing of the SODCIG after migration, not in the starting image. In other
words, the “residual propagation” operator 1G present in equation 22 may decrease, or increase, the amount of cross-talk artifacts, depending whether it improves, or degrades, the
focusing of the image.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The proposed prestack exploding-reflectors modeling preserves the velocity information in the
starting prestack image. Taking advantage of the limited subsurface-offset range of partially
focused images, several SODCIGs can be combined without degrading the velocity information necessary for MVA. My first tests of the method demonstrate that the number of independent experiments required for MVA can be substantially lower than the number of shot
profiles in the original data set. They indicate that minimum number of independent experiments depends on the degree of focusing of the migrated image. The proposed method has the
potential of significantly reducing the computational cost of MVA based on wavefield continuation migration and modeling, and to enable the use of expensive wavefields methods when
estimating migration velocity.
The number of SODCIG that can be combined to form an independent experiment depends on the degree of correlation between the SODCIGs. In this paper I presented a simple
schemes for combining SODCIGs that takes advantage of their limited offset range to achieve
spatial decorrelation. However, temporal decorrelation can be also induced by modeling using
spatially varying, and temporally decorrelated, source functions. This approach would follow
the ideas used for phase encoding and Montecarlo migration. The additional degrees of freedom introduced by the variations in source functions are likely to enable further reduction of
the number of independent experiments needed to preserve the velocity information necessary
to improve velocity by MVA.
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Figure 13: Panel a): SODCIG extracted from source-receiver migration of synthetic data set
migrated with velocity too slow by 10%. Panels b) to e): SODCIGs obtained from migration
of data sets modeled using the proposed method, with respectively 1x ξi = 640 m, 320 m, 160
m and 80 m. The modeling velocity was too slow by 10%, but the migration velocity equaled
the correct velocity. biondo1-Migs-slow-slow-nowind-overn [CR]

Figure 14: ADCIGs obtained by transformation of the SODCIGs shown in Figure 13 after
windowing. Panel a): ADCIG computed from source-receiver migration of synthetic data set
migrated with velocity too slow by 10%. Panels b) to e): ADCIGs obtained from migration
of data sets modeled using the proposed method, with respectively 1x ξi = 640 m, 320 m, 160
m and 80 m. The modeling velocity was too slow by 10%, but the migration velocity equaled
the correct velocity. biondo1-Angs-slow-slow-wind-overn [CR]
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AMO inversion to a common azimuth dataset: Field data results
Robert G. Clapp

ABSTRACT
I cast 3-D data regularization as a least-squares inversion problem. I form a linear operator
that maps from irregular dataspace 5-D data space to a regular 4-D common azimuth volume using a cascade of linear interpolation and Azimuth Move-out (AMO) binning. I regularize the inversion by adding minimizes the difference between various (t, cmp x , cmp y )
cubes by applying a filter that acts along offset. AMO is used to transform the cubes to
the same hx before applying the filter. Further efficiency is gained by inverting each frequency independently. I apply the methodology on marine dataset and compare the results
with two more conventional approaches.

INTRODUCTION
The irregularity of seismic data, particularly 3-D data, in both the model domain (in terms of
subsurface position and reflection angle) and the data domain (in terms of midpoint, offset,
and time) causes imaging problems. Migration methods desire a greater level of regularity
than is often present in seismic surveys. There are two general approaches to deal with this
problem. One approach is to treat the imaging problem as an inverse problem. The migration operator can be thought of as a linear transform from the recorded data to image space.
Ronen and Liner (2000); Duquet and Marfurt (1999); Prucha et al. (2000) use the migration
operator in a linear inverse problem to overcome irregular and limited data coverage. A regularization that encourages consistency over reflection angle is used to stabilize the inverse.
These approaches have shown promise but are generally prohibitively expensive, and rely on
an accurate subsurface velocity model.
Another approach is to try to regularize the data. AMO provides an effective regularization
tool (Biondi et al., 1998) and is generally applied as an adjoint to create a more regularized
volume. These regularized volumes still often contain an ‘acquisition footprint’ or more subtle
amplitude effects. Chemingui (1999) used a log-stretch transform to make the AMO operator
stationary in time. He then cast the regularization problem as a frequency-by-frequency inversion problem using a Kirchoff-style AMO operator. He showed that the acquisition footprint
could be significantly reduced. The downside of this approach is the relatively high cost of
Kirchoff implementation of AMO.
Biondi and Vlad (2001) built on the work of Fomel (2001) and set up an inverse problem
relating the irregular input data to a regular model space. They regularized the problem by
61
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enforcing consistency between the various (t, cmpx , cmp y ) cubes. The consistency took two
forms. In the first, a simple difference between two adjacent in-line offset cubes was minimized. In the second, the difference was taken after transforming the cubes to the same offset
AMO. Clapp (2005b) set up the data regularization with AMO as an inverse problem creating
a full volume (t, cmpx , cmp y , hx, hy). Clapp (2005a) modified this approach to form a Common Azimuth dataset. The full volume of Clapp (2005b) is mapped into a Common Azimuth
volume using AMO as part of the inversion.
In this paper, I build on the work of Clapp (2005a). I modify the data mapping operator to
allow more mingling between hx volumes in the model space. In addition, each log-stretched
frequency is done independently, allowing many more iterations to be applied economically.
The methodology is applied on a marine dataset and compared to both a flex-binning and more
standard AMO based approach.
THEORY
Estimating a regularly sampled common-azimuth volume m from our irregular input data d
can be set up as a least squares inversion problem. The data consists of irregular traces in
a 5-D space (t, cmpx , cmp y , hx, hy). I want to apply a wave-number domain AMO operator
(Biondi and Vlad, 2001) that works on regular cube, so the first step is to map the data onto
a regular mesh. The operator L performs linear interpolation between the irregular dataspace
and a regular 5-D mesh.
We want to create a common azimuth volume, specifically the zero azimuth volume, so
we want to create a dataset where hy = 0. AMO provides a way to translate between different
offsets. We can create an operator Z that sums over hy volumes that have been translated
to hy = 0 using AMO. Unlike Clapp (2005a), we will also sum over a small range of hx.
This additional summation allows for additional mixing of information in the five-dimensional
space. We can define transforming from hx 1 , hy1 to hx2 , hy2 using AMO as Z hx1 ,hy1 ,hx2 ,hy2 . We
can define our hx sampling interval as dhx , the number of samples as n hx , and the first location
as ohx . Similarly our sampling hy is defined by n hy , ohy , and dhy . Given 1hx samples we wish
to sum over we can write an equation relating our domain m and range d through
m(i x) =

i x+1x
X

ny
X

i x 0 =i x−1x iy=0

Z i x 0 dhx +ohx ,iydhy +ohy ,i xdhx +ohx ,0 (d(i x 0 , i y)).

(1)

Where m(i x) and d(i x 0 , i y) are 3-D cubes (t, cmpx , cmpy ).
Finally, we need to add in our regularization term. Generally, after NMO, our data should
be smooth as a function of offset. By applying a derivative operator along the offset axis we
can emphasize this smoothness and help fill in acquisition holes caused by data irregularity.
We can improve this estimate even further by applying a derivative on cubes that have been
transformed to the same offset using AMO1 Dh . We can write our objective function as
1 In

Q(m) = ||d − LZm||2 +  2 ||Dhm||2

this case AMO simplifies to Dip Move-out because it is being applied simply along the hx axis

(2)
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where  controls the importance of consistency along the offset axis. We can speed up the
convergence of this problem by preconditioning the model with the inverse of our regularization operator. In this case, we replace taking the derivative of AMO cubes with performing
causal integration of AMO cubes Ch . Our new fitting goals then become

where m = Ch p.

Q(p) = ||d − LZCh p||2 +  2 ||p||2

(3)

IMPLEMENTATION
A cost-effective implementation of (3) is challenging. The first question is whether to directly
invert the matrix described by (3) by least-squares or use a reference model (Rickett, 2001;
Biondi and Vlad, 2001) to approximate the implied Hessian by a diagonal matrix based on a
reference model. A Hessian-based approach is easily parallelizable. The model can be broken
along the hx axis. Each node is then given all of the data in (hx i − dhx 1x, hxi + dhx 1x),
where hxi is the offset that a given node is creating.
If we do a full inverse then the obvious domain to parallelize the inversion is over frequency. In this case the model and data time axis is log-stretched and transformed into the
frequency domain. The resulting model and data space are approximately three times the size
of their time domain representation due to the oversampling necessitated by the log-stretch
operation. In addition, both these volumes need to be transposed. To apply the log-stretch
FFT operation, the natural ordering is for the time/frequency axis to be the inner axis while
the inversion is more efficient with the time/frequency axis being the outer axis. An out-ofcore transpose grows in cost with the square of the number of elements. For efficiency, I do
a pre- and post-step parallel transpose of the data in conjunction with the transformation to
and from the log-stretched frequency domain. I split the data long the cmp y axis. Before the
pre-step transpose I log-stretch and FFT the input data, I then do an out-of-core transpose of
this smaller volume. I then collect the transposed data. The post-step operation is simply the
inverse, transpose and then FFT and unstretch.
A second major problem is the number of iterations necessary for convergence. The causal
integration and leaky integration are good preconditioners (fast convergence) but the AMO
portion tends to slow the inversion. As a result many (20-100 iterations) are desirable. The
global inversion approach described in Clapp (2005b) is Input/Output dominated. It also relies
on hardware stability. Both of these factors make a frequency-by-frequency in-core inversion
the non-ideal but better choice. The major drawback to a frequency-by-frequency approach is
that the frequencies might converge at significantly different rates resulting in an image that is
unrealistically dominated by certain frequency ranges (most likely the low). To minimize this
problem, I stopped the inversion after a set reduction in the data residual for each frequency.
The final issue is the size of the problem. The domain of L is four-dimensional and can
be quite large even for a relatively small model space. In addition, for a conjugate gradient
approach we still must keep three copies of our data space (data, data residual, previous step
data residual) and five copies of our model space (gradient, model, previous step, previous
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step model residual, model residual). As a result, we need a machine with significant memory
and/or must break the problem into patches in the (cmp x , cmp y ) plane.

REAL DATA EXAMPLE
I tested the methodology on a real 3-D marine dataset from the North Sea. Previous uses of
AMO and common azimuth migration have resulted in noticeable acquisition footprint in the
first 1300 meters (Biondi, 1999; Vaillant and Sava, 1999). I regularized, and then migrated,
the volume using three different approaches. In the first approach I ignored the azimuth information to form my 4-D volume, I will refer to this methodology as the ‘stack’ approach.
In the second approach I approximated the Hessian matrix by a diagonal based on a reference
model, the ‘reference’ approach. And finally applied up to 120 conjugate iterations, ‘inverse’
approach. Figure 1 shows all three result. The top panel is the ‘stack’ approach, the center is
the ‘reference’ approach, and the bottom panel is the ‘inverse’ approach. All the remaining
figures will be of the same form.
Figure 2 compares a depth slice at 900 m. Note at ‘A’ what looks like noise on the ‘stack’
and ‘reference’ result, turns into a fault on the ‘inverse’ result At ‘B’ we see a steeply dipping
reflector come into focus when we apply the ‘reference’ approach. The acquisition footprint
visible at ‘C’ diminishes with the ‘reference’ approach, and is almost completely absent in the
‘inverse’ result. At a depth of 1360 m (Figure 3) we can see similar improvements. At ‘A’
we see fault reflection that is not visible on the ‘stack’ result, barely visible on the ’reference’
result become very evident on the ‘inverse’ result. At ‘B’ we see significant acquisition footprint in the ‘stack’ result, it is reduced significant in the ‘reference’ result, and in the ‘inverse’
result we begin to see additional fine featured geology appear. At ‘C’ we a portion of fault in
the ‘stack’ result, continuous segment in the ‘reference’ result, and the entire fault reflection
in the ‘inverse’ result. Figure 4 shows a cross-line located at 7200m. Note the fault reflection
at ‘A’ that is barely visible in the ‘stack’ result appear in the ’reference’ result, and become
coherent in the ‘inverse’ result. Note the small faults at ‘B’ that are not visible in the ‘stack’
or ‘reference’ result become evident in the ‘inverse’ result. Figure 5 shows a cross-line at
8200m. Note the small faults become much more evident as we progress from the ‘stack’ to
the ‘inverse’ result. At ‘B’ we see the migration artifacts dramatically decrease as we move
from the ‘reference’ to the ‘inverse’ result.
Figure 6 shows an inline section at 3100m. Note the steeply dipping reflectors that are not
visible at ‘A’ in the ‘stack’ result come into focus in the inverse result. At ‘B’ we see a peak that
isn’t visible in either the ‘stack’ or ‘reference’ result appear in the inverse result. At ‘C’ we see
a package of reflectors that are incoherent in the ‘stack’ result become clearer as we move to
the ‘reference’ and ‘inverse’ result. Figure 7 shows an inline section location at 3960m. At ‘A’
the complex folding above the salt intrusion come into focus in the ‘inversion’ result. The set
of reflectors above the salt come into focus as we advance to more sophisticated techniques
at ‘B’. At ‘C’ we see the salt reflection come into focus as we move to the ‘reference’ and
‘inverse’ approach.
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Figure 1: The top panel is the ‘stack’
approach, the center is the ‘reference’
approach, and the bottom panel is the
‘inverse’ approach.
bob1-cube
[CR,M]
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Figure 2: The top panel is the ‘stack’
approach, the center is the ‘reference’
approach, and the bottom panel is
the ‘inverse’ approach. Note at ‘A’
what looks like noise on the ‘stack’
and ‘reference’ result, turns into a
fault on the ‘inverse’ result At ‘B’ we
see a steeply dipping reflector come
into focus when we apply the ‘reference’ approach. The acquisition footprint visible at ‘C’ diminishes with
the ‘reference’ approach, and is almost completely absent in the ‘inverse’ result. bob1-depth1 [CR,M]
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Figure 3: The top panel is the ‘stack’
approach, the center is the ‘reference’
approach, and the bottom panel is the
‘inverse’ approach. At ‘A’ we see
fault reflection that is not visible on
the ‘stack’ result, barely visible on
the ’reference’ result become very evident on the ‘inverse’ result. At ‘B’
we see significant acquisition footprint in the ‘stack’ result, it is reduced
significant in the ‘reference’ result,
and in the ‘inverse’ result we begin to
see additional fine featured geology
appear. At ‘C’ we a portion of fault
in the ‘stack’ result, continuous segment in the ‘reference’ result, and the
entire fault reflection in the ‘inverse’
result. bob1-depth2 [CR,M]
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Figure 4: The top panel is the ‘stack’
approach, the center is the ‘reference’
approach, and the bottom panel is the
‘inverse’ approach. All three figures
show a cross-line located at 7200m.
Note the fault reflection at ‘A’ that
is barely visible in the ‘stack’ result
appear in the ’reference’ result, and
become coherent in the ‘inverse’ result. Note the small faults at ‘B’
that are not visible in the ‘stack’ or
‘reference’ result become evident in
the ‘inverse’ result.
bob1-xline1
[CR,M]
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Figure 5: The top panel is the ‘stack’
approach, the center is the ‘reference’
approach, and the bottom panel is the
‘inverse’ approach. All three figures
show a cross-line located at 7200m.
Note the small faults become much
more evident as we progress from the
‘stack’ to the ‘inverse’ result. At ‘B’
we see the migration artifacts dramatically decrease as we move from
the ‘reference’ to the ‘inverse’ result.
bob1-xline2 [CR,M]
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Figure 6: The top panel is the ‘stack’
approach, the center is the ‘reference’
approach, and the bottom panel is
the ‘inverse’ approach. All three figures show a in-line located at 3100m.
Note the steeply dipping reflectors
that aren’t visible at ‘A’ in the ‘stack’
result come into focus in the inverse
result. At ‘B’ we see a peak that isn’t
visible in either the ‘stack’ or ‘reference’ result appear in the inverse
result. At ‘C’ we see a package of
reflectors that are incoherent in the
‘stack’ result become clearer as we
move to the ‘reference’ and ‘inverse’
result. bob1-iline1 [CR,M]
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Figure 7: The top panel is the ‘stack’
approach, the center is the ‘reference’
approach, and the bottom panel is the
‘inverse’ approach. All three figures
show a in-line located at 3960. .
At ‘A’ the complex folding above the
salt intrusion come into focus in the
‘inversion’ result. The set of reflectors above the salt come into focus
as we advance to more sophisticated
techniques at ‘B’. At ‘C’ we see the
salt reflection come into focus as we
move to the ‘reference’ and ‘inverse’
approach. bob1-iline2 [CR,M]
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CONCLUSION
I introduced an inversion method to produce a dataset appropriate for common azimuth migration. The inversion problem uses AMO to both map the data to a constant hy = 0 and as
part of regularization operator to assure consistency between (cmp x , cmp y , hx) cubes.
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PS - Azimuth moveout: Real data application
Daniel A. Rosales and Robert G. Clapp

ABSTRACT
We present an application of the PS-AMO operator for partial-stacking 3-D multicomponent, ocean-bottom seismic data. The partial-stacking problem is defined as a regularized
least-squares objective function. To preserve the resolution of dipping events, the regularization term uses the PS-AMO operator. Application of this methodology on a portion of
the Alba 3-D, multicomponent, ocean-bottom seismic data set shows that we can satisfactorily obtain an interpolated data set that honors the physics of converted waves.

INTRODUCTION
PS Azimuth Moveout (PS-AMO) transforms the offset and azimuth of multicomponent data.
To do this, we transform the data from the CMP domain to the CRP domain, where we compute the new offset and azimuth, and then transform back from the CRP domain to the CMP
domain. Theoretically, the cascade operation of any 3-D prestack imaging operator with its
inverse produces AMO (Rosales and Biondi, 2006)
PS-AMO has several potential applications for 3-D multicomponent processing. One is
geometry regularization, through which PS-AMO helps to fill in the acquisition gaps using the
information of surrounding traces. Another is data-reduction through partial stacking, which
combines PS-AMO and partial stacking to reduce the computational cost of 3-D prestack
depth imaging. A third application is the interpolation of unevenly sampled traces, which
differs from the first application in the sense that PS-AMO is the main interpolation operator.
In this paper, we will use PS-AMO to reduce the dimensionality of the 3-D prestack data,
that is, to go from a five-dimensional prestack cube (P(t, x, h)) to a four-dimensional cube
e x, h x )).
( P(t,

Multicomponent ocean-bottom seismometer (OBS) technology brings new problems to the
table with converted-wave data. One of the main problems with OBS data is the irregularity
in the acquisition geometry. Irregular geometries are a serious impediment to accurate subsurface imaging (Beasley, 1994; Gardner and Canning, 1994; Chemingui, 1996). Irregularly
sampled data affect the image with amplitude artifacts and phase distortions if the missing data
are assumed to be zero traces. Irregular geometry problems are more evident in cases in which
the amplitude information is one of the main goals of study. Typical OBS seismic-data acquisition presents processing problems similar to those of land data. Gardner and Canning (1994)
demonstrate some of the effects of irregular sampling on 3-D prestack migration, through syn73
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thetic examples using real 3-D land-acquisition geometry. For converted waves, the problem
of irregular sampling is especially crucial, since most of the PS processing focuses on the
estimation of rock properties from seismic amplitudes.
To solve the problem of reorganizing irregular geometries, there are two distinct approaches that can be applied: 1) data regularization before migration (Duijndam et al., 2000),
and 2) irregular-geometry correction during migration (Duquet et al., 1998; Nemeth et al.,
1999; Albertin et al., 1999; Bloor et al., 1999; Audebert, 2000; Rousseau et al., 2000; Prucha
and Biondi, 2002). Biondi and Vlad (2002) combine the advantages of the previous two
approaches. Their methodology regularizes the data geometry before migration, filling in
the acquisition gaps with an AMO operator that preserves the amplitudes in the frequencywavenumber log-stretch domain.
A methodology that involves the PS-AMO operator can be used to solve for geometry
irregularities of OBS PS data. Due to the asymmetry of ray trajectories in PS data, there
are more elements to consider in PS-data regularization than in PP-data regularization. Our
method for PS-data regularization uses the PS-AMO operator to preserve the resolution of
dipping events and correct for the lateral shift between the common midpoint and the common
reflection point.
The 3-D OBS data set acquired above the Alba reservoir in the North Sea serves as test
data for our PS geometry-regularization methodology. We show how our methodology fills the
acquisition gaps using information from neighboring traces and the physics of the convertedwave propagation phenomena, as we reduce the dimensionality of our data from five dimensions to four dimensions.
Throughout this paper, we will first describe the PS-AMO operator used for this experiment and its implementation; then we will describe its application to reduce the dimensionality
of the data set in preparation for converted-wave common-azimuth migration of the 3-D OBS
data set from the Alba oil field.
F-K LOG-STRETCH PS-AMO
The PS-AMO operator is conceived of as a cascade of forward and reverse PS-DMO; therefore, the accuracy and speed of the PS-DMO operator is important. The PS-DMO operator in
the frequency-wavenumber domain (Alfaraj, 1992) is accurate and conceptually simple, but is
computationally expensive because the operator is nonstationary in time.
The technique of logarithmic time-stretching, introduced by Bolondi et al. (1982), increases the computational efficiency, because the PP-DMO operator is stationary in the logstretch domain. Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) also can be used instead of the slower Discrete
Fourier Transforms (DFT). Zhou et al. (1996) create a PP-DMO operator that considers variations of the traveltime as well as variations in the midpoint position before and after PP-DMO;
therefore, the operator has the main properties of handling steeply dipping reflectors properly,
and producing slightly stronger amplitudes for steep reflectors. Xu et al. (2001) introduce
a log-stretch frequency-wavenumber PS-DMO operator that is computationally efficient and
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kinematically correct; moreover, their implementation performs a correction for the transformation from CMP to CRP. However, this implementation does not consider the variation along
CMP as does the PP-DMO Zhou’s et al. (1996) PP-DMO operator does. Rosales (2002) follows a procedure similar to the one Zhou et al. (1996) used for the derivation of PP-DMO to
create a 3-D PS-DMO operator that that considers both time shift and spatial shift. This 3-D
PS-DMO operator is computationally efficient and kinematically correct.
Rosales and Biondi (2002) introduces the PS-AMO operator that we use in this paper.
This PS-AMO operator is computationally efficient because it performs in the frequencywavenumber log-stretch domain. This PS-AMO operator consists of two main operations.
In the first operation, the input data (P(t, x, h1 )) is transformed to the wavenumber domain
(P(t, k, h1)) using FFT. Then, a lateral-shift correction is applied using the transformation
vectors (D10 and D02 ) as follows:

e k, h1) = P(t, k, h1)eik·(D10 −D02 ) ,
P(t,

(1)

this lateral shift is responsible for the CMP to CRP correction, the transformation vectors, D 10
and D02 ) are:

D10
D02

"

#
4γ kh1 k2
1−γ
= 1+ 2 2
h1 ,
2
v p t1 + 2γ (1 − γ )kh1 k 1 + γ
"
#
4γ kh2 k2
1−γ
= 1+ 2 2
h2 .
v p t0 + 2γ (1 − γ )kh2 k2 1 + γ

(2)
(3)

The final step of the first operation is to apply a log-stretch along the time axis with the
following relation:
 
t
τ = ln
,
tc

(4)

where tc is the minimum cutoff time, introduced to avoid taking the logarithm of zero. The
e , k, h1). In the second operation, the log-stretched time
data set after the first operation is P(τ
domain (τ ) section is transformed into the frequency domain () using FFT. Then, the filters
F(, k, h1 ) and F(, k, h2 ) are applied as follows:
e k, h1) F(, k, h1 ) .
P(, k, h2) = P(,
F(, k, h2 )

The filter F(, k, hi ) is given by

(5)
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F(, k, hi ) = ei8(,k,hi ) ,

(6)

with the phase function 8(, k, hi ) defined by

8(, k, hi ) =







1
2

(r

1+



2αk·hi


2

αk · hi "

− 1 − ln 12

r

2αk·hi


2

+1+1

#)

for  = 0
for  6 = 0.

(7)

The set of equations 1-7 compose the f-k log-stretch PS-AMO operator. The next session
describes the practical implementation of this operator in order to reduce the dimensionality
of the data set.
IMPLEMETATION
The PS-AMO operator described above works on a regular sampled cube, our data is recorded
on an irregular mesh. Following the methodology described in Clapp (2006) we first map
our data to a regular 5-D mesh. For this problem we chose nearest neighbor interpolation,
designated by the operator L0 . For migraion efficiency, and because the five-dimensional space
is sparsely populated, we want to reduce the dimensionality of our dataset. A common goal,
and the one we chose to implement, was to create common azimuth volume orriented along
the inline direction. As a result we want to eliminate the h y axis.
Our PS-AMO operator (diagramed in Figure 1) allows to transform between various vector
offsets. We use it to transform data from h y 6 = 0 to h y = 0. We can think of it in terms of an
operator Z0 which is a sumation over h y . We can allow for some mixing between h x by
expanding our sumation to form h x = a h y = 0, by summing over all h y and
a+1h
Xx

,

(8)

a−1h x

where 1h x is small.
We can combine these two operators to estimate a 4-D model (m) from a 5-D irregular
dataset (d) through,
m = Z0 L0 d.

(9)

Equation 9 amounts to just running the adjoint of the inversion implied by,
Q(m) = ||d − LZ||2 .

(10)
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NMO

2−D FFT along midpoint axes (CMP_X, CMP_Y)

Compute and apply lateral−shift correction

Figure 1: Diagram flow for the implementation of the PS-AMO operator.
daniel2-flow [NR]

Inverse 2D−FFT
Log−stretch + FFT
Compute and apply filters

Inverse FFT + Inverse logstretch

Inverse NMO

The adjoint solution is not ideal. The irregularity of our data can lead to artifical amplitude
artifacts. A solution to this problem is to approximate the Hessian implied by equation 10 with
a diagonal matrix based on a reference model (Rickett, 2001),
m = HZ0 L0 ,

(11)


Z0 L0 LZmref
.
H = diag
mref

(12)

where


We set our reference model mref = 1.
PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION
The methodology described above is not feasible on current archetecture. The computational
requirements are onerous, but potentially managable. However, the memory requirements are
not. A full 5-dimensional cube, that we are creating when applying L, can easily achieve
tens of gigabytes. This size of data makes it almost impossible to practically implement any
algorithm for 3-D prestack seismic data-processing on a single machine.
Clapp (2004) introduces an efficient python library for handling parallel jobs. The library
makes it easy for the user to take an already existing serial code and transform it into a parallel
code. The library handles distribution, collection, and node monitoring, commonly onerous
tasks in parallel processing.
The main prerequisite to using the python library is to build an efficient serial code, and
to describe how the parallel job should be distributed on a cluster. For our problem we
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chose to split along the h x axis. We create a series tasks, each assigned to produce a single (time, cmpx , cmp y ) volume. Each task is passed a range of h x ’s defined by equation 8. The
resulting image volumes are then recombined to form the 4-D output space.
3-D RESULTS
We apply PS-AMO regularization to a portion of a real OBS data set recorded above the Alba
oil field. The Alba oil field is located in the UK North Sea and elongates along a NW-SE axis.
The oil reservoir is 9 km long, 1.5 km wide, and up to 90 m thick at a depth of 1, 900 m subsea
(Newton and Flanagan, 1993).
The 3-D OBS data set has been already preprocessed and separated into a PP and a PS
section. This paper focus on the PS section only. The subset of the data set consists of 250
inline CMPs, 50 crossline CMPs, 200 inline half-offset, and 40 crossline half-offset.
Figure 2 presents the spatial distribution for the shots on the left, and receivers on the right.
Observe the gap in the shot distribution due to the platform. Additionally, Figure 3 shows the
distribution of the CMPs on the left, and the offsets on the right. Note that the main goal of
this experiment is to collapse the crossline offset into zero crossline offset. Figure 4 shows the
data, for a particular inline offset, at zero crossline offset. Observe the sparsity of the data and
the small number of live traces.

Figure 2: Source (a) and receiver (b) distribution for the fraction of OBS data set in study.
daniel2-shot-rec [CR]
Figure 5 presents the main result of this paper. It compares the real data at zero crossline
offset, the result of pure stacking all the crossline offsets, and the result of partial stacking the
crossline offsets with the PS-AMO operator. The sections for all the cubes are taken at the
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Figure 3: CMPs (a) and half-offset (b) distribution for the fraction of OBS data set in study.
daniel2-cmp-off [CR]

Figure 4: Real data problem, data for
zero crossline offset, the missing data
is obvious. daniel2-data [CR]
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same position. Note that by just stacking there are still holes in the data. This is not the case
after running partial stacking with the PS-AMO operator.
Additionally, Figure 6 presents the partial stacking with PS-AMO with and without the
normalization. Note that by approximating the Hessian of the PS-AMO transformation using
equation 12, we are able to balance the energy of the traces after normalization.
CONCLUSIONS
The PS-AMO operator that we used had the advantage of not demanding data in the CRP domain. This operator, as a cascade operation of PS-DMO and its inverse, internally performed
the CMP to CRP lateral-shift correction, since the PS-DMO operator does it as well. Therefore, a priori CRP binning was not necessary before applying azimuth moveout to convertedwave data. The PS-AMO operator had two main characteristics: 1) it preserved the resolution
of the dipping events, and 2) it corrected for the spatial lateral shift of the common reflection
point.
PS-AMO has several applications. In this work, we tested the operator for the problem of
irregular geometries; more specifically the converted-wave portion of OBS seismic data. In
this case, the geometry-regularization problem was handled in the least-squares sense.
Our methodology gave promising results for the irregular-acquisition-geometry problem
focused on converted-wave data. We were able to obtain an interpolated data set that honored
the input data and the nonhyperbolic moveout of converted-wave data. Although we used a
hyperbolic moveout equation, which is valid only for short offset and shallow depth, we still
obtained satisfactory results.
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Figure 5: Result of partial stacking with PS-AMO. (a) Real data at zero crossline offset. (b) Result of simple stacking all the crossline offsets into zero crossline offset. (c)
Result of running PS-AMO to collide all the crossline offsets into zero crossline offset.
daniel2-data-psamo-comp [CR]
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Figure 6: Result of PS-AMO reduction. (a) Unnormalized PS-AMO reduction. (b) Normalized PS-AMO reduction. daniel2-psamo-unor-nor [CR]
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Target-oriented wave-equation inversion with regularization in
the subsurface-offset domain
Alejandro A. Valenciano

ABSTRACT
A complex velocity model can cause shadow zones in an image computed by migration
due to poor illumination. These shadow zones may contain weak signals masked by artifacts. To reduce artifacts and recover the real signal, a wave-equation target-oriented inversion scheme can be developed that uses an explicitly computed least squares inversion
Hessian. To solve the otherwise ill-conditioned inversion problem a model regularization
needs to be added. One choice for regularization is to penalize the energy in the image not
focused at zero subsurface-offset. The subsurface-offset Hessian needs to be computed by
using the adjoint of migration as the modeling operator. Results on Sigsbee model show
encouraging results.

INTRODUCTION
Conventional imaging techniques such as migration cannot provide an accurate picture of
poorly illuminated areas (Clapp, 2005). In such areas, migration artifacts can easily obscure
the small amount of signal that exists. One way to solve this problem is to use an inversion
formalism introduced by Tarantola (1987) to solve geophysical imaging problems. This procedure computes an image by weighting the migration result with the inverse of the Hessian
matrix.
However, when the dimensions of the problem get large, the explicit calculation of the
Hessian matrix and its inverse becomes unfeasible. That is why Valenciano and Biondi (2004)
and Valenciano et al. (2005b) proposed the following approximation: (1) to compute the Hessian in a target-oriented fashion to reduce the size of the problem; (2) to exploit the sparse
structure of the Hessian matrix; and (3) to compute the inverse image following a iterative
inversion scheme. The last item renders unnecessary an explicit computation of inverse of the
Hessian matrix.
In this paper, I apply the target-oriented wave-equation inversion to the Sigsbee data set.
Different to the Valenciano et al. (2005a) work, the image space now contains a subsurfaceoffset dimension. I compare the customary damping model regularization applied in Valenciano et al. (2005a) with a regularization that penalizes energy in the image not focused at
zero subsurface-offset (Shen et al., 2003). This is possible after the theoretical definition of
the subsurface-offset wave-equation Hessian (Valenciano and Biondi, 2005).
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LINEAR LEAST-SQUARES INVERSION
Tarantola (1987) formalizes the geophysical inverse problem by giving a theoretical approach
to compensate for experimental deficiency (e.g., acquisition geometry, complex overburden),
while being consistent with the acquired data. His approach can be summarized as follows:
given a linear modeling operator L, compute synthetic data d using d = Lm where m is a
reflectivity model. Given the recorded data dobs , a quadratic cost function,
S(m) = kd − dobs k2 = kLm − dobs k2 ,

(1)

is formed. The reflectivity model m̂ that minimizes S(m) is given by the following:
m̂ = (L0 L)−1 L0 dobs = H−1 mmig ,

(2)

where L0 (migration operator) is the adjoint of the linear modeling operator L, mmig is the
migration image, and H = L0 L is the Hessian of S(m).
The main difficulty with this approach is the explicit calculation of the Hessian inverse. In
practice, it is more feasible to compute the least-squares inverse image as the solution of the
linear system of equations,
Hm̂ = mmig ,

(3)

by using an iterative inversion algorithm.
REGULARIZATION IN THE SUBSURFACE-OFFSET DOMAIN
Valenciano et al. (2005a) solve equation 3 in a poststack image domain (zero subsurfaceoffset). The authors conclude that a prestack regularization was necessary to reduce the
noise in the inversion result. After Valenciano and Biondi (2005), theoretical definition of
the prestack wave-equation Hessian (subsurface-offset, and reflection angle) a generalization
to the prestack image domain of equation 3 is possible.
Three different regularization schemes for wave-equation inversion have been discussed
in the literature. First, an identity operator which is customary in many scientific applications
(damping). Second, a geophysical regularization which penalizes the roughness of the image
in the offset ray parameter dimension (which is equivalent the reflection angle dimension)
(Prucha et al., 2000; Kuehl and Sacchi, 2001). Third, a differential semblance operator to
penalize the energy in the image not focused at zero subsurface-offset (Shen et al., 2003). In
this paper I compare the first and the third regularization schemes, because a regularization in
the subsurface-offset is more attractive in terms of computational cost. The regularization in
the reflection angle domain will be a topic of future research.
A generalization to the prestack image domain of equation 3 needs regularization to obtain
a stable solution. The first option for regularization is a customary damping that can be stated
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as follows:
H(x, h; x0 , h0 )m̂(x, h) − mmig (x, h) ≈ 0,
εIm̂(x, h) ≈ 0,

(4)

where x = (x, y, z) is a point in the image, and h = (h x , h y , h z ) is the half subsurface-offset.
The subsurface-offset Hessian H(x, h; x0 , h0 ) as define by Valenciano and Biondi (2005) is
X
XX
H(x, h; x0 , h0 ) =
G0 (x + h, xs ; ω)G(x0 + h0 , xs ; ω)
G0 (x − h, xr ; ω)G(x0 − h0 , xr ; ω),
ω

xs

xr

where G(x, xs ; ω) and G(x, xr ; ω) are the Green functions from shot position xs and receiver
position xr to a model space point x.
The third regularization option for the prestack generalization of equation 3, is penalizing
the energy in the image not focused at zero subsurface-offset. This is obtained using the fitting
goals,
H(x, h; x0 , h0 )m̂(x, h) − mmig (x, h) ≈ 0,
εPh m̂(x, h) ≈ 0,

(5)

where Ph = |h| is the differential semblance operator (Shen et al., 2003). The only difference
between equations 4 and 5 is in the regularization operator.
In the next section I compare the numerical solution of the inversion problems stated in
equations 4 and 5 to the imaging of Sigsbee model.
NUMERICAL RESULTS: SIGSBEE MODEL
The Sigsbee data set was modeled by simulating the geological setting found on the Sigsbee
escarpment in the deep-water Gulf of Mexico. The model exhibits the illumination problems
due to the complex salt shape, characterized by a rugose salt top (see Figure 1). I choose a
target zone (indicated with the "target" box in Figure 1) to see the effects of illumination on
imaging close to the salt body.
Figure 2 shows the shot-profile migration image (using a cross-correlation imaging condition) corresponding to the portion of Sigsbee model shown in Figure 1. Notice how the diffractor amplitudes located at 17000 feet depth fade away as they get closer to the salt boundary.
The same happens to the reflectors as they get close to the salt .
Figure 3 shows the Hessian ( 21 × 7 filter coefficients) at constant depth as the x coordinate moves toward the salt boundary. The subsurface-offset is fixed at (h, h0 ) = (0, 0) feet –the
center of the filter lies in the diagonal of the Hessian matrix. Figure 3a shows point 1, with
coordinates x1 = (17000, 40000) far from the salt body. Figure 3b shows point 2, with coordinates x2 = (17000, 45000). Figure 3c shows point 3, with coordinates x3 = (17000, 50000).
Figure 3d shows point 4, with coordinates x4 = (17000, 55000).
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Figure 1: Sigsbee velocity model, target zone indicated with the "target" box.
alejandro1-Sis_vel [CR]

Figure 2: Sigsbee shot-profile migration image using a cross-correlation imaging condition.
alejandro1-mig_Sis [CR]
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Figure 3: Hessian at zero subsurface-offset of the Sigsbee model at 4 different subsurface locations, a) x1 = (17000, 40000), b) x2 = (17000, 45000), c) x3 = (17000, 50000),
and d) x4 = (17000, 55000). The filter shape changes as we get closer to the salt.
alejandro1-hesian_phase_Sis [CR]

The shape of the filter depends not only on the acquisition geometry but also on the velocity
model (i.e. presence of the salt body). In the area unaffected by the salt body, the filter is well
behaved (Figure 3a). However, as we get closer to the salt boundary the complexity of wave
propagation starts to affect the shape of the filter. In this case, the filter coefficients diminish
in intensity and tilt toward the illuminated angles (Figure 3c). This is due to a focusing and
defocusing effect created by the salt body.
To correct the effect of uneven illumination, the least squares image was computed. Figure
4 shows a comparison between the migration and the inversion images in the target area. The
stratigraphic model is shown in Figure 4a. Notice the four equal-strength point diffractors.
Figure 4b shows the illumination, which is the diagonal of the Hessian matrix (dark is high
illumination, light is low illumination). Notice the decrease in the illumination as it gets closer
to the salt with the exception of a narrow strip where energy focuses close to the salt. The
zero subsurface-offset migration result is shown in Figure 4c. The reflectors dim out as they
get closer to the salt. Notice how the diffractor amplitudes located at 17000 feet depth fade
away as they get closer to the salt. The same happens to the reflectors as they get close to the
salt with the exception of a narrow strip coincident with the high illumination. In contrast,
Figure 4d, and 4e show the zero subsurface-offset inversion results by using equation 4, and
5 respectively. In both cases, the resolution increases (especially to the left of the image) and
the section looks more balance.
Minor differences exist between Figures 4d and 4e. That is a result to be expected since
the regularization described in equation 5 only penalizes the amplitudes of the image away
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Figure 4: Target area zero subsurface-offset comparison. (a) stratigraphic model, (b) illumination (dark is high and light is low), (c) zero subsurface-offset migration, (d) zero subsurfaceoffset inversion with damping regularization, and (e) zero subsurface-offset inversion with
regularization that penalizes the energy in the image not focused at zero subsurface-offset.
alejandro1-comp_Sis_full [CR]
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from zero offset. A more relevant comparison can be seen in Figures 5, 6, and 7. Where the
migration image in the subsurface-offset domain is shown in Figure 5, the subsurface-offset
domain inversion with a damping regularization is shown in Figure 6, and the subsurface-offset
domain inversion with regularization that penalizes the energy in the image not focused at zero
subsurface-offset is shown in 7. Notice how the images differ away from zero subsurfaceoffset, being the latest the one with the energy more focused at zero.

Figure 5: Commom image gathers (subsurface-offset domain) for the migration. (a) x 1 =
45000 , (b) x2 = 50000, and (c) x2 = 55000. alejandro1-comp_off_mig [CR]
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
A generalization of the wave-equation target-oriented inversion to the prestack image domain
needs regularization, since the condition number of the target-oriented Hessian matrix can be
high. Two prestack regularization methods to stabilize the subsurface-offset domain inversion
were compared. The first, an identity operator which penalizes the size of the overall image
(damping). The second, a differential semblance operator that penalizes the energy in the
image not focused at zero subsurface-offset (Shen et al., 2003).
While imaging the Sigsbee model, both prestack inversion methods obtained better zero
subsurface-offset images than migration, increasing the resolution and the continuity of the
events into the shadow zones. The main differences between them is away from zero subsurfaceoffset where the the second method present less energy as imposed by the regularization.
The effects that both regularizations might produce in the angle domain image, after applying a subsurface-offset to angle transformation following (Sava and Fomel, 2003), will be
a subject of future study.
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Figure 6: Commom image gathers (subsurface-offset domain) for the inversion with
damping regularization.
(a) x 1 = 45000 , (b) x2 = 50000, and (c) x2 = 55000.
alejandro1-comp_off_inv_damp [CR]

Figure 7: Commom image gathers (subsurface-offset domain) for the inversion with differential semblance regularization. (a) x 1 = 45000 , (b) x2 = 50000, and (c) x2 = 55000.
alejandro1-comp_off_inv_semb [CR]
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Parallel implementation of image segmentation for tracking 3D
salt boundaries
Jesse Lomask and Robert G. Clapp

ABSTRACT
We distribute the modified normalized cuts image segmentation with random boundaries
algorithm on a parallel network to track 3D salt boundaries. We identify two key steps
of this algorithm for parallelization. Firstly, we parallelize the calculation of the weight
matrix. Secondly, we parallelize the matrix-vector product of the eigenvector calculation.
This method is demonstrated to be effective on a 3D seismic cube.

INTRODUCTION
Normalized cuts image segmentation (Shi and Malik, 2000) is a pattern analysis technique
developed to extract global impressions from images . Hale and Emanuel (2003, 2002) adapted
this technique to painting 3D atomic meshes. Lomask and Biondi (2003); Lomask et al. (2004)
have since applied this technique to tracking salt boundaries. In addition to sparse matrix
storage and random sampling (Shi and Malik, 2000), other memory saving measures such as
random bounds (Lomask and Biondi, 2005) have been implemented in order to reduce the
size of problem thus reducing the exorbitant cost of applying this technique. However, to
tackle realistic 3D data sets, the computational time of this algorithm still needs to be reduced
significantly.
There are two significant computational time bottlenecks in the normalized cuts image
segmentation with random bounds algorithm. This image segmentation technique creates a
matrix containing weights relating each pixel to every other pixel in a local neighborhood.
The weights are dependent on the negative absolute value of the complex trace (instantaneous
amplitude) of the seismic. The matrix is then used to cut the image where the normalized
sum of weights cut is minimized. This normalized cut is minimized by solving an eigenvector
problem. The first bottleneck is the creation of the weight matrix as it can become quite large
requiring a lot of computation time to build. The second bottleneck is the estimation of the
eigenvector which requires numerous matrix-vector products involving the large sparse weight
matrix.
In this paper, we present a parallel implementation of the normalized cuts image segmentation with random bounds technique for tracking 3D salt boundaries. We first review the
algorithm. We then describe how we have distributed the calculation of the weight matrix on
a parallel network. We then describe how we have parallelized the matrix-vector products of
the eigenvector calculation. Lastly, we test this technique on a 3D field seismic cube.
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METHODOLOGY
Normalized cuts image segmentation partitions images into two groups. To do this, it first
creates weights relating each sample to randomly selected samples along paths within local
neighborhoods. These weights are stored in a sparse matrix W. It then finds the cut that
partitions the image into two groups, A and B, by minimizing the normalized cut:
Ncut =

cut
cut
+
totalA totalB

(1)

where cut is the sum of the weights cut by the partition. totalA is the sum of all weights in
Group A, and totalB is the sum of all weights in Group B. Normalizing the cut by the sum
of all the weights in each group prevents the partition from selecting overly-small groups of
nodes.
The minimum of Ncut can be found by solving the generalized eigensystem:
(D − W)y = λDy,

(2)

created from the weight matrix (W) and a diagonal matrix (D), with each value on the diagonal
being the sum of each column of W. The eigenvector (y) with the second smallest eigenvalue
(λ) is used to partition the image by taking all values greater than zero to be in one group, and
its complement to be in the other. For a more detailed description, see Shi and Malik (2000).
Application to seismic
To apply this segmentation method to seismic data, the weight calculation needs to be modified. Rather than looking for clusters of pixels with similar intensity, we are now looking for
groups of pixels on each side of the bright amplitude salt boundary. Therefore, we want the
weights connecting pixels on either side of the salt boundary to be low and the weights connecting pixels on the same side of the salt boundary to be relatively high. Taking the negative
of the maximum amplitude along the shortest path between two nodes as the weight would
insure that the weights connecting pixels on either side of the salt boundary will be low. However weights on the same side would be alternating from low to high as they go from peak
to trough on the seismic data. This could make the grouping more uncertain. To correct this
problem, we take the negative of the maximum of the absolute value of the complex trace
(instantaneous amplitude) along the shortest path between two nodes.
vi j is a vector representing the shortest path between two nodes i and j but excluding the
nodes themselves. The weight connecting two nodes i and j is determined from the minimum
of the negative instantaneous amplitude A sampled along vi j and a user specified tolerance µ
as:

0 (min A(vi j ) <A(vi )) & (min A(vi j ) <A(v j )) & (min A(vi j ) < µ )
Wi j =
(3)
1
otherwise.
The algorithm as designed by Shi and Malik (2000) is capable of using weights that are realvalued instead of binary as we are using here. We have found thus far that binary weights give
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the best results, but we still wish to experiment with real-valued weights. If we determine that
binary weights are the best way to go, then we can take advantage of the cost savings of using
logical arrays instead of real.
Random bounds
By applying bounds we greatly reduce the size of the problem. Even though the weight matrix
(W) is stored as a sparse matrix (only non-zero values are stored), it can still be very large.
Typically, the size of the sparse weight matrix is the size of the input image multiplied by the
number of samples taken from each pixel’s search neighborhood. In 2D, this can be twenty to
thirty times the size of the input image. In 3D, this problem may be even worse. Therefore, any
reduction in the size on the input image is helpful. These bounds can acquired from several
sources. For instance, these initial rough bounds can be found by first running the algorithm
with small search neighborhoods and coarse sampling.

Figure 1: A cartoon of a masked salt boundary. It is long and thin with a discontinuous salt
boundary snaking across it. jesse1-pic2 [NR]
Unfortunately, the normalized cut segmentation method tends to partition elongated images along their shortest dimension. For instance, Figure 1 is a cartoon of an elongated image
with a salt boundary snaking across it. If the segmentation algorithm were to function as
hoped, the minimum cut would be found along the salt boundary. However, because the salt
boundary is discontinuous, it is likely that the minimum of the normalized cut in equation (1)
will be found by cutting the image vertically where the image is thin.
To correct this problem, we exploit the fact that the upper boundary will necessarily be in
Group A and the lower boundary will be in Group B. In other words, we want to force the
segmentation algorithm to put the coarsely picked bounds in different groups.
We can enforce this constraint during the creation of the weight matrix (W). Recall that
this matrix contains weights relating each sample to other samples along paths within a neighborhood. For any given sample, if its search neighborhood happens to cross a coarse boundary,
it becomes weighted to another sample at a random distance along the boundary. This can be
imagined by wrapping the image on a globe so that both the upper and lower bounds collapse
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to points at the poles. When estimating the weight matrix, every time a path crosses the north
or south pole, it continues down the other side. By implementing these “Random” boundaries,
we are effectively removing the upper and lower boundaries.
bounda

ry

α

j

b
i

j’

α

b’

Figure 2: A cartoon illustrating random bounds. jesse1-fig1 [NR]

In Figure 2, two nodes, i and j, of a 2D image are plotted separated by a boundary indicating that node j is outside of the bounds. Vector vi j represents the shortest path connecting
them but excluding the nodes themselves. nb and tb are the unit normal and tangent vectors
where vi j crosses the boundary at location b. Together, nb and tb , make a basis on to which
vector vbj is projected and then mapped on to another basis at b0 at a random distance along
the boundary. In summary, if j is outside the boundary, then vi j 0 defines the path instead of vi j
as:
vi j = vib + vbj

(4)

vi j 0 = vib + vb0 j 0 .

(6)

vb0 j 0 = b − (vbj · nb )nb0 − (vbj · tb )tb0
0

(5)

3D implementation
The most significant difference between 3D image segmentation and 2D image segmentation
is during the generation of the weight matrix, the rest of the algorithm is almost identical.
When creating the weight matrix, instead of randomly sampling from a circular neighborhood,
we sample from a sphere. Of course this means that more points are sampled per node. This,
in turn, means, that the sparse matrix is considerably less sparse and the entire algorithm more
expensive. Therefore, even with sparse matrices and tight boundaries, we still need to look for
ways of reducing the computional-time cost of this algorithm for 3D problems.
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PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION
Parallel calculation of the weight matrix
We have distributed the calculation of the weight matrix on a beowulf cluster using the parallel
infrastructure described in Clapp (2005). The complete image and masks are distributed to
each node. This is necessary because the random bounds requires random jumps around the
image. Different jobs are assigned different rows of the weight matrix, no communication
beween nodes is necessary while calculating the weight matrix. Upon completion, the weights
are collected into a single sparse matrix on the master node
Parallel calculation of the eigenvector
To calculate the eigenvector with the second smallest eigenvalue, we use ARPACK Fortran77
software (Lehoucq and Scott, 1996) as recommended by Shi and Malik (2000) . This is a
package of routines designed specifically for computing a few eigenvectors and eigenvalues
for large sparse matricies.
The ARPACK interface requires the user to supply the subroutine that does the matrixvector multiplication, The matrix-vector multiplication is the most expensive portion of calculating the eignvector, and therefore the obvious target for parallelzation. We implement the
eignvector calculation in a modified master-slave scheme.
The slave nodes are intialized with a portion of the off-diagonal elements of the matrix.
The master node is given a vector by the ARPACK library. It sends that vector to the first
slave node and then begins to create the output vector by multiplying the diagonal terms of
the matrix. Upon receiving the input vector the first slave node, it passes the vector the second
slave node, and then begins multiplying the input vector by its portion of the off-diagonal
terms creating its own output vector. This process is repeated by all of the slave nodes. The
master node upon finishing multiplying the diagonal terms passes the output vector to the first
slave node. It adds it to its output vector, and passes it to the second slave node. The process
is repeated until the last slave node, which passes the completed matrix multiplication to the
master node.
By implementing the matrix multiplication in this form, a good level of load balancing, and
minimal communication wait time is acheived. We ran the approach on a Infinband network
and were able to do 200 iteration of 2 billion non-zero matrix elements in 55 minutes.
Parallel Issues
Our current bottleneck is a software design issue. Much of SEPlib, assumes axes no larger than
231 by using integers. If we exceed this number we get semi-random errors. Another potential
problem is the way we implemented the eignvector calculation. If we scale to many nodes, the
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communication time will dominate, and we will significantly degraded performance. We have
so far avoided this problem by running on a low-latency, high-bandwidth network.
FIELD TEST CASES
We tested this method on a Gulf of Mexico 3D data set.

Figure 3: A Gulf of Mexico 3D data set with a prominent salt boundary. jesse1-gom3d.dat
[ER]
In Figure 3 is a 3D seismic cube from the offshore with a prominent salt boundary. Figure
4 shows the mask used to define the bounds. In this case, we used the velocity model to define
the upper and lower bounds. Alternatively, we could have garnered the bounds from a first
pass on a sub-sampled cube.
The second smallest eigenvector from the method is displayed in Figure 5. The eigenvector
is split along the salt boundary rather than along its shorted dimension as would have resulted
without random bounds. Figure 6 displays the envelope of the data with the resulting salt
boundary pick overlaying it. Notice it does a good job of tracking the peak of the amplitude.
This illustrates that our method can be applied to 3D cubes. This is not surprising as the
method has already been applied successfully to 3D atomic meshes (Hale and Emanuel, 2003).
Some errors can be seen in Figure 7 where the picks are now overlaying the seismic data.
The errors occur in two places. One place is where the instantaneous amplitude of the salt
boundary is weak and the other area is near the boundary. The weak amplitude error can
also be seen in Figure 5, where the eigenvector is smoother. This illustrates the need for this
method to utilize more than one attribute to delineate the salt boundary.
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Figure 4: A mask used to define the upper and lower bounds of the salt interface. This was created from the velocity model. In cases, where a velocity model is not available, a similar mask
can be created from segmenting a sub-sampled cube or from a rough manual interpretation.
jesse1-gom3d.maskfig [ER]

Figure 5: The second smallest eigenvector that is used to partition the image. Notice it is
smooth where the amplitude does not delineate the boundary well. jesse1-gom3d.peig [CR]
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Figure 6: The boundary is extracted from the image in Figure 5 and overlain on the instantaneous amplitude of data. It accurately tracks the boundary. jesse1-gom3d.horizon_overlay1
[CR]

Figure 7: As Figure 6 except the boundary is overlain on the data itself. Notice it accurately
tracks the boundary except where the amplitude is weak. It also has difficulty at the boundary
of the image itself. jesse1-gom3d.horizon_overlay2 [CR]
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have successfully parallelized two key steps of this segmentation method: the calculation
of the weigtht matrix and the estimation of the eigenvectors. Now, with a large enough cluster, almost any sized post-stack 3D data set can be globally segmented. This is an exciting
development in that this algorithm is becoming significantly more practical.
In many places on salt boundaries the amplitude can become weak and the boundary can
more easily be tracked using another attribute such as instantaneous frequency. On first glance
it seems straight forward to estimate the weights of the normalized cuts image segmentation
method using multiple attributes but to balance the weights in an optimal way may be somewhat challengeing. We hope to address this problem in the near future.
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Flattening with geological constraints
Jesse Lomask and Antoine Guitton

ABSTRACT
In areas with faults and poor signal/noise ratio, where reflectors can be discontinuous from
place to place, a dip-based flattening technique might not be able to appropriately track
sedimentary layers. To aid the flattening algorithms, one or few reflectors can be picked.
This information can be then incorporated in our algorithms as geological constraints. In
a first method, we add a model mask to a time domain solution using a Gauss-Newton
approach that incorporates an initial solution. In a second method, we set the lower and
upper bounds of a constrained optimization algorithm called limited memory BFGS with
bounds (L-BFGS-B). Having incorporated the geological information, the flattening algorithms can accurately pick reflectors in 2D and 3D for noisy field data examples. In
addition, preliminary results seem to indicate that the L-BFGS-B method converges faster
than the Gauss-Newton method.

INTRODUCTION
In all of the flattening methods presented thus far (Lomask and Claerbout, 2002; Lomask,
2003a,b; Guitton et al., 2005b; Lomask et al., 2005, In press; Guitton et al., 2005a) a key
selling point is that they require no picking. This would be fine if all data sets had perfectly
estimated dips, but in the real world flattening without picking can produce results that are
not perfect. Noise, both coherent and otherwise, can overwhelm the dip estimation causing
reflectors in those areas to not be flat. Consequently, it would be useful to have the ability to
add some geological constraints to restrict the flattening result in areas of poor data quality
while allowing it to efficiently tackle other areas where the dips are accurate.
Here, we present two flattening methods with hard constraints. The hard constraints can
be manually picked horizons or individual picks. Both methods require regularization in time
(or depth) which carries along with it certain disadvantages as compared to unregularized
methods. The largest disadvantage being that increasing regularization reduces local accuracy.
In one method the hard constraints are implemented as model mask within the inversion.
In the other method, the hard constraints are set as lower and upper bounds of a Limitedmemory BFGS with Bounds (L-BFGS-B) algorithm (Zhu et al., 1997). We envision a tool
that interpretors can run once completely unconstrained, then quality control the results. The
interpreter can then adjust some horizons and then run the flattening method again honoring
their changes. The algorithm is fast enough so that this process can be repeated several times.
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In the future, computational and algorithmic improvements can result in a flattening method
that is so efficient that the flattening process can be run between picks. This method also has
the potential of combining other information into the flattening such as well log picks.
METHOD
The flattening method described in Lomask et al. (2005) creates a time-shift (or depth-shift)
field τ (x, y, t) such that its gradient approximates the dip p(x, y, τ ). The dip is a function
of τ because for any given horizon, the appropriate dips to be summed are the dips along
the horizon itself. Using the gradient operator (∇ = [ ∂∂x ∂∂y ]T ) and the estimated dip (p =
[px p y ]T ), our regression is
∇τ (x, y, t)

=

p(x, y, τ).

(1)

To add regularization in the time direction, we apply a 3D gradient operator with a residual
weight W that controls the amount of vertical regularization defined as



I 0 0
W ∇ =  0 I 0  
0 0 



∂
∂x
∂
∂y
∂
∂t



,

(2)

where W is a large block diagonal matrix consisting of two identity matrices I and a diagonal
matrix =I. For simplicity, we implicitly chain this weight operator to the gradient operator
to create a new operator now defined as a 3D gradient with an weighting parameter  as

∇
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=



The residual is defined as
r

=

∇ τ − p
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(4)

We solve this using a Gauss-Newton approach by iterating over equations (5)-(7), i.e.,
iterate {
r
1τ
τ k+1

=

=

=

[∇  τ k − p(x, y, τ k )]

(∇ T ∇  )−1 ∇ T r
τ k + 1τ

(5)
(6)
(7)
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} ,
where the subscript k denotes the iteration number.
We wish to add a model mask K to prevent changes to specific areas of an initial τ 0 field.
This initial τ 0 field can be picks from any source. In general, they may come from a manually
picked horizon or group of horizons. These initial constraints do not have to be a continuous
surfaces but instead could be isolated picks, such as well-to-seismic ties. To apply the mask
we follow the same the development as the operator approach to missing data in (Claerbout,
1999) as
0 ≈ ∇ τ − p

0 ≈ ∇  (K + (I − K))τ − p

0

≈

Our resulting equations are now

(8)
(9)

0 ≈ ∇  Kτ + ∇  (I − K)τ − p

(10)

r = ∇  Kτ + r0 − p.

(12)

0 ≈ ∇  Kτ + ∇  τ 0 − p

(11)

iterate {
r
1τ
τ k+1

=

=

=

∇  Kτ k − p(τ k ) + r0

(K

T

∇ T ∇  K)−1 KT ∇ T r

τ k + 1τ

(13)
(14)
(15)

} .
Typically, we solve equation (6) in the Fourier domain, however in equation (14), K is nonstationary making its application in the Fourier domain difficult if not impossible. Therefore,
for now we solve it in the time domain using conjugate gradients.
Preconditioning with the helical derivative
We can reduce the computation time significantly by preconditioning by substituting τ =
H−1 m, where H−1 is the inverse of the 3D helical derivative (Claerbout, 1999). Preconditioning with the helical derivative is a logical choice because its inverse is very close to the inverse
of a gradient. However, recall that our 3D gradient operator ∇  is actually a chain of two matrices W and ∇. Instead of approximating the inverse of (∇ T ∇)−1 , we wish to approximate
the inverse of (∇ T W 2 ∇)−1 . Therefore, we factor the finite difference approximation to the
Laplacian with an  parameter. In 2D, we factor the Laplacian with an epsilon parameter as:
− 2
−1 2 + 2 2 −1
− 2

(16)
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To extend to 3D, we add another 2 to the center and another set of -1’s in the 3rd dimension.
Once factored it becomes a 3D helical derivative H with a scalar weight, , applied to the
time(or depth) axis. When used as a regularization operator, this has the desirable property of
having only one output. We choose not to include the mask K in the preconditioner because it
is non-stationary.
With preconditioning, equation (13) becomes this:
r

=

∇  KH −1 m − p(x, y, τ k ) + r0 .

(17)

We pay a significant price in memory cost for this computational time saving. To precondition this equation requires chaining together several operators thus several temporary arrays
are allocated. Also, the computational expense is tied to the number of coefficients used in the
filter which in 3D is typically 20.
THE L-BFGS-B ALGORITHM
Alternatively, we can use the L-BFGS-B algorithm for imposing very tight constraints on
the picked values of the tau field. The L-BFGS-B algorithm seeks to find a vector of model
parameters τ such that we minimize
where

min f (τ ) subject to τ ∈ ,

(18)

τ ∈  = {τ ∈ < N | li ≤ τi ≤ u i },

(19)

with li and u i being the lower and upper bounds for the model τi , respectively. In this case, l i
and u i are called simple bounds. For the flattening technique, we want to minimize (Lomask,
2003b; Guitton et al., 2005b)
 
 #
Z Z "
∂τ 2
∂τ 2
+ p y (x, y, z; τ ) −
d x dy,
(20)
px (x, y, z; τ ) −
f (τ ) =
∂x
∂y

The L-BFGS-B algorithm combines a quasi-Newton update of the Hessian (second derivative)
with a trust-region method. It has been successfully applied for flattening (Guitton et al.,
2005b) and dip estimation (Guitton, 2004).
Incorporating the initial τ field is trivial with the L-BFGS-B method: we simply set the
bounds where an a-priori value exists:
l i = τ 0i − α × τ 0i

u i = τ 0i + α × τ 0i ,

(21)
(22)

where α is a small number (≈ 0.001). Note that the L-BFGS-B algorithm allows us to optionally activate the constraints for every point of the model space. Note that in equation 20, the
objective function incorporates a smoothing in the vertical direction of the τ field as well.
Although not shown in this paper, the results of the L-BFGS-B algorithm are comparable
to the Gauss-Newton approach. However at this stage, the L-BFGS-B algorithm converges
faster than the Gauss-Newton technique with preconditioning.
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RESULTS
We conducted preliminary tests of these modified flattening methods on both 2D and 3D data
sets from the Gulf of Mexico and the North Sea, respectively. We only show the results
obtained with the Gauss-Newton approach, the L-BFGS-B results being almost identical.
In the top of Figure 1 is an image of the lower portion of a salt boundary from the Gulf
of Mexico. Overlain on this image is a single horizon that results from the unconstrained
flattening method. The horizon fails to track the boundary accurately. In the lower image,
two picked horizons have been added as hard constraints. Notice that the center horizon now
does an overall much better job of tracking the boundary than its unconstrained counterpart.
Unfortunately, the price paid is that by applying regularization in time, the constrained horizon
does not track the character of data locally as well.
In Figure 2 is a 3D North Sea data set. The top shows several horizons that result from
unconstrained flattening. Although some of the horizons are well tracked, several are not. In
the lower figure, we picked the brightest horizon and passed it into the flattening method as
a hard constraint. Notice that the reflectors above it now tend to more accurately track their
respective events.
Also in Figure 2, notice how the reflectors at the top of the cube are tracked more accurately
without constraints. This is as expected because the regularization is causing the reflectors to
conform to one another. To mitigate this, we could have passed an upper picked horizon from
the unconstrained result as an additional hard constraint to the lower result.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have added constraints to two flattening methods so that human interpretation can be incorporated into the solutions. We have successfully demonstrated their effectiveness on both
2D and 3D field data sets. Both methods converge to the same solution, the most important
difference is which method converges fastest with the least amount of memory usage. Preliminary tests indicate a similar memory usage (very large, about 40 times the size of the input
image) for both techniques with an advantage to the L-BFGS-B algorithm in terms of speed
(3 to 5 times faster for similar convergence).
In order to add constraints, regularization is required to enforce conformity between horizons. In many geological settings this is desirable, however there are some notable exeptions
such as angular unconformities. If these unconformities can be identified, it may be necessary
to add a residual weight to essentially disable the regularization at those regions of the data.
The ability to incorporate some picking will likely allow the reconstruction of horizons
across faults that cut across the entire data cube. As described in (Lomask et al., 2005), in
order to automatically flatten a data cube with faults, at least half of the fault’s tip line must
be encased within the data. That is, the fault must die out. With the ability to add some picks,
faults that do not die out can be reconstructed. We envision an interpreter can pick a few
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Figure 1: Images of a 2D Gulf of Mexico data set with flattening picks overlaying a salt boundary: (a) unconstrained, (b) with the upper and lower picked horizons as hard constraints. Notice that the middle horizon in (b) tracks the boundary more accurately than its unconstrained
counterpart in (a). jesse2-GoM_combo [ER]
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Figure 2: Images of a 3D North Sea data set with flattening picks: (a) unconstrained, (b) with
a single picked horizon as a hard constraint. Notice that with the hard constraint, reflectors
near the picked horizon are tracked more accurately. jesse2-elf_pck3_combo [ER]
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points on a 2D line and then flatten the cube. With computational improvements in both the
algorithm and hardware, this method could be applied on the fly, as the interpreter adds new
picks.
More efficient algorithms may not be far off. It seems plausible to add constraints to the
flattening method with the cosine transform described in Lomask and Fomel (2006). Alternatively, we can apply the cosine transform method as either an initial solution or a preconditioner to conjugate gradients in an approach similar to Ghiglia and Romero (1994) for 2D
phase unwrapping. Lastly, we maybe able to precondition the full equation with the cosine
transform, this method would seem to have the most promise for achieving superior computational efficiency.
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Quaternion-based signal processing
Ben Witten and Jeff Shragge

ABSTRACT
Hypercomlex numbers, which have primarily been used for pattern recognition, offer
many useful applications to geophysics. Image disparity estimation is a hypercomplex,
phase-based technique, using quaternions, that can find differences between subtlety varying images. This technique relies on applying a quaternionic Fourier transform, a quaternionic Gabor filter and exploits the symmetries inherent in the quaternion. Two applications of hypercomplex image disparity estimation are time lapse analysis and boundary
detection.

INTRODUCTION
Hypercomplex numbers are multi-dimensional numbers which have more than one complex
plane. The most common type of hypercomplex numbers have 3 complex dimensions and one
real one. These were introduced by Hamilton (1866) and he termed them quaternions. The
most common application of quaternions has been towards Maxwell’s equations. Recently,
however, quaternions have been applied to signal processing, most notably pattern recognition.
They have been useful for color image analysis where previous techniques have failed. This
is because each complex quaternion axis can be associated with an RGB axis (Sanwine and
Ell, 2000) which allows for color edge detection. In addition, they can be used for image
segmentation, finding structure based not only upon color, but repeating patters. This has
proven useful for finding defects in textiles (Bülow and Sommer, 2001). Another application
is image disparity, which is used by Bülow (1999) to show how a pattern changes between two
frames of a movie.
Image disparity offers many geophysical applications, as will be shown, because only
organized structures, patterns, are detected by image disparity. Thus noise will have minimal
effect. Since it is a phase based technique, even low amplitude signal still retain enough
information to be viable for image disparity estimation. The applications that will be discussed
here are time lapse analysis and edge detection.
To this end, the basics of hypercomplex mathematics will be shown, as will the quaternionic Fourier transform. Then the Gabor filter must be defined and extended to the quaternionic case. This will allow for the image disparity estimation to be calculated based upon
multiple complex phases. Examples and applications to time lapse analysis and boundary
detection with synthetics and real data are then shown.
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HYPERCOMPLEX MATHEMATICS
The set of hypercomplex numbers is defined as
q = q0 +

n
X
l=1

i l ql

ql ∈ <.

(1)

Hypercomplex numbers define a n+1-dimensional complex space with i l orthonormal to i m ,
for l 6 = m. For all cases presented in this paper l will be limited to 3. Such numbers are
quaternions, which can be represented as q = q0 + i q1 + jq2 + kq3 , where i , j, k are imaginary
numbers that satisfying the following relations:
i j = − ji = k, and i 2 = j 2 = k 2 = −1.

(2)

The multiplication table for quaternion unit vectors is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: The multiplication table for quaternion algebra.
1 i
j
k
1 1 i
j
k
i i −1 k − j
j j −k −1 i
k k
j
−i −1
With these definitions, quaternionic addition between two quaternions, q and p, can be defined
as
q + p = (q0 + i q1 + jq2 + kq3 ) + ( p0 + i p1 + j p2 + kp3 )
= (q0 + p0 ) + i (q1 + p1 ) + j(q2 + p2 ) + k(q3 + p3 ),

(3)

and multiplication as
qp = (q0 + i q1 + jq2 + kq3 )( p0 + i p1 + j p2 + kp3 )
= (q0 p0 − q1 p1 − q2 p2 − q3 p3 )

+ i (q0 p1 + q1 p0 + q2 p3 − q3 p2 )

+ j(q0 p2 + q2 p0 − q1 p3 + q3 p1 )

+ k(q0 p3 + q3 p0 + q1 p2 − q2 p1 ).

(4)

Notice that multiplication in equation 4, is not commutative due to the quaternionic algebra
rules defined in table 1. Quaternions are often separated into two parts, q0 and q = i q1 + jq2 +
kq3 , respectively called the scalar and vector part of the quaternion. Using this definition, the
conjugate of q, q̄, is
q̄ = q0 − q = q0 − i q1 − jq2 − kq3

(5)
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and the norm of a quaternion is defined by
p
p
|| q ||= q q̄ = q0 2 + q1 2 + q2 2 + q3 2 .
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(6)

It is useful to formulate a polar representation of the quaternion, as this will be the primary notation throughout this paper. For any complex number, z = a + i b, the argument or
phase-angle is defined as atan2(b, a). If z is written it the form z =| r | e iγ , then γ is the
phase (argument) of z, denoted arg(z)=γ . Quaternions contain three complex subfields and,
correspondingly, three phases that are the projections onto the i, j, or k-complex plane,
φ = argi (z) = atan2(q1 , q0 )

(7)

ψ = argk (z) = atan2(q3 , q0 ).

(9)

θ = argj (z) = atan2(q2 , q0 )

(8)

Quaternionic Transform
Analogous to complex numbers, quaternions can be represented by a magnitude and three
phases with
q =|| q || eiφ e j θ ekψ .

(10)

Ell (1992) introduced the quaternionic Fourier transform (QFT) for two-dimensional signals,
Z
F q (u) =
e−i2π ux f (x)e− j 2π vy d 2 x,
(11)
R2

where x = (x, y)T and u = (u, v)T ∈ R 2 and f is a two-dimensional quaternion signal. Because
two-dimensional signals can be decomposed into even and odd components along either the
x- or y-axis, f can be written
f = f ee + f oe + f eo + f oo ,

with, for example, f oe denoting the part of f that is odd with respect to x and even with respect
to y. The QFT can now be decomposed to
Z
q
F (u) =
cos(2π ux)cos(2π vy) f (x)d 2 x
2
ZR
−i
sin(2π ux)cos(2π vy) f (x)d 2 x
2
ZR
−j
cos(2π ux)sin(2π vy) f (x)d 2 x
2
ZR
+k
sin(2π ux)sin(2π vy) f (x)d 2 x.
(12)
R2

The QFT is an invertible transform and most standard Fourier theorems hold for QFTs with
minimal variation. These theorems will not be rederived here, as complete proofs of the QFT
extension of Rayleigh’s, the shift, the modulation, the derivative, and the convolution theorem
exist elsewhere (Ell, 1992; Bülow, 1999).
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QUATERNIONIC GABOR FILTERS
The three different types of signal phase, as described by Bülow (1999) are global, instantaneous, and local. Global phase is the angular phase of the complex Fourier transform of a
signal. It gives a real-valued number for each point in the frequency domain that is indicative
of the relative position of the frequency components. Instead of giving the phase of a certain
frequency component, instantaneous and local phase give the phase at a certain position in
a real signal. The instantaneous and local phases, however, do this in different ways. The
instantaneous phase is the angular phase of the complex value at each signal position. The instantaneous phase has the drawback that while it provides local information, that information
depends on the entire signal. This causes the instantaneous phase at any point to be effected
by changes at any other point in the image, regardless of separation distance. To overcome
this problem quadrature filters are employed. The local phase is defined as angular phase of
the quadrature filter response at a particular position of the signal. In this paper, in order to obtain a local quaternion phase, quaterernonic Gabor filters are used. While quaternionic Gabor
filters are not exact quaternonic quadrature filters, they are a good approximation to them.
Gabor filters are linear time-invariant (LTI) filters that exhibit many useful properties,
which have led to their use in a wide range of signal processing applications. The impulse
response of a two-dimensional Gabor filter is
h(x, y; u 0, v0 , σ , ) = g(x, y; σ , )ei2π (u 0 x+v0 y)

(13)

where g(x, y; σ ) is the Gaussian with aspect ratio ,
g(x, y; σ , ) = e

2
2
− x +(y)
2
σ

.

(14)

Analogous to equation 13, a quaternionic Gabor filter is defined such that the impulse response
to the filter is,
h q (x, y; u 0, v0 , σ , ) = g(x, y; σ , )ei2π u 0 x e j 2π v0 y
= g(x, y; σ , )eiω1 x e j ω2 y

(15)

where g(x, y; σ , ) is defined as in equation 14. The quaternionic Gabor filter can be split into
its even and odd symmetries, just as the QFT and the original image. In that case the filter h
can be written as
q

q

q

h q (x, y; u 0 , v0 , σ , ) = (h qee + i h qoe + jh qeo + kh qoo ).

(16)

q

Note that h ee , h oe , h eo , and h oo are real-valued functions (see Figure 1).
QUATERNIONIC DISPARITY ESTIMATION
Given two images, f 1 and f 2 , it is possible to find a vector field, d(d x , d y ), that relates the local
displacement between f 1 and f 2 (i.e. f 1 (x) = f 2 (x + d(x) ). Therefore, if the QFT of f 1 is,
f 1 (x, y) =⇒ F q (u, v),

(17)
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Figure 1: The h ee , h oe , h eo , and h oo symmetries of a quaternionic Gabor filter ben1-hs [CR]

then by the shift theorem,
f 2 (x, y) = f 1 (x + dx , y + d y ) =⇒ ei2π udx F q (u, v)e j 2π ud y .

(18)

Knowing that f 1 and f 2 have local quaternionic phases (φ1 ,θ1 ,ψ1 ) and (φ2 ,θ2 ,ψ2 ) and assuming
that φ varies only in x and θ varies only in y, then the displacement d(x) is given by
φ2 (x) − φ1 (x)
u re f
θ2 (x) − θ1 (x)
d y (x) =
.
vre f

dx (x) =

(19)
(20)

The accuracy of the displacement depends strongly on the choice of the reference frequencies,
u re f and vre f . The local model approach for quaternions outlined by Bülow (1999) will be
used. This model assumes that the local phase at corresponding points of the two images will
not differ, 1 (x,y)=2 (x + dx ,y + d y ), where =(φ,θ ). An estimate for d is obtained by a
first-order Taylor expansion of  about x
2 (x + d) ≈ 2 (x) + (d · ∇)2 (x).

(21)

Solving for d in equation 21 gives the disparity estimate for the local model. The disparity is
estimated using equation 19 and the reference frequencies given by,
u re f =

∂φ1
(x),
∂x

vre f =

∂θ1
(y).
∂y

(22)

The local quaternionic phase components for anywhere in an image are given by
atan2(n φ (x), dφ (x))
,
2
atan2(n θ (x), dθ (x))
,
θ (x) =
2

φ(x) =

(23)
(24)
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where n and d are related to the rotation matrix of a quaternion and are,
q
q
q
q
n φ = −2(keo
(x)koo
(x) + kee
(x)koe
(x)),

q
q
q
q
dφ = (kee
(x))2 − (koe
(x))2 + (keo
(x))2 − (koo
(x))2 ,
q
q
q
q
n θ = −2(koe
(x)koo
(x) + kee
(x)keo
(x)),
q
2
q
2
q
q
dθ = (kee (x)) + (koe (x)) − (keo (x))2 − (koo
(x))2 .

(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)

The k-functions are the responses of a symmetric component of the quaternionic Gabor filter
to the image (e.g. kee =(h ee ∗ f )(x)). From equations 23 and 24 the derivatives of the local
phase components are computed
dφ (x) ∂∂x n φ (x) − n φ (x) ∂∂x dφ (x)
∂
φ(x) =
,
∂x
n 2φ (x) + dφ2 (x)

dθ (x) ∂∂y n θ (x) − n θ (x) ∂∂y dθ (x)
∂
θ (x) =
.
∂y
n 2θ (x) + dθ2 (x)

(29)
(30)

Therefore, the disparity depends on the rate of change of the local phase as approximated by
the quaternionic Gabor filters.
SYNTHETIC EXAMPLES
Figure 2 shows an instructive example with a shifted rectangular block. The upper left panel
is the original block position while the upper right panel shows the same block shifted down
and to the right by one point. On the bottom, the disparity is shown as both a magnitude
and vector plot of the shift. Figure 3 is similar to figure 2 except that, in addition to the
larger rectangle, a smaller rectangle has appeared. If the disparity estimate were to run in the
“forward” direction, then this block would be invisible. This is because it is based upon the
derivative of the local phase of the left panel where the small block does not appear. In the
“reverse” direction, however, the small block shows up. To remedy this, a pseudo-average is
taken,
d(x) = (d f (x) − dr (x))/2,

(31)

where d f (x) and dr (x) are the disparities in the forward and reverse directions, respectively.
The minus sign reverses the direction of the second disparity model to bring it into accordance
with the first. Note that the block has no coherent direction as shown in the enlargement
in figure 3. This should not be surprising since there is no sense of direction for something
that materializes from nowhere. This technique of pseudo-averaging the forward and reverse
disparities, however, has pitfalls. The image resulting from a single disparity estimate depends
on the location of the original image. If the disparity between the images is too large, the
forward and reverse will not coincide properly causing a “shadow” effect.
A map of the world is shown in figure 4. This image was subsequently shifted one percent
to the west and two percent to the south. A clear disparity is shown on the bottom panel of
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Figure 2: Top row: the input images. Bottom row: The disparity as a magnitude and a vector
representation of disparity ben1-block1 [CR]
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Figure 3: Top row: Images to be compared. Notice the appearance of the small block. Middle
row: The magnitude and vector representations of the disparity using the pseudo-average.
Bottom row: Zoomed image of the large block’s and small block’s, respectively, disparity in
vector representation. ben1-block2 [CR]
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figure 4. In figure 5, the same image is shown. The shift, however, is 15 percent to the east and
30 percent to the north. The shadow caused by the pseudo-average is clearly visible. There
are two disparities that are equal but vary in position based upon where their respective image
1’s were located. This pseudo-average has advantages, but for the purposes of this paper only
the forward will be used from this point forward.
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Figure 4: Top row: A map of the world. This image has been shifted one percent to the west
and two percent to the south.Bottom row: the magnitude of the shift and a vector plot of the
shift of the Big Island of Hawaii. ben1-world [CR]

APPLICATIONS
Time Lapse
One application for this procedure is assessing the temporal variation of time-lapse images.
When seismic data are acquired in the same location at different times, disparity estimation
can be used to visualize changes in the subsurface caused by compaction or fluid flow. This
was done with three migrated images from the Duri Field in Indonesia that were collected
over a 20 month period in the Duri Field of Indonesia. The original images (Lumley, 1995)
are shown in figure 6 with the magnitude of the disparity between the images. The magnitude
of the disparity offers very little information for this application. The vector representation,
displayed in figure 7 with each vector scaled by 2, however, better accentuates the change
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Figure 5: Top row: a map of the world. This will be shifted 15 percent to the east and 30
percent to the north. Bottom: The shadow effect caused by applying the pseudo-average for
a large shift. Notice that there appears to be two disparity images varying only by a shift.
ben1-world1 [CR]
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providing useful information. Although it is hard to distinguish by looking at the migrated
images, there are subtle changes that can be seen. The left edge of the hump near the center
of the image increases slope from the left panel of figure 6 to the right. This slight change
is detected by the image disparity algorithm and can be seen with downward pointing arrows
near that have been circled in figure 7, corresponding to the left slope of the hump. This may
be related to the insertion of an observation well near that location. The arrows do distinguish
changes throughout the image, but it is very difficult to tell if these correspond to real changes,
noise, or some slight variation caused by a change in acquisition.
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Figure 6: Two images from the same location at Duri Field at different times. Left:The magnitude of the change relative to the first image. ben1-lapse [CR]

Edge Detection
This procedure can also be used as an automated edge detection algorithm. This application
can be accomplished by comparing a single image with a slightly shifted version of itself.
When this is done the coherent structure is illuminated in the magnitude display of the disparity. Figure 8 shows the boundaries that have been detected using this algorithm for the first
Duri image in figure 6. This method was also tested on a more complicated migrated data
set that contains steeply dipping reflectors, from Tang and Clapp (2006). The result is shown
in figure 9. It is encouraging even though this method fails to distinguish all of the layer
boundaries that are clearly seen at the top of the original image. Although not demonstrated
here, it is possible to shift only in the x-direction to highlight the vertical edges or shift in the
y-direction to accentuate the horizontal edges. The sum of these two shifts will yield the same
result as a single diagonal shift as done for these examples.
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Figure 7: The disparity as a vector plot, sub-sampled by 2 in the x direction and 12 in the y
direction. ben1-veclapse [NR]
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Figure 8: The original image and the boundaries found by image disparity with itself.
ben1-edge1 [CR]
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Figure 9: The original image and boundaries found by image disparity with itself.
ben1-edge2 [CR]

CONCLUSION
Hypercomplex methods in general, and quaternionic in particular, offer numerous and diverse
possibilities for geophysical purposes. This method is easy to implement and runs quickly and
is efficient for time lapse analysis. Although the edge detection application does a reasonable
job, it has not been as effective for shallow features as expected. The time lapse analysis offers
an innovative way to quantitatively evaluated changes over time. As well, image disparity
estimation has, thus far, have been unsuccessful on raw data. It was hoped to find boundaries
or real of data and create an envelope to help remove noise. In future works, this technique
may be extended to three dimensions or applied to other applications such as velocity model
comparisons.
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Short Note
Flattening with cosine transforms
Jesse Lomask and Sergey Fomel

INTRODUCTION
In the Fourier-domain flattening methods presented previously (Lomask and Claerbout, 2002;
Lomask, 2003; Lomask et al., 2005) the data has to be mirrored in order to eliminate Fourier
artifacts. This means that the data is replicated and reversed so that the boundaries are periodic.
This requires four times the memory in 2D and eight times in 3D. In a world where poststack data cubes can easily be tens of gigabytes in size, efficient memory usage is extremely
important.
Here we apply a discrete cosine transform (DCT) approach developed for 2D phase unwrapping (Ghiglia and Romero, 1994; Ghiglia and Pritt, 1998) to our flattening method. As a
result, we the reduce memory requirements of the transforms in 2D by a factor of four and in
3D by a factor of eight. We reap an additional factor of two savings from using real instead of
complex numbers. Furthermore, the reduction in size significantly reduces computation time
as well. We demonstrate its use on a simple 3D synthetic model.
METHOD
The flattening method described in Lomask et al. (2005) creates a time-shift (or depth-shift)
field τ (x, y, t) such that its gradient approximates the dip p(x, y, τ ). The dip is a function
of τ because for any given horizon, the appropriate dips to be summed are the dips along
the horizon itself. Using the gradient operator (∇ = [ ∂∂x ∂∂y ]T ) and the estimated dip (p =
[px p y ]T ), our regression is
∇τ (x, y, t)

=

p(x, y, τ).

(1)

Note that because the estimated dip p(x, y, τ ) field is a function of the unknown τ (x, y, t) field,
this problem is non-linear and, therefore, difficult to solve directly. We solve this using a
Gauss-Newton approach by iterating over equations (2)-(4), i.e.,
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iterate {
r
1τ
τ k+1

=

=

=

[∇τ k − p(τ k )]

(2)

(∇ T ∇)−1 ∇ T r

(3)

τ k + 1τ

(4)

} ,
where the subscript k denotes the iteration number.
To greatly improve efficiency, we solve equation (3) in the Fourier domain. We apply the
divergence to the estimated dips and divide by the Z-transform of the discretized Laplacian in
the Fourier domain as
#
"
 T 
FFT
∇
r
2D
(5)
1τ ≈ FFT2D −1
−Z x−1 − Z −1
y + 4 − Zx − Zy
where Z x = eiw1x and Z y = eiw1y . This is extremely efficient compared to iterative methods
for solving equation (3).
Unfortunately, mirroring is required to avoid boundary affects in the Fourier domain. Mirroring is concatenating reversed copies of the data along each dimension so that the input to
the tranform has periodic boundaries. In 1D the input is increased by a factor of 2, in 2D
the input is increased by a factor of four, and so on. In this case, we mirror the divergence
of the residual (∇ T r). Mirroring is described in more detail by Ghiglia and Pritt (1998) for
application to 2D phase unwrapping.
Ghiglia and Pritt (1998) also describe an alternative method using discrete cosine transforms that does not need mirroring. This method does not require mirroring because the cosine
transform assumes that image is even (periodic) implicitly. Since it makes this assumption,
then only the unmirrored input itself must be transformed. The alternative formulation is
"
#
 T 
∇
r
DCT
2D
1τ ≈ DCT2D −1
.
(6)
−2 cos(w1x) − 2 cos(w1y) + 4
Computational cost savings
For a data cube with dimensions n = n 1 × n 2 × n 3 , each iteration requires n 1 forward and
reverse 2D FFTs. Therefore, in 2D the number of operations per iteration is about 8n(1 +
log(4n 2 n 3 )) for the FFT method. For the DCT method, the number of operations per iteration
is about 8n + 2n log(n 2 n 3 ). In 3D the FFT method requires about 8n(1 + log(8n)) operations
where as the DCT only requires 8n + 2n log(n). Because there is a certain about of overhead
in each iteration common to both algorithms, the actually cost saving is typically a factor of
two to four in 2D and three to five in 3D depending on the size of the problem.
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The DCT method also has a significant advantage in memory usage as compared to the
DCT. Without requiring mirroring, the DCT saves a factor of four in 2D and eight in 3D,
however, again there is a certain amount of overhead common to both algorithms. In 2D,
the DCT requires about 9n memory allocation as opposed to the 23n memory of the FFT
algorithm. In 3D, the DCT requires still about 9n where as the FFT jumps up to 39n. In
summary, the DCT saves greater than a factor of two in 2D and greater than a factor of four in
3D in memory requirements.

Figure 1: The dipping planes synthetic model. Although a trivial flattening test case, the boundaries of the
divergence of the dip are not periodic.
jesse3-plane3D [ER]

Figure 2:
The data in Figure
1
flattened
using
the
FFT
method
with
mirrors.
jesse3-plane3D.fft_mirr.flat_cos
[ER]
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RESULTS
We compared the cosine transform algorithm to the FFT algorithm using the synthetic with
simple dipping planes displayed in Figure 1. Although it is just a simple model, it still requires
mirroring boundary conditions for the FFT method because the divergence of the dip (∇ T r)
in equation (5) is not periodic. The result of one iteration of FFT flattening with mirrors
is displayed in Figure 2. Notice it is perfectly flat. If we apply the same FFT algorithm
without mirrors, we get the result displayed in Figure 3. It is clearly not flat. If we apply the
DCT method as shown in Figure 4, it is flattened in one iteration using only a fraction of the
memory and computations.

Figure 3:
The data in Figure
1
flattened
using
the
FFT method without mirrors.
jesse3-plane3D.fft_no_mirr.flat_cos
[ER]

CONCLUSION
Here, we have tested a discrete cosine-tranform flattening method. It results in computational
cost savings of approximately a factor of two to four in 2D and three to five in 3D as compared
to the FFT flattening method. The memory savings are about a factor of two in 2D and four in
3D.
We intend to leverage the computational advantages of this DCT method by incorporating it either as an initial solution or a preconditioner into other flattening methods, possibly
including flattening with geological constraints (Lomask and Guitton, 2006).
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Figure 4:
The data in Figure
1
flattened
using
the
DCT method without mirrors.
jesse3-plane3D.cos.flat_cos [ER]
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Wave-equation angle-domain common-image gathers for
converted waves:
Part 2
Daniel A. Rosales, Sergey Fomel, Biondo L. Biondi, and Paul C. Sava

ABSTRACT
Common-image gathers are very useful for velocity and amplitude analysis. Wavefieldextrapolation methods produce Angle-Domain Common-Image Gathers (ADCIGs). For
the conventional PP case, ADCIGs are a function of the opening angle. However, the
ADCIGs for converted-wave data (PS-ADCIGs) are a function of the half-aperture angle,
that is, the incidence angle plus the reflection angle. In PS-ADCIGs, both the P-to-S
velocity ratio (γ ) and the image dip play a major role in transforming the subsurface offset
into the opening angle. We introduce a simple methodology to compute PS-ADCIGs.
Our methodology exploits the robustness of computing PP-ADCIGs, and incorporates
the velocity ratio (γ ), with an image dip field, which is estimated along the prestack
image. Our methodology also transforms the half-aperture angle in PS-ADCIGs into an
independent P-incidence angle to form P-ADCIGs, and an independent S-reflection angle
to form S-ADCIGs. Numerical studies show that when the P-to-S velocity ratio and image
midpoint information are not incorporated, the error in computing PS-ADCIGs is large
enough to introduce artifacts in the velocity model. Synthetic results show the accuracy
of the transformation introduced in this paper. Real data results on the 2-D Mahogany
field show the practical application and implications for converted-wave angle-domain
common-image gathers.

INTRODUCTION
Imaging is the combined process of migration and velocity analysis. The final image provides
two important pieces of information about the earth’s subsurface: its structure and some of its
rock properties. To obtain a reliable image, we need a reliable velocity model. Therefore, the
imaging process becomes a combined procedure between migration and migration velocity
analysis.
The final image by itself provides information about the accuracy of the velocity model.
This information is present in the redundancy of the prestack seismic image, (i.e. non-zerooffset images). For 2-D seismic data, the information is distributed along a 3-dimensional
image space, the coordinates of which are I (mξ = (m ξ , z ξ ), h). The subsets of this image for a
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fixed image point (m ξ ) with coordinates (z ξ , h) are known as common-image gathers (CIGs),
or common-reflection-point gathers (CRPs). If the CIGs are a function of (z ξ , h), the gathers
are also referred as offset-domain common-image gathers (ODCIGs). These gathers can also
be expressed in terms of the opening angle θ , by transforming the offset axis (h) into the
opening angle (θ ) to obtain a common-image gather with coordinates (z ξ ,θ ); these gathers are
known as Angle-Domain Common-Image Gathers (ADCIGs) (de Bruin et al., 1990; Prucha
et al., 1999; Brandsberg-Dahl et al., 1999; Rickett and Sava, 2002; Sava and Fomel, 2003;
Biondi and Symes, 2004).
There are two kinds of ODCIGs: those produced by Kirchhoff migration, and those produced by wavefield-extrapolation migration, referred to, from now on, as wave-equation migration. There is a conceptual difference in the offset dimension between these two kinds of
gathers. For Kirchhoff ODCIGs, the offset is a data parameter (h = h D ), and involves the
concept of flat gathers. For wave-equation ODCIGs, the offset dimension is a model parameter (h = h ξ ), and involves the concept of focused events. In this paper, we will refer to these
gathers as subsurface offset-domain common-image gathers (SODCIGs).
There are problems observed with ODCIGs, which can be alleviated by parameterizing the
offset axis into an angle axis to form angle-domain common-image gathers. Unlike ODCIGs,
ADCIGs produced with either method have similar characteristics, since they describe the
reflectivity as a function of the angle at the reflector.
Depending on the seismic experiment we are analyzing, the coordinates of the image space
possess different information relevant to the experiment. We refer to a conventional seismic
reflection experiment, where the source and the receiver have the same type of wave, as singlemode. For this case, the transformation from ODCIGs to ADCIGs is a well-known process in
the literature (Sava and Fomel, 2003). In this case the angle axis represents the true reflection
opening angle.
A seismic experiment where the receiver records different components of the wavefield
(i.e. P, SV, SH) is known as multi-component seismic; throughout this paper, we refer to the
experiment where the source represents a P-wavefield and a receiver wavefield represents a SVwavefield as a converted-mode case, as in the conversion from a P wave into an S wave at the
reflection point. This paper discusses the common-image gathers for this kind of experiment,
focusing mainly on SODCIGs and their accurate transformation into ADCIGs.
A final side product of our analysis is the ability to separate the final image into two parts,
each one corresponding to a distinctive wave. Throughout this process, the ratio between the
different velocities plays an important role in the transformation. We present and analyze
the kinematics of our equations and present results on two simple yet convincing synthetic
examples. An application of our methodology into the 2-D real data set from the Mahogany
field in the Gulf of Mexico yields angle-domain common-image gathers that can be used for
future velocity updates.
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WAVE-EQUATION IMAGING
A prestack image provides information on both velocity errors and rock-property characteristics. This paper obtains the prestack image through wave-equation methods. Several authors
have described this process in general, so it will not be the main focus of this paper. However,
this section describes the basics of wave-equation imaging, and outlines the method we use to
obtain subsurface offset-domain common-image gathers.
Biondi (2003) shows the equivalence of wave-equation source-receiver migration with
wave-equation shot-profile migration. The main contribution of this paper is independent
of the migration algorithm implemented, as long as the migration algorithm is based on the
wavefield downward continuation, and the final prestack image is a function of the horizontal
subsurface offset. For the purposes of this paper, we are using shot-profile migration as our
imaging algorithm.
The final prestack image is obtained with the following imaging condition (Sava and
Fomel, 2005):
I (mξ , hξ ) =

X
ω

Uzs (mξ − hξ , ω)Uzr (mξ + hξ , ω).

(1)

Here, mξ = (m ξ , z ξ ) is a vector describing the locations of the image points, and hξ = (h xξ , h z ξ )
is a vector describing the subsurface offset. For 2-D converted-wave seismic data, the component m ξ represents the horizontal coordinate, z ξ is the depth coordinate of the image point
relative to a reference coordinate system, and h xξ is the horizontal subsurface offset (Rickett
and Sava, 2002). The summation over temporal frequencies (ω) extracts the image I (mξ , hξ )
at zero-time. The propagation of the receiver wavefield (U zr ) and the source wavefield (Uzs )
is done by downward continuing the recorded data, and the given source wavelet, each one
respectively as:
Uzs
Uzr

=
=

s
Uz=0
e
r
Uz=0
e

+i z
−i z

r

r

ω2
2
−km
xξ
v 2p (m ξ ,z ξ )
ω2
2
−km
xξ
vs2 (m ξ ,z ξ )

,
,

(2)

where v p is the P-wave velocity and vs is the S-wave velocity.
The next section describes the main focus of this paper, which is the transformation of
subsurface offset into the angle domain.

TRANSFORMATION TO THE ANGLE DOMAIN
The transformation to the angle domain follows an approach similar to that of its single-mode
(PP) counterpart (Sava and Fomel, 2003). Figure 1 describes the angles we use in this section.
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For the converted-mode case, we define the following angles:
φ +σ
θ ≡
,
2
2αx + φ − σ
.
(3)
α ≡
2
In definition 3 the angles φ, σ , and α x represent the incident, reflected, and geological dip
angles, respectively. This definition is consistent with the single-mode case; notice that for
the single-mode case the condition that the angles φ and σ are the same holds. Therefore, the
angle θ represents the reflection angle, and the angle α represents the geological dip (Sava
and Fomel, 2003; Biondi and Symes, 2004). For the converted-mode case, the angle θ is the
full-aperture angle, and the angle α is the pseudo-geological dip.
S

Figure 1: Definition of angles for
the converted-mode reflection experiment. The angles θ , φ, σ , αx represent the full-aperture, the incident,
the reflection, and the geological dip
angles, respectively. daniel1-angles
[NR]

R

X

φ
σ

2θ
αx

Z

The main goal of this paper is to obtain a relationship between the known quantities from
our image, I (mξ , hξ ) and the full-aperture angle (θ ). Appendix A presents the full derivation
of this relationship. Here, we present only the final result, its explanation and its implications.
The final relationship we use to obtain converted-mode angle-domain common-image gathers
is the following (Appendix A):
tan θ =

4γ (mξ ) tan θ0 + D(mξ )(γ (mξ )2 − 1)(tan2 θ0 + 1)
,
tan2 θ0 (γ (mξ ) − 1)2 + (γ (mξ ) + 1)2

(4)

this equation consists of three main components: γ (mξ ) is the P-to-S velocity ratio, tan θ0
is the pseudo-opening angle, and D(mξ ) is the field of local step-outs of the image. Equation 4 describes the transformation from the subsurface-offset domain into the angle domain
for converted-wave data. This equation is valid under the assumption of constant velocity.
However, it remains valid in a differential sense in an arbitrary-velocity medium, by considering that h ξ is the subsurface half-offset. Therefore, the limitation of constant velocity applies
in the neighborhood of the image. For γ (mξ ), it is important to consider that every point of
the image is related to a point on the velocity model with the same image coordinates.
Transformation into independent angles
Following definition 3, and after explicitly computing the full-aperture angle with equation 4,
we have almost all the tools to explicitly separate the full-aperture angle into its two compo-
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nents, the P-incidence angle (φ), and the S-reflection angle (σ ). Snell’s law, and the P-to-S
velocity ratio are the final components for this procedure. After basic algebraic and trigonometric manipulations, the final expressions for both of the independent angles are
γ sin 2θ
,
1 + γ cos 2θ
sin 2θ
tan σ =
.
γ + cos 2θ
tan φ =

(5)

This is clearly a non-linear relation among the angles. The main purpose of this set of equations is to observe and analyze the kinematics of the P-incidence wave, and the S-reflected
wave. This analysis might lead to estimates of independent velocity perturbations for both
the P-velocity model and the S-velocity model. The following section describes the proposed
methodology to implement both equation 4 and system 5
Implementation
There are several ways to implement equation 4. The flow in Figure 2 presents the basic
steps to implement and obtain the angle-domain common-image gathers for converted-wave
data. The first step takes the final image I (mξ , h ξ ) and obtains two main components: first,
the intermediate angle gathers, tan θ0 , using for example, the Fourier-domain approach (Sava
and Fomel, 2003); second, the estimated step-out of the image, D(mξ ), using plane-wave
destructors (Fomel, 2002). This step combines the two previous components, together with
the γ (mξ )-field, and uses equation 4 to form converted-wave angle-domain common-image
gathers. The third step divides the PS-ADCIGs into P-ADCIGs and S-ADCIGs. The final step
in the diagram flow is responsible for this operation. The following sections present simple
I (m ξ ,hξ )

D (m ξ )

Tan θ 0

Figure 2: Diagram flow for the
subsurface-offset transformation to
the angle domain. The flow diagram also presents the computation
of the individual P-ADCIGs and SADCIGs. daniel1-flow [NR]

P−to−S Vel. ratio
Equation 4

Tan θ

Tan φ

synthetic examples as well as a real-data result from the Gulf of Mexico.

Tan σ
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Table 1: First synthetic experiment: Acquisition geometry, corresponding computed angle
values.
Refl. dip
Flat layer
10◦ layer
30◦ layer

Shot-loc.
500
500
500

CIG-Loc
2000
1750
1000

2θ (◦ )
40.45◦
38.7◦
35◦

SYNTHETIC EXAMPLES
This section consists of two main, simple synthetic examples to illustrate two of the main concepts described in the previous section. Throughout this section, we will refer to two different
methodologies, first, the conventional methodology, and second, the proposed methodology.
The conventional methodology consists of the transformation from ODCIGs into ADCIGs
with the transformation for the single-mode case (Sava and Fomel, 2003). The proposed
methodology is the one discussed in the previous section. All the examples are a single-shot
gather experiment.
The first example consists of three sections, all of them displayed in Figure 3. From left to
right we have a flat-layer, a 10◦ dipping layer, and a 30◦ dipping layer. All the sections consist
of, from top to bottom, a single shot gather, an image from one shot gather, an angle-domain
common-image gather obtained with the conventional methodology, and the angle-domain
common-image gather obtained with the proposed methodology. The data space consists of
only one shot gather; therefore, the representation in an ADCIG should have non-zero energy
for only one angle. Table 1 shows the survey details and the computed angle values for this
experiment. In both angle-domain gathers, the solid line corresponds to the expected angle
value; as expected the angle gathers obtained with the proposed methodology perfectly match
the values in the table.
Our second experiment is also a single-shot experiment. The intention of this exercise
is to present the separation of the full-aperture angle (θ ) into its P-incidence (φ), and its Sreflection (σ ) components. Figure 4 shows, from top to bottom, the flat-layer case, a 10 ◦
dipping layer case, and a 30◦ dipping layer case for this experiment. Each case consists of,
from left to right, the image of a single-shot gather; the corresponding angle-domain commonimage gather, which is taken at the location marked in the image; the corresponding P-angledomain common-image gather; and the corresponding S-angle-domain common-image gather.
Table 2 shows the corresponding values for this experiment. The solid lines in each of the
angle-gathers represent the computed value in table 2.
These two synthetic examples clearly show that the proposed methodology accurately
transforms SODCIGs into ADCIGs for the converted-mode case. Moreover, we are able to
compute the specific incidence and reflection angles.
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Figure 3: First synthetic example. From left to right, a flat-layer case, a 10◦ dipping layer,
and a 30◦ dipping layer. From top to bottom, a single shot gather, an image from a single
shot gather, an angle-domain common-image gather obtained with the conventional methodology, and the angle-domain common-image gather obtained with the proposed methodology.
daniel1-ps-all-x [CR]
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Figure 4: Second synthetic example, independent angle separation: From top to bottom, a flatlayer case, a 10◦ dipping layer, and a 30◦ dipping layer. From left to right: the image of a single
shot gather, the corresponding PS-ADCIG, the independent P-ADCIG, and the independent
S-ADCIG. The solid lanes represent the corresponding values in table 2. daniel1-ps-ind-ang
[CR]

REAL DATA EXAMPLE
This test uses a portion of the 2-D real data set from the Mahogany field, located in the Gulf of
Mexico. The 2-D data set is an Ocean Bottom Seismic (OBS) multicomponent line. The data
has been already preprocessed. The hydrophone and the vertical components of the geophone
has been combined to form the PZ section. Also, the data has also been separated into the PS
section. We concentrate on the PZ section and the PS section.
Figure 5 presents a typical shot gather for this OBS data set. On the left we have the PZ
common-shot gather, and on the right we have the PS common-shot gather. The PZ shot gather
has fewer time samples than the PS shot gather because of the longer time needed to observe
the converted-wave events. Also, note the polarity flip in the PS common-shot gather, a typical
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Table 2: Second synthetic experiment: Acquisition geometry, corresponding computed angle
values.
Refl. dip
Flat layer
10◦ layer
30◦ layer

Shot-loc.
500
500
500

CIG-Loc.
1000
1500
1000

P-angle
26◦
48◦
47◦

S-angle
14◦
22.3◦
22◦

characteristic of this type of data set.

Figure 5: Typical common-shot gathers for the OBS Mahogany data set from the Gulf of
Mexico. Shot gather after PZ summation (a), PS shot gather (b). daniel1-shots [CR]
In both data sets, the PZ and the PS components were migrated using wave-equation shotprofile migration. Both, the P and the S velocity models are unknown for this problem; for
simplicity, migrate using a velocity model with a linear gradient, Figure 6 shows both velocity
models, the P-velocity model on the left panel, and the S-velocity model in the right panel.
Complementary, Figure 7 represents the local step-out field for this experiment.
Figure 8 presents a PS image on the left, and two angle-domain common-image gathers on
the right. Both common-image gathers are taken at the same location, indicated by the solid
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Figure 6: Velocity models used for
the shot-gather migration. P-velocity
on the left panel, S-velocity on the
right panel. daniel1-vels [CR]

line at CIG=14500 in the image. The PS image was taken at zero subsurface offset, this is
not the ideal position to take the final image, since the polarity flip destroys the image at this
location. The ideal case will be flip the polarities in the angle domain (Rosales and Rickett,
2001); unfortunately, we do not have the correct velocity model yet; therefore, we have only
an approximate solution to the final PS image.
The angle-domain common-image gather on panel (b) of Figure 8 represents the angledomain common-image gathers using the conventional methodology, which will be tan θ 0 on
the diagram flow on Figure 2. The angle-domain common-image gather on panel (c), represents the true converted-wave angle-domain common-image gather. The transformation to the
angle-domain was performed with the diagram flow on Figure 2.
The geology for this section of the Mahogany data set consists of very low geological
dips, with a relatively layering; therefore, the angle gather on panel (b) has the polarity flip
very close to zero angle. The true angle gather also preserves this characteristic. The residual
curvature for the events, whether primaries or multiples, is much larger than the residual curvature of the same events in the true angle-domain common-image gather. This effect is due
to the correction for both the step-out of the image and the P-to-S velocity ratio, as presented
in the theory section of this paper.
Figure 9 presents the PS and the PZ results of shot-profile migration with the velocity
models on Figure 6. Panel (a) presents the PS image on the top and its corresponding angledomain common-image gathers on the bottom. Panel (b) presents the PZ image on the top and
its corresponding angle-domain common-image gathers on the bottom. In both representations
of the angle gathers, it is possible to observe events at a very similar depth, these events
probably represent the same geological feature. Also notice the many multiples, due to the
shallow sea bottom (120 m). These multiples are more prominent in the PS section because
the PZ summation already eliminates the source ghost. This is not the case for the PS section.
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Figure 7: Local step-out of the image; this represents the field D(mξ )
on equation 4. daniel1-dips [CR]

Figure 10 compiles all the different angle-domain common-image gathers for this data set,
all of which are taken at the same position, CIG=14500. From left to right, the panels show
PP-ADCIG, PS-ADCIG, P-ADCIG, and S-ADCIG. Notice that most of the primary events
have a residual curvature. The residual moveout is more prominent for those events that we
identify as multiples.
The initial linear P-velocity model is a pretty good approximation, since most of the primary events in the PZ section are flat in the angle-domain. However, there is a prominent
residual curvature in the angle-domain common-image gathers for the PS section. This indicates an erroneous velocity model, most likely a very high initial S-velocity model. Moreover,
the S section contains a large number of multiples, which are not all present in the PZ section.
The individuals P-ADCIG and the S-ADCIG contain information that potentially can be
used for independent velocity updates. Notice that the angle coverage for these gathers is
smaller than for the PP- and-PS ADCIGs, since the coverage of an individual plane-wave is
smaller than the combination of two plane-waves, as is the case for converted-mode data.
It is very interesting to notice that the individual P-ADCIG has very similar characteristics
with the PP-ADCIG. Most of the residual moveout of the PS-ADCIG seems to be due to the
S component of the velocity model, as suggested for the individual S-ADCIG.

CONCLUSIONS
The accurate transformation from subsurface offset-domain CIGs into angle-domain CIGs for
the converted-mode case requires, the information along the midpoint axis, and the velocity ratio. Omitting this information leads to errors in the transformation that might result in
incorrect velocity updates.
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Figure 8: PS image on the left, and two angle-domain common-image gathers on the right;
both common-image gathers are taken at the same location, as represented by the solid line at
CIG=14500 in the image. daniel1-psimg-adcig [CR]

For the converted-mode case, the angle axis of the final image (I (mξ , γ )), after the transformation, is neither the incidence nor the reflection angle, but the average of both. The
full-aperture angle gathers can be transformed into two separate angle gathers, each one representing the incidence angle and the other representing the reflection angle. This transformation might yield useful information for the analysis of rock properties or velocity updates for
the two different velocity models.
The next step will be to analyze how errors in either P or S velocity models are transformed in the PS-ADCIGs. This will result in both a formulation for the residual moveout of
converted-mode data, and a methodology for vertical velocity updates of both P and S velocity
models.
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Figure 9: Panel (a) presents the PS image with its respective angle-domain common-image
gathers. Panel (b) presents the PZ image with its respective angle-domain common-image
gathers. daniel1-imag-cigs [CR]

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE EQUATION FOR THE ANGLE-DOMAIN
TRANSFORMATION
This appendix presents the derivation of the main equation for this paper, that is, the transformation from the subsurface offset domain into the angle domain for converted-wave data.
Rosales and Biondi (2005) present the derivation for the angle-domain transformation. Biondi
(2005) and Shragge et al. (2005) present similar equations for different applications, for
anisotropic case and for the forward-scatter case, respectively. Throughout this Appendix
we will use the following defintions:
∂ zξ
∂h ξ
∂ zξ
D(mξ ) ≡ −
∂m ξ
tan θ0 ≡ −
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Figure 10: Compilation of angle-domain common-image gather for the 2-D Mahogany data
set, all the CIGs are taken at the same image location (CIG=14500). (a) PP-ADCIG, (b) PSADCIG, (c) P-ADCIG, (d) S-ADCIG. daniel1-cigs-all [CR]

In this definitions, tan θ0 is the pseudo-reflection angle, and D(mξ ) is field for the local image dips. The bases for this definition resides in the conventional PP case. For that case, the
pseudo-reflection angle represents the reflection angle, and the field D(mξ ) represents the geological dip (Fomel, 1996). Based on this definition, the angle equations from Biondi (2005);
Rosales and Biondi (2005); Shragge et al. (2005) can be rewritten as:
tan θ + S tan α
,
1 − S tan α tan γ
tan α + S tan θ
D(mξ ) =
1 − S tan θ tan α.
tan θ0 =

(A-1)
(A-2)

Following basic algebra, equation A-2 can be rewritten as:
tan α =

D(mξ ) − S tan θ
1 − S D(mξ ) tan θ

(A-3)

Substituing equation A-3 into equation A-1, and following basic algebraic manipulations, we
obtain equation 4 in the paper.
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Residual moveout of 2D multiples in Angle-Domain
Common-Image Gathers
Gabriel Alvarez

ABSTRACT
I show that, for specularly-reflected multiples, the constant velocity straight-ray approximation of the residual moveout in Angle-Domain Common-Image Gathers (ADCIGs) is
only appropriate for small aperture angles. The approximation is good for the primaries
because the difference between the migration velocity and the true velocity is likely to
be small. For the multiples, however, this difference may be large and correcting for ray
bending produces a better approximation that leads to better focusing of the multiples in
the Radon domain. This in turn allows a more accurate muting of the multiples. I show
results with two ADCIGs, one synthetic and one real.

INTRODUCTION
When primary reflections are depth migrated with the exact velocity of the medium, their
moveout in Angle-Domain Common-Image Gathers (ADCIGs) is flat (Biondi, 2005). When
they are migrated with the wrong velocity, their residual moveout in ADCIGs can be approximated, to first order, by the equations given in Biondi and Symes (2004). For a flat reflector,
their approximation reduces the residual moveout of the primaries as a function of aperture
angle, to a tangent squared.
Specularly-reflected multiples, when migrated with the velocity of the primaries, behave
as primaries migrated with too slow velocity (Alvarez, 2005). The tangent-squared approximation can be used to design a Radon transform that focuses the energy of the primaries and
the multiples in and ADCIG according to their residual curvature and so can be used to attenuate the multiples in image space (Sava and Guitton, 2003). This approximation is robust
enough that it can even be used to approximate the residual moveout of diffracted multiples,
provided that another dimension is added to the Radon transform to account for the shift of
the apex of these multiples (Alvarez et al., 2004).
Here I show that the approximation of Alvarez (2005) for the residual moveout of the
multiples is better than the straight-ray approximation, because it takes into account the nonnegligible ray bending of the multiples at the water-bottom interface and by extension any
interface in which the velocity of propagation of the primaries and the multiples is substantial,
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for example at a salt boundary. I show, with both a synthetic and a real ADCIG that the new
approximation is more accurate and that it focuses better the multiples in the Radon domain. I
then show that this results in an improvement of the estimation of the multiples and therefore
in their attenuation.
The first section briefly reviews the theory and shows a comparison of the two residual
moveout curves for a given ADCIG. The next section compares both approximations in the
Radon domain and the following section compares the results of attenuating the multiples with
both approximations on a synthetic and a real ADCIG.
THEORY OVERVIEW
The residual moveout of primaries in ADCIGs, under the approximation of stationarity of the
rays (local constant velocity) is given by (Biondi and Symes, 2004):
1nRMO =

ρ −1
sin2 γ
z̄n,
ρ (cos α − sin2 γ ) cos α

(1)

ρ −1 2
tan γ z̄n.
ρ

(2)

where 1nRMO is the residual moveout function with respect to the aperture angle γ , ρ is
the ration between the migration and the true slowness, α is the reflector dip, z̄ is the true
(unknown) depth of the reflector and n is the unit normal vector to the reflector in the direction
of decreasing depth. For a flat reflector (α = 0) equation 1 reduces to
1nRMO =

For primaries, we can estimate the true depth z̄ using the migration depth at normal incidence
z 0 (Biondi and Symes, 2004) as
z0 =

z̄
ρ

(3)

which leads to the simple result
1nRMO = (ρ − 1) tan2 γ z 0 n.

(4)

For specularly-reflected multiples, Alvarez (2005) showed that, for a flat reflector, the functional dependence between the image depth and the aperture angle is given by


2
2
2
z ξγ (0)
1 + cos γ (ρq − (1 − ρ ) tan γ )  ,
z ξγ =
(5)
1 + ρ)
2
2
ρ − sin γ

where z ξγ (0) is the normal-incidence migrated-depth, (i.e. z 0 ) in the previous equations. There
is an important and unfortunate difference in notation, however, because ρ in equations 1
through 4 is the ratio of the migration to the true slowness whereas ρ in equation 5 is the ratio
of the migration to the true velocity. Therefore, in order to get a better idea of how the approximation for the RMO of the multiples (accounting for ray bending at the reflector interface)
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relates to that of the primaries (neglecting ray bending), I rewrite equation 5 replacing ρ by
1/ρ and z ξγ (0) with z 0 to get:
z ξγ




2
2
2
cos
γ
(ρ
−
(ρ
−
1)
tan
γ
)
 z0 .
q
= 1 +
1+ρ
1 − ρ 2 sin2 γ

(6)

Finally, since 1nRMO = z 0 − z ξγ we get:



2
2
cos
γ
(1
−
(ρ
−
1)
tan
γ
 z 0 n,
q
1nRMO = 1 −
1+ρ
1 − ρ 2 sin2 γ

(7)

z0
= (ρ − 1) tan2 γ z 0 n.
1+ρ

(8)

which, for small γ , reduces to

1nRMO = (ρ 2 − 1) tan2 γ

This is the same as equation 4. This result is intuitively appealing because it shows that
the approximation of neglecting the ray bending at the reflecting interface deteriorates as the
aperture angle increases which is when the ray bending is larger.
Figure 1 shows a comparison of the residual moveout curves for an ADCIG computed with
equations 7 (ray-bendinga pproximation) and 8 (straight-ray approximation). The residual
moveouts correspond to a water-bottom multiple from the flat interface of a two layer model
where the top layer is water and the second layer is a half space. The velocity of the water
layer is 1500 m/s and its thickness is 500 m. The velocity of the half space is 2500 m/s. The
migration was done with the true velocity model. Therefore, there is significant ray bending
of the multiple at the reflecting interface. Figure 2 shows the actual ADCIG with the depth
moveout as a function of angle superimposed for both approximations. For large aperture
angles the departure of the straight ray approximation can be significant.
Water−bottom multiple. Flat water−bottom

0

Equation 8
Equation 7

50

100

Depth (m)

Figure 1: Residual moveout curves
for an ADCIG from a two flat-layer
model. The curves correspond to
straight ray and the ray-bending approximations to a water-bottom multiple. gabriel3-rmos2 [CR]
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Figure 2: ADCIG for a waterbottom multiple from a two flatlayer model. The dotted curve corresponds to the straight ray approximation whereas the solid curve corresponds to the ray-bending approximation. gabriel3-adcig1 [CR]

COMPARISON OF RADON TRANSFORMS
The better fit of the ray bending approximation to the actual moveout of the multiple, as
shown in Figure 2, suggests that a better focusing may be achieved for the multiples in the
Radon domain by using equation 6 as the kernel of the Radon transform. To assess validity
of this claim, I used the same synthetic data presented in Sava and Guitton (2003). Figure 3
is their figure 1 and shows a CMP and an ADCIG contaminated with multiples. Clearly,
the primaries are flat in the ADCIGs (above about 350 m), whereas the multiples show the
expected overmigrated residual moveout. The general expression for the Radon transform in
the angle domain is (Sava and Guitton, 2003)
z(q, γ ) = z 0 + q g(γ ).

(9)

g(γ ) = tan2 γ .

(10)

The straight-ray approximation uses

The ray-bending approximation uses


1  cos γ (ρ 2 − (1 − ρ 2 ) tan2 γ )
g(γ ) =
q
− ρ .
1+ρ
2
2
ρ − sin γ

(11)

Figure 4 shows a comparison of both Radon transforms for the ADCIG shown in the left panel
of Figure 3. Notice that the focusing of the primaries does not change since their moveout is
zero. The multiples, on the other hand, are better focused with the new transform since the
curvature more closely represents their residual moveout in the ADCIGs. In order to assess
the improvement in focusing power of the new transform with real data, I applied both Radon
transforms to an ADCIG from a real dataset (Sava and Guitton, 2003). Figure 5 shows the ADCIG and the transforms computed with the straight-ray and the ray-bending approximations.
Again, the ray-bending approximation improves the focusing of the primaries. This may be
better seen in the envelopes of the two transforms.
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Figure 3: A data CMP and an ADCIG from a simple synthetic model. Figure taken from Sava
and Guitton (2003). gabriel3-synth [CR]

Figure 4: Comparison of Radon transforms of the ADCIG shown in panel (a) of Figure 3.
Panel (a) corresponds to the straight-ray approximation whereas panel (b) corresponds to the
ray-bending approximation. Panel (c) and (d) are the envelopes of panels (a) and (b) respectively. gabriel3-radon1 [CR]
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Figure 5: ADCIG from a real dataset (a), the Radon transform corresponding to the straightray approximation (b), and the Radon transform with the ray-bending approximation (c). Panels (d) and (e) are the envelopes of panels (b) and (c). gabriel3-radon2 [CR]

MULTIPLE ATTENUATION
In this section I examine the difference between the estimate of the multiples and primaries
obtained with the Radon transforms computed with both approximations. I use the same
ADCIGs from the previous section.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of the multiple model estimated with both transforms for
the synthetic data shown in Figure 3. The better focusing of the multiples in the Radon domain
with the ray-bending approximation translates into a slightly better estimate of the multiples,
especially at the large aperture angles. Some weak residual primary still leaks into the multiples, although with higher amplitude amplitude with the straight-ray approximation (see the
primary at 200 m). Figure 7 shows the comparison of the primary estimates. Again, a better result is obtained with the ray-bending approximation. In particular, less energy from the
multiples leaks into the primaries.
Figure 8 shows the comparison of the multiple model for the real dataset of Figure 5.
Notice that again, the new transform [panel (b)], recovers a little better the multiple energy
on the large aperture angles, especially above 1000 m. This energy will otherwise leak into
the estimate of the primaries. Finally, Figure 9 shows the comparison of the primary estimate
with both transforms. Although the two panels look similar, careful examination of the large
aperture angles specially above 1000 m shows that the new transform [panel (b)] has recovered
the primaries better.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the multiple model for the synthetic ADCIG of Figure 3. Panel (a)
shows the multiples obtained with the straight-ray approximation and panel (b) the multiples
obtained with the ray-bending approximation. gabriel3-mul_comp1 [CR]

Figure 7: Comparison of the primary model for the synthetic ADCIG of Figure 3. Panel (a)
shows the primaries obtained with the straight-ray approximation and panel (b) the primaries
obtained with the ray-bending approximation. gabriel3-prim_comp1 [CR]
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Figure 8: Comparison of the multiple model for the real ADCIG of Figure 4. Panel (a) shows
the multiples obtained with the straight-ray approximation and panel (b) the multiples obtained
with the ray-bending approximation. gabriel3-mul_comp2 [CR]

Figure 9: Comparison of the primary model for the real ADCIG of Figure 4. Panel (a) shows
the primaries obtained with the straight-ray approximation and panel (b) the primaries obtained with the ray-bending approximation. gabriel3-prim_comp2 [CR]
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Increasing the focusing power of the Radon transform is critical in real situations in which the
primaries and the multiples may map close together in the Radon domain. Therefore, taking
into account the ray bending of the multiples, at least to first order, is an improvement. The
cost of the new transform is essentially the same and no additional information is required.
Although the new transform explicitly depends on the ratio (ρ) between the multiple velocity
and the migration velocity, in practice this ratio can be fixed to something reasonable like 1.5
and the results are good. The new transform may also be advantageous in the implementation
of the apex-shifted Radon transform for the attenuation of diffracted multiples (Alvarez et al.,
2004).
Taking into account the ray bending of the multiple raypaths at the multiple generating
interface improves the focusing power of the Radon transform when applied to ADCIGs. This
in turn improves our ability to separate the primaries from the multiples and, therefore, allows a
better estimate of the multiple model to be computed. The new transform can be implemented
at essentially no extra cost compared with the tangent-squared approximation designed to treat
the primaries ignoring ray bending.
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Residual moveout in anisotropic angle-domain common image
gathers with dipping reflectors
Pierre Jousselin and Biondo Biondi

ABSTRACT
We generalise to dipping reflectors the fundamental concepts for quantitatively relating perturbations in anisotropic parameters to the corresponding reflector movements in
angle-domain common-image gathers (ADCIGs).
We apply the general methodology to the particular case of residual moveout (RMO) analysis of reflections from dipping reflectors in a vertical transverse isotropic (VTI) medium.
Synthetic examples show the accuracy of the RMO curves predicted by our kinematic
analysis.

INTRODUCTION
The fundamental concepts presented in Biondi (2005a) of quantitatively relating perturbations in anisotropic parameters to the corresponding reflector movements in angle-domain
common-image gathers (ADCIGs) have been applied to flat reflectors. It showed on real data
how measuring the residual moveout (RMO) in ADCIGs provides the quantitative information
necessary to update the velocity function in a migration velocity analysis (MVA) procedure.
Aiming to generalize that methodology to the most general case, we derive an analytical
analysis of residual moveout in anisotropic ADCIGs with dipping reflectors.
After deriving the kinematic analysis in the general case, we apply the general methodology to the particular case of residual moveout analysis of reflections from dipping reflectors
in a vertical transverse isotropic (VTI) medium. Synthetic examples demonstrate the accuracy
of the RMO curves predicted by our kinematic analysis. Furthermore, given the inaccuracy of
the RMO curves predicted when assuming that the reflectors are flat, synthetic examples also
demonstrate the usefulness of the generalization we present.
ANGLE-DOMAIN COMMON-IMAGE GATHERS
We first present a review of the theory for ADCIGs in anisotropic media from both a Kirchhoff
and a “plane-wave” viewpoint (Biondi, 2005a). Those two are independent but yield the same
result and therefore validate each other. We introduce the formulas we will use in the next
sections.
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Generalized migration impulse response in parametric form
The kinematic approach of anisotropic migration (Biondi, 2005a) is based on the generalization of integral migration to the computation of a prestack image that includes the subsurface
offset dimension.
Theory of ADCIGs in anisotropic media from a Kirchhoff viewpoint
Figure 1 illustrates the generalization of the migration operator from a Kirchhoff viewpoint.
Simple geometric relations allow us to derive the kinematics of the generalized migration
operator. If we migrate an impulse recorded at time t D , midpoint m D and surface offset h D ,
the migration impulse response can be expressed as follows:
cos2 αx − sin2 γ
,
cos αx cos γ
sin αx
= m D − L (αx , γ )
,
cos γ

z ξ = L (αx , γ )
mξ

h ξ = h D − H = h D − L (αx , γ )

(1)
(2)
sin γ
,
cos αx

(3)

where αx is the group dip angle, γ is the group average aperture angle, z ξ , m ξ and h ξ are the
depth, midpoint and subsurface offset of the imaging point as illustrated in Figure 1. L (α x , γ )
is the average half-path length and is given by
L (αx , γ ) =

tD
Ls + Lr
=
,
2
(Sr + Ss ) + (Sr − Ss ) tan αx tan γ

(4)

where Ss and Sr are the group slowness along the source and receiver rays, respectively.
h

H

s

D



r




Figure 1: Geometry used for evaluating the impulse response of integral
migration, generalized to produce a
prestack image function of the subsurface offset h ξ . pierre1-imp-resp
[NR]

mD
Lr

Ls

zξ

hξ








mξ
γ
αx

The expression for the generalized impulse response of prestack anisotropic migration
∂z
∂z
leads to the analytical evaluation of the offset dip ( ∂hξξ
) and midpoint dip ( ∂mξξ
)
m ξ =S
mξ

h ξ =S
hξ

along the planes tangent to the impulse response. When we adopt the Kirchhoff viewpoint,
the group aperture angles can then be related to the offset dips in the image, and the group dip
angles can be similarly related to the midpoint dips in the image.
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Theory of ADCIGs in anisotropic media from a “plane-wave” viewpoint
From the “plane-wave” viewpoint of the theory of ADCIGs in anisotropic media, the expression for the generalized impulse response of prestack anisotriopic migration leads to the
following expressions for the offset and midpoint dips:
∂ zξ
∂h ξ
∂ zξ
∂m ξ

m ξ =S
mξ

h ξ =S
hξ

=
=

Ss
tane
αx
tan γe + eSSr −
+e
S

1−

e

e
Sr −e
Ss
e
Sr +e
Ss

r

e

s

tane
αx tan γe

Ss
tan γe
tane
αx + eSSr −
+e
S

1−

e
Sr −e
Ss
e
Sr +e
Ss

e e
r

s

tan γe tane
αx

= tan γb,

= tan αbx ,

(5)

(6)

where αex is the group dip angle, γe is the group average aperture angle, αbx and γb are two
angles we introduce and that are related to the midpoint and offset dips. e
Ss and e
Sr are the
phase slownesses for the source and receiver wavefields, respectively. The phase aperture and
group dip angles can then be related to the offset and midpoint image dips:
tan γb − 1 S̃ tane
αx
tan γe =
,
(7)
1 + 1 S̃ tane
αx tan γb
tan αbx − 1 S̃ tan γe
tane
αx =
,
(8)
1 + 1 S̃ tan γe tan αbx
where 1 S̃ is the “normalized slowness difference” (e
Sr − e
Ss )/(e
Sr + e
Ss ).
KINEMATICS OF THE ANGLE-DOMAIN TRANSFORMATION

In 2-D, ADCIGs are computed by applying a slant-stack decomposition to the prestack image
along the subsurface-offset axis at a constant midpoint. The kinematics of the transformation
are defined by the following change of variable:
∂ zξ
,
(9)
γb = arctan
∂h ξ m ξ =S
mξ
z γ̃

= z ξ − h ξ tan γb,

(10)

where z γ̃ is the depth of the image point after the transformation.

Geometric interpretation
Figure 2 provides a geometricinterpretation of the transformation of an image point in the sub
surface offset domain z ξ , h ξ to the corresponding image point in the angle-domain z γ̃ , γe .
In this figure,
βs = α x + γ ,

βr = αx − γ ,
βes = αex + γ̃ ,
βer = αex − γ̃ .

(11)

(12)
(13)
(14)
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From a “plane-wave” viewpoint, the image point in the angle-domain
is determined by the

intersection of the lines passing through the points z ξ , m ξ ± h ξ and tilted by βes and −βer .
This interpretation is consistent with the one for flat reflectors illustrated in Figure 3.
S

Figure 2: Geometry of the transformation to the angle-domain with
a dipping reflector.
The image
point in the subsurface-offset domain z ξ , h ξ moves to the image

point in the angle-domain z γ̃ , γe .
pierre1-cig-2d-aniso-dipping-1
[NR]

Figure 3: Geometry of the transformation to the angle-domain
with a flat reflector. The image
point in the subsurface-offset domain z ξ , h ξ moves to the image

point in the angle-domain z γ̃ , γe .
pierre1-cig-2d-aniso-flat-v1 [NR]
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γ∼
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The geometric interpretation of the angle γb is illustrated in Figure 4. According to equation (10), the depth of the image point in the angle-domain
z γ̃ is given by the intersection of

γ . For flat reflectors,
the two lines passing through the points z ξ , m ξ ± h ξ and tilted by ±b
γb = γ̃ (Biondi, 2005a), which is consistent with Figure 3.
S

Figure 4:
Geometric interpretation
of
the
angle
γb.
pierre1-cig-2d-aniso-dipping-2
[NR]
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Relationships between γb, γ̃ and γ

The angle γ̃ can be calculated from γb = arctan

∂ zξ
∂h ξ m =S
ξ mξ
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and αbx = arctan

∂ zξ
∂m ξ h =S
ξ hξ

by solv-

ing the two quadratic equations given by equations (7) and (8):
h
i
h
2
2 i
1eS tan αbx − 1eS tan γb tan2 γe + 1 − 1eS tan γe + 1eS tan αbx − tan γb = 0, (15)
i
h
h
2 i
2
αx + 1eS tan γb − tan αbx = 0. (16)
αx + 1 − 1eS tane
1eS tan γb − 1eS tan αbx tan2 e
The angle γ can be estimated from γ̃ using
tan γ =

RMO in ADCIGs

tan γ̃ + Ve1 dd Vγ̃

e

1 − Ve1 dd Vγ̃ tan γ̃
e

.

(17)

When the migration velocity is correct and the image is focused at zero subsurface offset, the
transformation to angle domain does not change the depth of the image point, and the reflections are imaged at the same depth for all aperture angles. In contrast, when the reflections are
not focused at zero offset, the transformation to the angle-domain maps the events at different depths for each different angle. The variability of the depth z γ̃ with the aperture angle is
described by the RMO function, which we want to measure and quantify as a function of the
perturbation in anisotropic parameters encountered along the propagation paths.
ANISOTROPIC RESIDUAL MOVEOUT FOR DIPPING REFLECTORS
Having generalized to dipping angles the analysis of the kinematics of the offset-to-angle
transformation, we generalize to dipping reflectors the analysis of the residual moveout in
ADCIGs caused by errors in anisotropic velocity parameters. As in Biondi (2005a), we derive
the RMO function by linearizing the relationship of the imaging depth in the angle domain
with respect to perturbations in the anisotropic parameters. The linearization is evaluated
around the correct migration velocity function; that is, when the image in the subsurfaceoffset domain is well focused at zero offset. We derive relationships under the assumption that
the velocity perturbations are limited to a homogeneous half-space above the reflector.
We use a notation that is the same as in Biondi (2005a): the VTI velocity function is
described by the vector V = (VV , VH , VN ), where VV is the velocity of a vertical ray, V H is the
velocity of a horizontal ray and V N is the NMO velocity. The perturbations are defined as the
combination of one multiplicative factor for each of the velocities (ρ V ) and one multiplicative
factor for all velocities (ρ VV ,ρVH and ρVN ): the perturbed velocity ρ V is defined as:
ρV

=

ρ VV , ρ VH , ρ VN




= ρV ρVV VV , ρVH VH , ρVN VN .

(18)
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The velocity-parameter perturbation is a four-component vector ρ= ρV , ρVV , ρVH , ρVN .

In the case of dipping reflectors, the equation for the differentiation of the image point
depth in the angle domain z γ̃ with respect to the i -th component in the perturbation vector can
be written:
∂ z γ̃
∂ρi
Expanding the term

=
∂L
∂ρi

∂L
∂ρi

∂ z γ̃ ∂ L ∂ z γ̃ ∂βs ∂ z γ̃ ∂βr ∂ z γ̃ ∂ β˜s ∂ z γ̃ ∂ β˜r
+
+
+
+
.
∂ L ∂ρi ∂βs ∂ρi ∂βr ∂ρi ∂ β˜s ∂ρi ∂ β˜r ∂ρi

(19)

of equation (19), we get


1 ∂ Ls ∂ Lr
=
+
2 ∂ρi
∂ρi





1 ∂ L s ∂ Ss ∂ Ss
∂ L r ∂ Sr ∂ Sr
=
+
.
+
+
2 ∂ Ss ∂ρi ∂βs
∂ Sr ∂ρi ∂βr

(20)

Equation (19) can then be written
∂ z γ̃
∂ρi

=
+
+
+



1 ∂ z γ̃ ∂ L s ∂ Ss ∂ L r ∂ Sr
+
2 ∂ L ∂ Ss ∂ρi
∂ Sr ∂ρi


1 ∂ z γ̃ ∂ L s ∂ Ss ∂ z γ̃ ∂βs
+
2 ∂ L s ∂ Ss ∂βs ∂βs ∂ρi


1 ∂ z γ̃ ∂ L r ∂ Sr ∂ z γ̃ ∂βr
+
2 ∂ L r ∂ Sr ∂βr ∂βr ∂ρi
∂ z γ̃ ∂βs ∂ z γ̃ ∂βr
+
.
∂βs ∂ρi ∂βr ∂ρi

(21)

Geometric interpretation of the movements of the image point in the angle-domain
The geometric interpretation of the angle-domain transformation kinematics allows us to simplify equation (21) by showing that the terms multiplying the partial derivatives with respect
to the angles are zero. Equation (21) simplifies to


∂ z γ̃
1 ∂ z γ̃ ∂ L s ∂ Ss ∂ L r ∂ Sr
=
+
.
(22)
∂ρi
2 ∂ L ∂ Ss ∂ρi
∂ Sr ∂ρi
Linearized perturbations caused by changes in L
Figure 5 graphically illustrates the image perturbation related to the first term in equation (22). It shows the movement of the image points (both in the subsurface-offset domain
and the angle domain) caused by changes in the ray length L. Linearized perturbations
caused by changes in βs
Figure 6 graphically illustrates the image perturbation related to the second term in equation (22). Perturbations in the angle βs cause the subsurface offset-domain image to move
along the tangent to the incident wavefront. Since this movement is constraint along the
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Figure 5: Linearized perturbations
of the image-point locations caused
by changes in the ray length L.
pierre1-cig-2d-aniso-delta1-dipping-1
[NR]
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Figure 6:
Linearized perturbations of the image-point locations caused by changes in βs .
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tangent, the image point in the angle-domain does not move no matter how large the corresponding movement in the subsurface offset domain is. Linearized perturbations caused
by changes in β̃s
Figure 7 graphically illustrates the image perturbation related to the third term in equation (22). Since we linearize the depth of the image point around the correct migration velocity function, perturbations in the angle β˜s don’t affect the depth of the imaging point (it is the
main concept of ADCIGs).
S
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Figure 7:
Linearized perturbations of the image-point locations caused by changes in β˜s .
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Evaluation of the different terms in equation (22)
We show in Appendix A (equations (A-2) and (A-6))

and

∂ z γ̃
cos2 αx − sin2 γ
sin γ
=
+
tan γb,
∂L
cos αx cos γ
cos αx
∂ Ls
∂ Ss
∂ Lr
∂ Sr

zξ
zξ
=−
,
Ss cos(βs )
Ss cos(αx + γ )
zξ
zξ
= −
=−
.
Sr cos(βr )
Sr cos(αx − γ )

= −

(23)

(24)
(25)

Using equations (23), (24) and (25), the relationship of the imaging depth in the angle domain
with respect to perturbations in the anisotropic parameters can eventually be written as follows:
!

∂ z γ̃
z ξ cos2 αx − sin2 γ
sin γ
1/Sr
∂ Ss
∂ Sr
1/Ss
=−
+
tan γb
+
. (26)
∂ρi
2
cos αx cos γ
cos αx
cos(αx + γ ) ∂ρi cos(αx − γ ) ∂ρi

This is the fundamental equation of this section, extending the equation given in Biondi
(2005a) to include dipping reflectors.

The residual moveout 1z RMO is defined as the difference between the reflector movement
at finite aperture angle and the reflector movement at normal incidence. The latter is given by
∂ z γ̃
∂ρi

γ =0

=−

z ξ ∂ S (αx )
.
S (αx ) ∂ρi

(27)

RMO function with uniform scaling of velocity
In case of uniform scaling of velocity, the derivative of the slowness with respect to a uniform
scaling of the velocity has a simple form:
∂ S (x)
= −S (x) .
∂ρV

(28)

The derivatives of the imaging depth z γ̃ and of the residual moveout with respect to the perturbation component ρV have the following forms (refer to equations (A-14) and (A-16)):
!
∂ z γ̃
1 − sin2 γ
= zξ 1 +
tan γ tan γb ,
(29)
∂ρi
cos2 αx − sin2 γ
∂1z RMO
∂ρV

= zξ

1 − sin2 γ

cos2 αx − sin2 γ

tan γ tan γb.

(30)

The dependence of equation (30) on the group angles increases the complexity of its use.
However, we showed in the preceding section that it is possible to compute the angle γ from γb.
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We first compute γ̃ from γb by solving a system of two quadratic equations (equations (15) and
(16)) then computes γ from γ̃ by using equation (17). The computational cost of evaluating
the group angles is negligible and it is important to introduce the distinction between the “three
aperture angles”: γ , γ̃ and γb.

Equations (30) and (29) are consistent with the ones derived in the isotropic case with dipping reflectors (Biondi and Symes, 2003). Under the assumption that the medium is isotropic,
γb = γ and the derivatives of the imaging depth z γ̃ and of the residual moveout with respect to
the perturbation component ρ V are
∂ z γ̃
sin2 γ
= zξ 1 +
∂ρi iso
cos2 αx − sin2 γ

!

,

sin2 γ
∂1z RMO
= zξ
.
∂ρV
cos2 αx − sin2 γ
iso

(31)
(32)

RMO function with arbitrary scaling of velocity
The derivatives of z γ̃ and 1z RMO with respect to arbitrary perturbations of the individual velocity components (i.e. VV , VH , and VN ) have no simple form in the case of dipping reflectors
and depend on the particular form chosen to approximate the slowness function. The derivatives of z γ̃ are
∂ zγ
zξ
=−
∂ρVV
2
∂ zγ
zξ
=−
∂ρVH
2
∂ zγ
zξ
=−
∂ρVN
2

!

1/Ss
cos2 αx − sin2 γ
sin γ
∂ Ss
1/Sr
∂ Sr
+
tan γb
+
, (33)
cos αx cos γ
cos αx
cos(αx + γ ) ∂ρVV cos(αx − γ ) ∂ρVV
!

cos2 αx − sin2 γ
1/Ss
∂ Ss
1/Sr
∂ Sr
sin γ
tan γb
+
, (34)
+
cos αx cos γ
cos αx
cos(αx + γ ) ∂ρVH cos(αx − γ ) ∂ρVH
!

cos2 αx − sin2 γ
1/Ss
∂ Ss
1/Sr
∂ Sr
sin γ
tan γb
+
.(35)
+
cos αx cos γ
cos αx
cos(αx + γ ) ∂ρVN cos(αx − γ ) ∂ρVN

Conversion of depth errors into traveltime errors in heterogeneous media
The same relationships can be easily adapted to heterogeneous media (Biondi, 2005b) by
converting the depth errors in ADCIGs into traveltime errors that can used for tomography.
The conversion to traveltime errors is done by rewriting the chain of partial derivatives:
∂ zγ
∂t
∂ zγ
∂t

∂ zγ ∂ L
,
∂ L ∂t
!
sin γ
Sr + Ss
cos2 αx − sin2 γ
tan γb
=
+
.
cos αx cos γ
cos αx
1 + 1 S̃ tan (αx ) tan γ
=

(36)
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Synthetic-data examples of RMO functions in ADCIGs
To verify the accuracy of the RMO functions derived in this section, we perform several numerical tests using synthetic data modeled and migrated using an anisotropic source-receiver
modeling program and its adjoint. As in Biondi (2005b), this program performed depth extrapolation by numerically solving the following dispersion relation:
ω
kz =
VV

s

ω2 − VH 2 k x2
 ,
ω2 + VN 2 − VH 2 k x2

(37)

where ω is the temporal frequency, and k x and k z are the horizontal and vertical wavenumbers,
respectively. This dispersion relation corresponds to the following slowness function (Fowler,
2003):
2
2
2SVTI
(θ ) = SEll
(θ ) +

where,

q


4
SEll
(θ ) + SV 2 S N 2 − S H 2 sin2 2θ ,

2
SEll
(θ ) = SV 2 cos2 θ + S H 2 sin2 θ ,

(38)

(39)

is the elliptical component.
We tested the theory with the set of anisotropic Thomsen parameters of the Taylor Sand
( = 0.110, δ = −0.035 → η = .155) described in Tsvankin (2001). Figures 8 to 10 show
examples of the application of the RMO function expressed in equation (30) when perturbing
the velocity uniformly (ρ V = .95). In the different examples, we didn’t approximate the values
of γ but computed them from the values of γb.

Figure 8 shows that for flat reflectors, the RMO function we derived accurately tracks the
actual RMO function when the perturbations are sufficiently small to be within the range of
accuracy of the linearization. This is consistent with the results presented in Biondi (2005b).
The relative lack of accuracy at large aperture angle is due to the limited offset range we used
for the modeling and the migration.

The top panel of Figure 9 shows that for a 15◦ dipping reflector the RMO function we derived accurately tracks the actual RMO function (the relative lack of accuracy at large aperture
angle is due to the limited offset range we used). However the bottom panel shows that the
use of the RMO function given in Biondi (2005b) (i.e. assuming that the reflector is flat) gives
comparable results.
The top panel of Figure 9 shows that for a 30◦ dipping reflector, the RMO function we
derived perfectly matches the actual RMO (we used a larger offset range). The bottom panel
shows that the RMO function given in Biondi (2005b) (i.e. assuming that the reflector is flat)
gives poor results. It justifies a posteriori the need for generalizing to dipping reflectors the
concepts of quantitatively relating perturbations in anisotropic parameters to the corresponding
reflector movements in anisotropic ADCIGs.
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Figure 8: ADCIGs obtained for a flat
reflector when a constant anisotropic
velocity was perturbed by ρ V =
.95. Superimposed onto the images is the RMO function computed
using the RMO function we derive in this paper (equation (30)).
pierre1-Rho-95-Alpha-0 [ER]

Figure 9: ADCIGs obtained for a
15◦ dipping reflector when a constant anisotropic velocity was perturbed by ρV = .95. Superimposed
onto the images are the RMO functions computed: a) using the RMO
function we derived in this paper
(equation (30)); b) assuming that
the reflector is flat, i.e. using the
equation derived in Biondi (2005b).
pierre1-Rho-95-Alpha-15 [ER]

Figure 10: ADCIGs obtained for a
30◦ dipping reflector when a constant anisotropic velocity was perturbed by ρV = .95. Superimposed
onto the images are the RMO functions computed: a) using the RMO
function we derived in this paper
(equation (30)); b) assuming that
the reflector is flat, i.e. using the
equation derived in Biondi (2005b)
pierre1-Rho-95-Alpha-30 [ER]
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we generalized to dipping reflectors the fundamental concepts for quantitatively
relating perturbations in anisotropic parameters to the corresponding reflector movements in
ADCIGs.
We applied that general methodology to the particular case of RMO analysis of reflections
from dipping reflectors in a VTI medium. Our synthetic examples demonstrate the accuracy
of the RMO curves predicted by our kinematic analysis and the inaccuracy of the RMO curves
predicted when assuming that the reflectors are flat. It proves the usefulness of our generalization we presented in this paper. It should enable accurate migration velocity analysis
procedures in complex areas where anisotropic wavefield continuation migration is required.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE ANGLE-DOMAIN DEPTH WITH
RESPECT TO THE COMPONENTS OF THE PERTURBATION VECTOR
Derivation of equation (26)
• Using the kinematics of the transformation to the angle domain (equation (10)) and the
equations of the migration impulse response (equations (1) and (3)),
∂ z γ̃
∂L
∂ z γ̃
∂L

∂ z ξ ∂h ξ
−
tan γb,
∂L
∂L
cos2 αx − sin2 γ
sin γ
=
+
tan γb.
cos αx cos γ
cos αx
=

(A-1)
(A-2)

• Differentiating the equality L s Ss + L r Sr = t D with respect to Ss ,
∂ Ls
Ss + L s = 0,
∂ Ss
∂ Ls
Ls
= − .
∂ Ss
Ss

(A-3)
(A-4)

Using the simple geometric relationship L s cos βs = z ξ , we eventually get
∂ Ls
zξ
zξ
=−
=−
.
∂ Ss
Ss cos βs
Ss cos (αx + γ )

(A-5)

∂ Lr
zξ
zξ
=−
=−
.
∂ Sr
Sr cos βr
Sr cos (αx − γ )

(A-6)

From the geometric relationship L r cos βr = z ξ , we similarly show

Derivation of equation (29)
In case of uniform scaling of velocity,
∂ z γ̃
zξ
=−
∂ρV
2

!

cos2 αx − sin2 γ
sin γ
1
∂ Ss
1
∂ Sr
+
tan γb
+
,
cos αx cos γ
cos αx
Ss cos(αx + γ ) ∂ρi
Sr cos(αx − γ ) ∂ρi

∂ z γ̃
zξ
=−
∂ρV
2
∂ z γ̃
zξ
=
∂ρV
2

!

cos2 αx − sin2 γ
sin γ
Ss
Sr
,
+
tan γb −
−
cos αx cos γ
cos αx
Ss cos(αx + γ ) Sr cos(αx − γ )
!

cos2 αx − sin2 γ
sin γ
1
1
.
+
tan γb
+
cos αx cos γ
cos αx
cos(αx + γ ) cos(αx − γ )

(A-7)
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cos(α x +γ )
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+ cos(α1x −γ ) can be written

1
1
cos(αx + γ ) + cos(αx − γ )
+
=
,
cos(αx + γ ) cos(αx − γ )
cos(αx + γ ) cos(αx − γ )
2 cos αx cos γ
= cos(2αx )+cos(2γ ) ,

(A-8)
(A-9)

2

=

2 cos αx cos γ
2 cos2 αx −1+2 cos2 γ −1
2

,

1
2 cos αx cos γ
1
+
=
.
cos(αx + γ ) cos(αx − γ )
cos2 αx − sin2 γ

Using equation (A-11), equation (A-7) simplifies to


∂ z γ̃
sin γ cos αx cos γ
= zξ 1 +
tan γb ,
∂ρV
cos αx cos2 αx − sin2 γ


sin γ cos γ
tan γb ,
= zξ 1 +
cos2 αx − sin2 γ
!
∂ z γ̃
1 − sin2 γ
tan γ tan γb .
= zξ 1 +
∂ρV
cos2 αx − sin2 γ

(A-10)
(A-11)

(A-12)
(A-13)
(A-14)

Derivation of equation (30)
Recalling equation (27),
∂ z γ̃
∂ρi

γ =0

=−

z ξ ∂ S (αx )
,
S (αx ) ∂ρi

in case of uniform scaling of velocity,
∂ z γ̃
∂ρV

γ =0

= zξ .

(A-15)

The derivative of the residual moveout with respect to the perturbation component ρ V has the
following form:
∂1z RMO
∂ρV

= zξ

1 − sin2 γ

cos2 αx − sin2 γ

tan γ tan γb.

(A-16)
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Attenuation of 2D specularly-reflected multiples in image space
Gabriel Alvarez

ABSTRACT
I propose a new method to attenuate specularly-reflected multiples in the image space.
The method is based on the difference in mapping between primaries and multiples in
Subsurface Offset Domain Common Image Gathers (SODCIGs). I migrate the data with
a velocity slower than that of the primaries but faster than that of the multiples. The primaries are therefore undermigrated whereas the multiples are overmigrated. For positive
data offsets, the primaries are mapped to positive subsurface offsets and the multiples to
negative subsurface offsets in SODCIGs. I then apply a tapered mute to eliminate the primaries and do adjoint migration on the multiples with the same velocity model to get an
estimate of the multiples in data space. Similarly, a tapered mute is applied to eliminate
the multiples and adjoint migration used to obtain an estimate of the primaries in data
space. The estimate of the multiples is adaptively matched to the data with the estimate
of the primaries used as a weight function to prevent matching the primaries. I illustrate
the method with a 2D synthetic dataset and show that the primaries can be well recovered
although some residual from the water bottom multiple remains.

INTRODUCTION
Specularly-reflected multiples, such as water-bottom multiples, peg-leg multiples and internal
multiples contaminate the seismic data to varying degrees making it more difficult to process
and interpret. Water-bottom multiples are relatively easy to eliminate since their moveout
is completely predictable. Peg-leg multiples and internal multiples, on the other hand, are
difficult to eliminate if the subsurface is complex.
Surface-Related Multiple Elimination (SRME) (Berkhout and Verschuur, 1997; Verschuur
and Berkhout, 1997; Weglein et al., 1997; Dragoset and Jericevic, 1998; Dragoset, 1999) can
be used to eliminate all multiples with at least one bounce at the water surface. SRME has been
proven to be very effective when the data is finely and regularly sampled in the space coordinates and when the data aperture is sufficient to capture all surface bounces of the multiples.
In many practical situations this is difficult to achieve and a large amount of data interpolation and extrapolation is required. Even when all the sampling conditions are met, SRME
cannot be used to eliminate internal multiples unless the data is downward-continued to the
multiple-generating layer, which in general is difficult to do for all layers.
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Alvarez (2005) showed that specularly-reflected multiples have kinematics equivalent to
that of primaries and therefore, when migrated with the faster velocities of the sediments,
they are mapped to negative subsurface offsets in Subsurface Offset Domain Common Image
Gathers (SODCIGs), if the surface offset itself is positive. Since the primaries are migrated
to positive subsurface offsets when migrated with velocities slower than their exact velocities,
we can in principle separate primaries from multiples in SODCIGs provided that we choose a
migration velocity that is faster than the velocity of the multiples but slower than the velocity
of the primaries. I explore this idea here and apply it to a simple 2D synthetic model.
The next section describes the synthetic data, the following section details the methodology, and the next section shows the results and points out some practical issues with the
application of the method.
SYNTHETIC DATASET
I created a simple velocity model with three flat layers as shown in Figure 1. The top layer
represents the water layer and the other two represent the sediments. With this velocity model

Figure 1: Velocity model for the synthetic dataset. gabriel1-vel_model
[ER]

I analytically computed the traveltimes of the two primaries and three multiples whose raypaths are shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows a CMP gather with 100 offsets. The first and third
events are the primaries and the other are the multiples as evidenced by their reverse polarity.
The second event is the water-bottom multiple, the fourth event is the internal multiple, the
next one is the peg-leg multiple and the last one is the surface multiple of the deeper reflector.
METHODOLOGY FOR ATTENUATING THE MULTIPLES
The methodology to attenuate the multiples consists of four basic steps: prestack migration
of the data with a migration velocity Vmig such that Vmul < Vmig < Vprim . Estimation of
the multiples and the primaries by tapered mute of the SODCIGs to eliminate the primaries
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Figure 2: Raypath for the primaries and the multiples. gabriel1-rays [CR]

Figure 3: Common Midpoint gather
showing the primaries (shallow
two reflections) and the multiples.
gabriel1-cmp [ER]
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and the multiples, respectively. Adjoint migration of the estimated primaries and multiples
and adaptive subtraction of the estimated multiples from the original data with the estimated
primaries used as a weighting function to restrict the adaptive subtraction to the multiples only.
I will now illustrate each of these steps with one gather of the synthetic dataset.

Figure 4: SODCIG migrated with the correct velocity (a) and with 90% of the correct velocity
(b). gabriel1-sodcigs1 [CR]

Prestack depth migration
The data was migrated with source-receiver migration. The depth step was 10 m and 400 depth
steps were computed in total. Figure 4 shows one SODCIG migrated with the correct velocity
(left panel) and with 90% of the correct velocity (right panel). Obviously, with the correct
velocity both primaries are well focused around zero subsurface offset, whereas the multiples
are mapped to the negative subsurface offsets. With the slower velocities, the primaries are
now mapped shallower, with downward moveout and toward the positive subsurface offsets.
The multiples are still mapped to the negative subsurface offsets although they are somewhat
closer to the zero subsurface offsets.
Muting the primary and multiple reflections
In order to estimate the multiples we need to eliminate the primaries as much as possible,
even if that implies underestimating the multiples. On the other hand, since the estimate of
the primaries is only used as a weight function for the adaptive matching of the multiples,
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in estimating the primaries we would prefer to overestimate the multiples. The choice of the
mute pattern is obviously important and requires careful examination of the SODCIGs.

Figure 5: Comparison between a CMP of the original data (a) and the corresponding CMP
after migration-adjoint migration with the exact velocity (b). gabriel1-cmp_comp [CR]

Adjoint migration
To obtain the estimates of the primaries and multiples in data space we need to apply the inverse of the migration operator to the muted SODCIGs of the primaries and the multiples.
Here I used the adjoint of the migration in lieu of the inverse. To assess just how good the
adjoint migration is in recovering the kinematics of the data, I first applied the adjoint migration to the unmuted migrated SODCIGs (with the correct velocity) and I show the comparison
between a CMP gather of the original dataset and the migration-adjoint migration result in
Figure 5. Clearly, the kinematics of the reflections have been recovered fairly well, except
at the large offsets of the water-bottom primary for which the subsurface offset sampling in
the SODCIGs was a little coarse given its steep moveout as seen in Figure 4 (below -400
m). In the next subsection I show that adaptive subtraction recovers these amplitudes very
well. Figure 6 shows the result of applying adjoint migration to the muted SODCIGs. The
left panel corresponds to the estimated multiples whereas the right panel corresponds to the
estimated primaries. Obviously, some primary energy remains in the estimated multiples and
some energy from the water-bottom primary remain in the estimated primaries.
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Figure 6: Estimated multiples (a) and estimated primaries (b). Some multiples leaked into
the estimate of the primaries and some primaries leaked into the estimate of the multiples.
gabriel1-cmp_inv [CR]

Adaptive subtraction
This step is subdivided into two tasks: adaptive matching of the multiples to the original data
and subtraction of the matched multiples to get the primaries (Guitton, 2005). To assess the
ability of adaptive subtraction to restore the amplitudes lost by the migration-adjoint migration process, I applied it to the adjoint-migrated, unmuted SODCIGs (panel (b) of Figure 5).
Figure 7 shows the original [panel (a)] and the matched [panel (b)] CMP. Figure 8 shows the
difference between the two panels in Figure 7 plotted with 100% clip and with the clip of the
original data. The adaptive pattern matching has recovered the the original data remarkably
well despite the loss of energy on the large offsets of the water-bottom primary and multiple
after the migration-adjoint migration process (see panel (b) of Figure 5). We would like to
similarly match the estimated multiples to the original data but we cannot, because nothing
prevents the pattern-matching algorithm from attempting to match the primaries as well. This
is obviously undesirable because, as much as possible, we want to keep the primaries as they
are in the original data. Here is where the estimate of the primaries will help. We can estimate
filters to simultaneously match both the estimated primaries and the estimated multiples to
the data as in Guitton’s thesis (2005) thus preventing the primaries to be matched to the same
dataset as the multiples. An easier approach is to use the estimated primaries to compute a
mask such that where the primaries are present the mask is zero and therefore the primaries
are not matched when attempting to match the multiples (Claerbout and Fomel, 2002) . This is
the approach I used here although in practice the other approach is likely to be better. In order
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Figure 7: Comparison between a CMP of the original data (a) and the same CMP after migration, adjoint migration and adaptive matching (b). gabriel1-cmp_comp2 [CR]

Figure 8: Residual energy after subtracting the matched CMP from the original, plotted at
100% clip (a) and at the clip of the original CMP (b). gabriel1-resid1 [CR]
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to compute the mask I first computed the envelope of the estimated primaries, and then chose
a threshold amplitude above which all samples were set to zero and below which all samples
were set to one. This mask was then smoothed with a triangular filter both in offset and in time.
Figure 9 shows the envelope of the estimated primaries and the mask. The result of applying

Figure 9: Envelope of the estimated primaries (a) and mask of ones and zeros derived from it
(b). gabriel1-mask [CR]
the weighted adaptive matching to the estimated multiples is shown in Figure 10. The waterbottom multiple has not been well recovered, in contrast to the other multiples. The primaries
didn’t leak much into the multiples, which is a very satisfactory result. Figure 11 shows the
residual, obtained by subtracting the matched estimated multiples from the data. Here we see
that although the result is not perfect, most of the multiple energy has been attenuated except
for the water-bottom multiple. In particular, the primaries have been well-recovered.
DISCUSSION
There are several important issues with the above methodology that can impact the quality of
the results. Making sure that the adjoint migration operator is a good approximation to the
inverse of the migration operator can probably provide the biggest improvement. Here I used
a standard wave-equation migration without any compensation for the migration Jacobian.
Other important factors that are relatively easy to control are: choosing the right migration velocity, avoiding aliasing for the adjoint migration of the SODCIGs, choosing the appropriate
tapered mutes for the estimation of the primaries and the multiples, choosing the threshold amplitude to compute the weight mask and muting the direct wave and the water-bottom primary
reflection. I will discuss my current understanding of these issues now:
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Figure 10: Comparison between a CMP of the original data (a) and the same CMP after migration, muting of the primaries, adjoint migration and adaptive matching (b). Some residual
energy from the large offset of the water-bottom primary remains and the water-bottom multiple has been imperfectly recovered. gabriel1-cmp_comp3 [CR]

Figure 11: Residual energy after subtracting the matched CMP of the multiples from the
original, plotted at 100% clip (a) and at the clip of the original CMP (b). gabriel1-resid2
[CR]
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Choosing the migration velocity
In principle, we don’t need to migrate the data with the correct velocity for the primaries,
just a velocity that satisfies the inequality Vmul ≤ Vmig ≤ Vprim . This will guarantee that
the multiples are overmigrated and the primaries undermigrated. Since we are more willing
to tolerate some leftover multiple energy rather than to lose primary energy, the second part
of the inequality is more critical. Unless there are very strong lateral velocity variations, a
simple V (z) will probably suffice since both migration and adjoint-migration are performed
with the same velocity model. Migrating with a V (z) model has the obvious advantage that
the migration and adjoint-migration will run faster.

Sampling of Offsets in SODCIGs
In order for the migration-demigration process to yield useful results, the offset sampling of
the CMPs, as well as the subsurface offset sampling of the SODCIGs must satisfy the wellπ
known aliasing condition: | p| ≤ KωdN with K N = 1x
. This condition is easy to satisfy for the
CMPs but is much more difficult for the SODCIGs, in particular for the water-bottom multiple
which has a steep moveout as shown in Figure 4. Therefore, if we want to attenuate the
water-bottom multiples we may need to interpolate the subsurface-offsets before the adjoint
migration. This will obviously increase the cost of the adjoint migration. It may be better to
attenuate the water-bottom multiples in the time domain since there moveout is predictable
and apply the procedure described here to the data without the water-bottom multiples.

Muting in CMPs
Besides muting the direct arrival, it may be desirable to mute the large offsets of the waterbottom primary because of aliasing and wavelet stretching.

Muting in SODCIGs
Choosing the right mute pattern in SODCIGs in order to obtain the estimate of the primaries
and the multiples is obviously an important issue. In theory, if the migration velocity satisfies
the inequality mentioned before (Vmul < Vmig < Vprim ), the multiples would map entirely
to the negative subsurface offsets while the primaries would map entirely to the positive subsurface offsets. In practice, however, some overlap is unavoidable. It is safer to allow some
residual primaries in the estimate of the multiples and some residual primary in the estimate
of the multiples. Appropriate tapers should be applied to avoid noises in the adjoint migration.
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CONCLUSIONS
The method presented here can attenuate any specularly-reflected multiple including internal multiples. In contrast to SRME, it is robust in the presence of limited data aperture and
missing shots but requires some knowledge of the velocity field. There are still several key
practical issues that require more research, but the basic idea is attractive for its simplicity and
generality.
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Mapping of specularly-reflected multiples to image space:
An example with 3D synthetic data
Gabriel Alvarez and Biondo Biondi

ABSTRACT
In 2D, specularly-reflected multiples, when migrated with the velocity of the primaries,
map to negative subsurface offsets in Subsurface-Offset-Domain Common-Image Gathers
(SODCIGs). In Angle-Domain Common-Image Gathers (ADCIGs) they map with curvature towards increasing depths. Here we show, through a 3D synthetic prestack dataset,
that specularly-reflected multiples in 3D have a similar behavior with an interesting addition: in 3D ADCIGs, the multiples exhibit an azimuth rotation proportional to the dip of
the reflecting interface generating the multiple. This attribute may be used to discriminate
between primaries and multiples in 3D ADCIGs and therefore help in the attenuation of
the multiples.

INTRODUCTION
In 2D, specularly-reflected multiples can be eliminated by Surface Related Multiple Elimination, SRME, (Verschuur et al., 1992; Berhout and Verschuur, 1997; Verschuur and Berkhout,
1997; Weglein et al., 1997; Dragoset and Jericevic, 1998) provided that there is no significant
feathering, that short offsets can be acquired or accurately interpolated and that the subsurface
is close to invariant in the crossline direction.
With 3D data, multiples are not only function of the inline offset but also of the crossline
offset and thus SRME should be applied in 3D. In principle this is possible, since the theory
of SRME is not limited to 2D data. In practice, however, the demands of SRME in terms of
crossline sampling and crossline aperture make its application challenging. A great deal of
research is being carried out on efficient and accurate ways of doing crossline interpolation
and extrapolation and in making 3D-SRME practical from the computation point of view (van
Dedem and Verschuur, 1998; Nekut, 1998), but this still remains a problem with most real
datasets. An alternative, therefore, is needed for those cases where we are unable or unwilling
to spend the human and computer resources necessary for 3D-SRME to work properly.
Given the relative simplicity of the Radon method applied in the image space (Alvarez
and Artman, 2005), extending its application to account for the effect of crossline offset seems
attractive. The first step in that direction is to understand how the moveout of the multiples
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will behave on 3D Subsurface-Offset-Domain Common-Image Gathers (SODCIGs) and Angle Domain Common Image Gathers (ADCIGs). To that effect, we will use a very simple 3-D
synthetic prestack dataset provided by ExxonMobil.
In the next section we describe the data in some detail to illustrate the difficulties of forming a complete dataset with uniform sampling in all five dimensions (time, inline and crossline
position, and inline and crossline offset) small enough to fit in our computers. Then we briefly
describe the preprocessing of the data and in the last two sections show the migration results
of the primaries and multiples in pseudo and true 3D ADCIGs.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SYNTHETIC DATA
The velocity model used to generate the synthetic data is shown in Figure 1. The water bottom
is deep, flat on the inline direction and dipping at 15 degrees in the crossline direction. The
only reflector is a plane dipping 3 degrees in the inline direction and 15 degrees in the crossline
direction.

Figure 1: 3-D velocity model. gabriel2-model_vel [CR]
The geometry of acquisition consists of 10 receiver lines, each with 240 receivers spaced
25 m, with the first receiver at an inline offset of 100 m from the source. The maximum inline
offset is therefore 6075 m. The receiver line separation is 100 m and the source is dual flipflop with the two sources separated 50 m in the crossline direction and centered between the
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two middle streamers with a 25 m crossline distance from the closest streamer. There are a
total of 6 sail lines with each sail line separated from the next by a crossline distance of 450
m. With this arrangement, the crossline fold is just one and the fold in the inline direction is
60. Figure 2 shows a schematic of two adjacent sail lines illustrating that there is no overlap
between the CMP coverage of each sail line. Figure 3 shows the receiver map, the source
map, the azimuth-offset distribution and the fold map, all typical of a dual source flip-flop
acquisition.

Figure 2: Schematic of fold coverage of two adjacent sail lines. gabriel2-sketch2 [NR]
Figure 4 shows a typical source record. The 10 receiver lines are clearly seen. There
are four reflections: the water-bottom primary, the deeper reflector primary, the water-bottom
multiple and the peg-leg reflection between the water-bottom and the deeper reflection. Notice
the change in polarity of the multiples as compared to the primaries. Figure 5 shows a close up
of the wavelet and the wavelet spectrum which shows that the wavelet has a DC component.
DATA SUBSET FOR S-R MIGRATION
The original dataset contains 6,764,207 traces (about 44 GB). Choosing a small, meaningful,
“complete” subset of data for source-receiver migration, however, is not trivial, because the
geometry of acquisition makes the offset distribution of adjacent CMPs in both inline and
crossline directions different. This is illustrated in Figure 6 which shows the offset distribution inline for a few adjacent CMPs. Only every fourth CMP the offset distribution repeats.
Although not shown, the situation in the crossline direction is worse. There are 20 different
crossline offsets (from -475 to 475 m), but for any CMP line taken at a fixed crossline position,
all traces correspond to the same crossline offset.
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Figure 3: Top left: receiver map. Top right: source map. Bottom left: azimuth-offset distribution. Bottom right: fold map. gabriel2-attributes [CR]

The input to the source-receiver migration algorithm is a regular 5-D cube
D(t, m, h),
where m is the vector of surface position, h is the vector of surface offsets and t is the traveltime. In order to create such a cube, even for a small dataset, a large number of null traces
need to be inserted. For example, for a 4 by 4 kms of full-fold CMP data we will have: 51200
CMPs (at 12.5 by 25 m) each with 240 inline offsets (100 to 6075 m offsets at 25 m sampling)
and 20 crossline offsets (-475 to 475 m offsets at 25 m sampling) for a total of 440 million
traces!. Since each trace has 1751 samples (7 seconds at 4 ms sampling interval), this means
a dataset of almost 800 GB.
In order to make a more manageable dataset, further data reduction is necessary. Here
we are particularly interested in the effect of crossline dip in the moveout of the multiples
after migration, therefore we chose to subsample the data in the inline coordinates only. We
subsampled the inline CMP axis such that every other CMP was discarded. This has the
advantage of not only halving the number of CMPs but also halving the number of inline
offsets as can be seen in Figure 6 since now the inline offset interval is 50 m rather than 25
m. We also subsampled the time axis to 16 ms, which required that the data be filtered to a
maximum frequency of 32 Hz even though the original wavelet had frequencies up to about
60 Hz as shown in Figure 5. This is appropriate in this case because vertical resolution is not
critical for our purposes. Finally, we limited the inline offsets to 4000 m which sacrifices the
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Figure 4: A typical “shot” gather showing the 10 receiver lines. Notice the polarity inversion
of the multiples. gabriel2-shot [CR]

Figure 5: Close up of the seismic wavelet (a) and its frequency spectrum (b). Notice the
uncharacteristic low frequencies. gabriel2-spectrum [CR]
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Figure 6: Schematic showing the unequal offset distribution of adjacent CMPs in the inline
direction. The stars represent the receivers and the small circles represent the CMP positions.
The table on bottom left side lists the offset distribution of a few traces corresponding to four
arbitrary adjacent CMPs numbered 1 to 4 as indicated by the arrows. Notice that the adjacent
CMPs have different offset distribution. gabriel2-sketch3 [NR]

steeper flanks of the moveout of the multiples as shown in Figure 4. With these reductions,
the dataset size becomes about 70 GB after some padding in all spatial directions to avoid or
at least lessen migration artifacts.
Figure 7 shows a near offset cube of the five-dimensional selected dataset. Notice that
there are only six crossline CMPs for a given inline CMP location, corresponding to the six
sail lines, and there is no data redundancy in the crossline direction. Similarly, only every other
inline CMP position has a trace with a given crossline CMP location because of the dual shot
geometry. Panel (a) of Figure 8 shows the inline and distribution of offsets for an inline CMP
section taken at crossline CMP position 2212.5 and crossline offset of -12.5 m. Here again
we note the on-off pattern of the offset distribution due to the dual shot source as indicated
in the sketch in Figure 6. Similarly, panel (b) of Figure 8 shows the distribution of crossline
offsets for a CMP section in the crossline direction taken at inline CMP location 8400 and
inline offset of 100 m.

PREPROCESSING
Before attempting to do the full source-receiver migration on the data, we applied some preprocessing described briefly in this section.
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Figure 7: Near offset cube (50 m offset inline and -12.5 offset crossline) of the selected dataset.
gabriel2-zoff1 [CR]

Figure 8: Left panel: inline distribution of offsets for an inline CMP section taken at crossline
CMP location 2212.5 and at -12.5 m crossline offset. Right panel: crossline distribution of
offsets for a crossline CMP section taken at inline CMP location 8400 and at 100 m inline
offset. gabriel2-inline-xline [CR]
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Data infill
The input data was first bandpass-filtered to remove the DC component and to limit the high
frequencies to 32 Hz, and subsampled to 16 ms. It was then infilled with null traces in both
offset dimensions, padded to add negative inline offsets and to extend the crossline aperture
and sorted into a five dimensional regular cube of time, offset and CMP coordinates.

Datuming
The regular cube was then datumed to just above the water-bottom to avoid spending precious
migration time on downward continuation through the water layer. Figure 9 shows a comparison of one CMP 3D gather before (left) and after datuming (right). Notice that datuming not
only saves time but also allows a significant reduction of the data because the offsets decrease
as the recording surface is “moved” closer to the reflectors, making the positions of sources
and receivers closer. Notice also that the holes in both offsets and CMPs have been healed by
the propagation.

Figure 9: Comparison of a 3D CMP gather before (left) and after datuming (right).
gabriel2-datum_comp [CR]
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Common-Azimuth Migration
In order to choose the key migration parameters such as depth step, number of frequencies
and especially padding of negative subsurface offsets to accommodate the migration of the
multiples, we run some tests using common-azimuth migration. Rather than mapping the nonzero crossline offsets to zero cross-line offset via Azimuth Moveout, AMO, for compuitational
simplicity we just windowed the nearest crossline offsets and assigned them to zero crossline
offset.
Figure 10 shows the inline dimensions (CMP and offset) of an SODCIG after commonazimuth migration. Notice that the multiples have been mapped to the negative subsurface
offsets and to shallower depths, consistent with the results obtained by Alvarez (2005). Figure 11 shows the zero subsurface offset cube which shows that the migrated image is good in
the inline direction where the sampling was good but is poor in the crossline direction where
the CMP sampling was coarse. Notice the multiple that was migrated with roughly twice the
crossline dip and in the updip direction.

Figure 10: Inline SODCIG obtained by common-azimuth migration. gabriel2-cam1 [CR]

SOURCE-RECEIVER MIGRATION
After the data reduction afforded by the datuming and appropriate padding in offsets, we input
to the source-receiver migration an even smaller dataset that had only 32 CMPs in the inline
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Figure 11: Zero subsurface-offset cube of data migrated with common azimuth migration.
gabriel2-cam2 [CR]

direction, 144 CMPs in the crossline direction, 120 offsets in the inline direction, 24 offsets in
the crossline direction and 200 frequencies, just about 20 Gb of data. The data was migrated
with 600 depth steps at 10 m (starting at the depth of the water-bottom at zero crossline CMP
or about 1000 m).
Figure 12 shows the inline dimensions of one SODCIG. The data aperture was very limited
and so there are some migration artifacts. Again, note that the multiples migrate to the negative
subsurface offsets and are well separated from the primaries.
By contrast with the inline direction, the sampling of the crossline offsets and CMPs is very
coarse and the results of the migration are not nearly as good as illustrated in Figure 13 which
shows a cube of crossline CMPs as a function of crossline offset. Although the primaries,
and the multiple, have been relatively focused toward zero subsurface offset, there is still a
lot of energy smearing to both positive and negative crossline subsurface offsets. Figure 14
shows a zero subsurface-offset cube of migrated data. The image is good in the inline direction
and somewhat noisy in the crossline direction. A comparison with the result of the commonazimuth migration Figure 11 shows the improvement in the crossline image.
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Figure 12: Inline SODCIG obtained by source-receiver migration. gabriel2-pre3dmig1 [CR]

Figure 13: Crossline SODCIG obtained by source-receiver migration. gabriel2-pre3dmig3
[CR]
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Figure 14: Zero subsurface-offset cube migrated with source-receiver migration.
gabriel2-pre3dmig2 [CR]

TRANSFORMATION TO PSEUDO 3D ADCIGS
The basis for the computation of the 2D ADCIGs after migration is the equation
kh = −k z tan γ ,

(1)

(Sava and Fomel, 2003) where k h and k z are the offset and depth wavenumbers and γ is the
aperture angle. In 3D the situation is more complicated because the azimuth of the reflection
plane at the reflection point needs to be taken into account (Biondi, 2005) and the computation
of true 3D ADCIGs as a function of the aperture angle and the azimuth of the reflection plane
is not trivial (Biondi, 2005). We will explore this issue in the next section. It is tempting to
compute pseudo-3D ADCIGs by a direct extension of equation 1, that is:
kh x = −k z tan γx

kh y = −k z tan γ y

(2)
(3)

where xh x and kh y are the wavenumber components of the horizontal wavenumber vector and
k z , as before, is the depth component of the wavenumber vector. The angles γ x and γ y don’t
have an immediate correspondence with the aperture angle or the azimuth, hence we will
call the ADCIGs obtained with equations 2 and 3 pseudo 3D ADCIGs. Panel (a) of Figure 15
shows the inline component of the pseudo ADCIG corresponding to the same SODCIG shown
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in Figure 12. The primaries are flat and the multiples exhibit a similar residual moveout as that
seen in 2D ADCIGs (Biondi and Symes, 2004). Panel (b) of Figure 15 shows the crossline
component of the same pseudo 3D ADCIG. Since the crossline aperture is small, there is very
little discrimination between the primaries and the multiples. This, of course means that using
pseudo 3D ADCIGs to attenuate the multiples relies entirely on the inline direction and is
therefore essentially a 2D process.

Figure 15: Inline component (a)
and crossline component (b) of the
pseudo 3D ADCIG corresponding to
the SODCIG shown in Figure 12.
gabriel2-adcigs [CR]

TRANSFORMATION TO TRUE 3D ADCIGS
The mathematical formalism and the methodology for computing true 3D ADCIGs as a function of the aperture angle γ and the data azimuth φ was given by Biondi and Tisserant (2004).
They showed that the ADCIGs as a function of the aperture angle, for a fixed azimuth, may
depart from flat even for migration using the correct velocity. As function of azimuth, the curvature of the events increase with increasing aperture angle. For a fixed depth, this translates
into an azimuth rotation which depends on the dip of the reflector at that depth.
An important issue is to evaluate the degree of azimuth rotation difference between the
water-bottom primary and the water-bottom multiple. Because of computational ease, we first
windowed the SODCIGs in depth and computed the ADCIGs for the water-bottom primary
only. Figure 16 shows the result for the same ADCIG as in Figure 15. It is flat for a given
azimuth although the range of aperture angles is a function of the azimuth.
Similarly, we windowed the water-bottom multiple and computed the ADCIG as shown in
Figure 17. The depth slice shows a small azimuth rotation when compared with the primary
(compare the symmetry of the top panels of Figures 16 and 17). It is interesting to analyze the
angle gathers as a function of azimuth for given aperture angles. The water-bottom primary
and the water-bottom multiple behave very differently as shown in Figures 18 and 19. For the
primary, as the aperture angle increases, the angle gather as a function of azimuth loses its flatness and curves down as shown in (Biondi, 2005). For the multiple, however, as the aperture
angle increases the gather as a function of azimuth curves up because it is overmigrated.
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Figure 16: 3D ADCIG at a fixed spatial position for the water-bottom primary.
gabriel2-3dadcig1 [CR]

Figure 17: 3D ADCIG at a fixed spatial position for the water-bottom multiple.
gabriel2-3dadcig2 [CR]
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Figure 18: 3D ADCIG for the primary water-bottom reflection as a function of azimuth. The
different panels correspond to different aperture angles: (a) 0, (b) 10, (c) 20 and (d) 30 degrees.
gabriel2-az_gath1 [CR]

Figure 19: 3D ADCIG for the water-bottom multiple reflection as a function of azimuth. The
different panels correspond to different aperture angles: (a) 0, (b) 10, (c) 20 and (d) 30 degrees.
gabriel2-az_gath2 [CR]
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DISCUSSION
The results of the previous sections show that primaries and multiples can be separated not
only in ADCIGs but even in SODCIGs. In this case the crossline dips of the reflectors were
relatively minor and little difference existed in the crossline component of the SODCIGs between the primaries and the multiples. Enough difference exists in the inline components,
however, that a 2D style multiple attenuation can be carried out in the manner described by
Alvarez (2006) in a companion paper in this report.
In addition, primaries and multiples can be discriminated on the basis of their residual
moveouts in both pseudo as well as true 3D ADCIGs. In the first case, the discrimination is
mostly in the inline component of the ADCIG since, as with the SODCIG not enough crossline
dip exists in our dataset to provide a discrimination in the crossline component. Nonetheless,
we can apply a Radon transform in the inline direction to separate the primaries and the multiples as done with 2D data (Sava and Guitton, 2003; Alvarez et al., 2004). In true 3D ADCIGs,
there is the additional advantage of the multiples and the primaries behaving differently as
a function of azimuth for a given aperture angle. This differential azimuth rotation may be
exploited to compute a three-dimensional Radon transform that is a function of aperture angle
and azimuth in a manner somewhat similar to the apex-shifted Radon transform used to attenuate 2D diffracted multiples (Alvarez et al., 2004). More research is needed to work out the
implementation details, but the results of our tests are encouraging.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Although our tests were somewhat limited because the amount of data needed to form a complete five-dimensional dataset, even a very small area, strained our computer resources, they
do show that even with 3D data we can discriminate between primaries and multiples in the
image space. The practical details of the algorithms’ implementations have not been worked
out yet, but their relative simplicity is very attractive.
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Application of Least-Squares Joint Imaging of Multiples and
Primaries on shallow water-bottom data sets
Madhav Vyas and Morgan Brown

ABSTRACT
Data contaminated with strong shallow water-bottom multiples is rife with challenges.
Application of Least-Squares Joint Imaging of Multiples and Primaries (LSJIMP) on such
data sets yields mixed results. LSJIMP solves both the separation and integration simultaneously, as a global least-squares inverse problem. We point out some limitations of
LSJIMP by testing it on synthetic data sets that emulate shallow water-bottom marine environments. Some slight modifications have been made, and we suggest some strategies
that might make LSJIMP an effective algorithm.

INTRODUCTION
Multiples are often the most significant impediment to the successful construction and interpretation of an image of the primaries, especially in regions with anomalously strong reflectors
(e.g., “hard” water bottom or salt bodies). But, since they penetrate deeply enough into the
earth and illuminate different angular ranges and reflection points, a primary and its multiples
are more than simply redundant.
The problem of handling multiples becomes more challenging when we encounter shallow
water-bottom with a large impedence contrast. In such cases a large amount of multiple energy
is generated, most of which is surface related. Offshore Australia is a prime example of such
a marine environment. An important class of multiple-suppression techniques create from
the data a “model” of the multiples, which may then be adaptively subtracted from the data.
Verschuur and Prein (1999) use Surface-Related Multiple Elimination (SRME) for multiplesuppression on an Australian data set infected with shallow water bottom multiples. The
multiple-generating boundaries were more or less horizontal or gently dipping. Long et al.
(2005) use SRME to revisit a poor-data-quality area in the northern Carnarvon Basin, offshore
Western Australia, where both short- and long-period multiple energy prohibit imaging of
the underlying geology. In some sense, shallow-water multiple suppression is easier. The
multiples look a lot like primaries, so deconvolution with a gapped filter (gap size = waterbottom time) will solve the problem nicely. However, some of the more advanced multiple
suppression methods, like high-resolution Radon and SRME, have a trouble with shallow
water-bottom. The Radon transform relies on moveout differences between multiples and
primaries, which are not present in shallow data, except near the surface, and SRME often
requires many non-linear iterations in shallow-water environments.
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Brown (2004) introduces LSJIMP (Least-Squares Joint Imaging of Multiples and Primaries) for using information embedded in primaries and multiples simultaneously to enhance
the signal-to-noise ratio and fill illumination gaps by averaging the images constructed from
primaries and multiples. He has effectively demonstrated the use of his method on a variety
of deep water-bottom data sets.
In this paper, we discuss implementation of LSJIMP on two shallow water-bottom synthetic data sets, for which we get mixed results. Some slight modifications have been made
and we point out some improvements that might make this method perform better.
THEORY
LSJIMP models the recorded data as the superposition of primary reflections and p orders of
pegleg multiples from n surf multiple-generating surfaces. A schematic for LSJIMP is given in
Figure 1. An i th order pegleg splits into i + 1 legs. If we denote the primaries as d0 and the
k th leg of the i th order pegleg from the m th multiple generator as di,k,m , the modeled data takes
the following form:
dmod = d0 +

p
n surf
i X
X
X

di,k,m .

(1)

i=1 k=0 m=1

If we have designed an imaging operator that produces primary and multiple images with
consistent signal (kinematics and angle-dependent amplitudes), then we assume that we can
model the important events in the data. We can rewrite equation (1) as
dmod = L0 m0 +
= Lm

n surf
p X
i X
X

Li,k,m mi,k,m

i=1 k=0 m=1

(2)
(3)

where L0 is the modeling operator of the primaries, and m0 is the image of primaries. Similarly, for the k th leg of the i th order pegleg from the m th multiple generator, Li,k,m and mi,k,m
are modeling operator and image respectively.
Brown (2004) derived appropriate imaging and amplitude correction operators to map the
primary image, m0 , into data-space primary events using the Normal Move-Out (NMO) operator, N0 . Similarly, a given pegleg image, mi,k,m , is mapped into data space by sequentially
applying the differential geometric spreading correction (Gi,m ), Snell resampling (Si,m ), the
Hetrogeneous-Earth Multiple NMO operator (HEMNO) (Ni,k,m ), and finally, a reflection coefficient (Ri,k,m ). HEMNO is a slight improvement over NMO that takes into account kinematics
of mildly dipping reflectors. Using these operators, we can rewrite equation (2) as follows:
dmod = N0 m0 +

p
n surf
i X
X
X

i=1 k=0 m=1

Ri,k,m Ni,k,m Si,m Gi,m mi,k,m .

(4)
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Figure 1: LSJIMP schematic. Assume that the recorded data consist of primaries and pegleg multiples. Prestack imaging alone (applying adjoint of modeling operator Li,k ) focuses
signal events in zero-offset traveltime (or depth) and offset (or reflection angle), but leaves
behind crosstalk events. If the mi,k images contain only signal, then we can model all the
events in the data that we desire. The LSJIMP inversion suppresses crosstalk and endeavors
to fit the recorded data in a least-squares sense. The model regularization operators used to
suppress crosstalk simultaneously enable LSJIMP to exploit the intrinsic redundancy between
and within the images to increase signal fidelity. madhav1-schem-LSJIMP-seg [NR]
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The LSJIMP seeks to optimize the primary and multiple images, m, by minimizing the ` 2
norm of the data residual, defined as the difference between the recorded data, d, and the
modeled data, dmod [equation (3)]:
min kd − Lmk2 .
m

(5)

Minimization (5) is under-determined for many choices of prestack imaging operator, which
implies an infinite number of least-squares-optimal solutions. The problem of infinite optimal
solutions manifests itself as crosstalk leakage. Of this infinity of possible m’s, we seek the
one which not only fits the recorded data, but which also has minimum crosstalk leakage and
maximum consistency between signal events on different images. In general we compensate
for a correlated or poorly scaled data residual by adding a residual weighting operator, W d :
min kWd [d − Lm] k2 ,
m

(6)

where strictly speaking,
Wd T Wd

−1

= cov[d].

(7)

To effect the final step of LSJIMP and penalize crosstalk, we use three regularization operators.
As discussed in detail by Brown (2004), the operators penalize roughness in reflection angle
and between images, and also penalize the model after weighting with a prior model of the
crosstalk on each mi,k,m . For estimation of the optimal set of mi,k,m , we minimize a quadratic
objective function which consists of the sum of the weighted `2 norms of the data residual
[equation(6)] and of the three model residuals:
2
2 [2] 2
2 [3] 2
min Q(m) = kWd [Lm − d]k2 + 12 kr[1]
m k + 2 krm k + 3 krm k ,
m

(8)

where 1 , 2 , and 3 are scalars that balance the relative weight of the three model residuals
(damping factors) with the data residual. These three residuals are calculated by differencing
across images, differencing across offset, generating a crosstalk model, and calculating their
penalty weights.
IMPLEMENTATION OF LSJIMP
In this section we discuss implementation of LSJIMP on two synthetic shallow water-bottom
data sets SYN-1 and HASK.
SYN-1
A synthetic data set, which we call SYN-1, was generated to simulate very shallow and hard
water-bottom marine environment. The model has four horizontal layers. The depth of the
water bottom is about 150 m. The data-set, shown in Figure 2, is contaminated with firstand higher-order water-bottom peglegs. Brown (2004) discusses kinematic imaging of pegleg
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Figure 2: Synthetic data-set (SYN1) infected with shallow water bottom
multiples. madhav1-data [ER]

multiples and applies NMO correction for a j th order pegleg using the following equation:
s
x2
(9)
t = (τ + jτ ∗ )2 + 2 ,
Veff
where τ and τ ∗ are the zero-offset travel-time and travel-time depth of the multiple generating
surface respectively and Veff is the effective velocity, which is given by

∗ 2
∗
2
jτ
V
(τ
)
+
τ
V
(τ
)
rms
rms
2
.
(10)
Veff
=
τ + jτ ∗

We use these kinematic equations in our NMO operator to construct images from primaries as
well as from multiples. When we apply the NMO operator with Vrms as the velocity function,
primaries get perfectly corrected for the moveout, but multiples have a residual moveout, and
they appear as crosstalk. The same holds true for primaries and higher-order multiples when
we correct with a Veff appropriate for first-order multiples. Thus, in each image we should
ideally be able to distinguish the components (primaries or different order of multiples) we
correct for the moveout from others. These equations work fine for most cases, but for SYN-1
we actually evaluate a limiting case of these equations. In this case, the travel-time depth of
the water bottom is very small, so for deeper layers we have
τ∗  τ.

(11)

Using this in equations (9) and (10), we get
t =⇒

s

τ2 +

x2
,
2
Veff

Veff =⇒ Vrms .

(12)

(13)

When we construct the image from primaries, we use Vrms to apply the NMO operator. In this
case where Vrms ≈ Veff , we do not expect water-bottom peglegs to have a residual moveout.
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Figure 3: Images constructed from (a) primary, (b) first- and (c) second-order multiples. A
strong primary crosstalk is present on images constructed from first- and second-order multiples, moreover, its difficult to distinguish between signal and crosstalk on the basis of residual
moveout. madhav1-syn1i [ER]

This is precisely the reason why in Figure 3 all the primaries are imaged to their perfect
positions, but the multiples, which we were expecting to appear as crosstalk, look like perfectly
flat reflectors.
Likewise, when we construct images from first- and higher-order multiples, we do not
see any residual moveout for primaries and other multiples, except for shallow ones. In an
ideal case, we would have a consistent signal across all the images, but the crosstalk would
be inconsistent, a fact we could use to enhance signal-to-noise ratio and penalize crosstalk.
But for this special case at hand, crosstalk is as consistent as the signal itself. LSJIMP uses
three regularization operators as discussed in equation (8); two of these, differencing across
offset (designed to penalize events with residual moveout) and differencing between images
(designed to penalize inconsistent crosstalk) do not seem to work effectively for SYN-1. Moreover, the crosstalk-modeling operator fails to perfectly model the crosstalk and subsequently
penalize the multiple energy. In Figure 3 we can observe, a very strong primary crosstalk in
images constructed from first- and second-order multiples.
Thus, the application of LSJIMP to such a data set can indeed image the primaries but
cannot eliminate water-bottom peglegs completely, as shown in Figure 4. Since most of the
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Figure 4: Comparing (a) raw data (SYN-1) and (b) data generated by applying forwardmodeling operator on primary image generated by LSJIMP madhav1-syn1c1 [ER]

multiple energy present here is in water-bottom peglegs, we can use some simple tricks like
predictive deconvolution to suppress this energy. We can also try to model the crosstalk by
shifting the dataset by the travel-time depth of water bottom. The results for this exercise are
given in Figure 5, though our results have improved a lot, we still have not been able to get rid
of all the multiple energy in the shallow part(first-order water-bottom multiple). The primary
reason is that most of the zone is muted, and we have few data points in that time range to
perfectly model crosstalk.
The first regularizaton operator, r[1]
m in equation 8, was a result of differencing between
images of model panels generated by primaries and different orders of multiples. Ideally
the difference between two of them should be small where signal is present and large where
crosstalk dominates. Application of such a scheme ensures some degree of smoothness and
consistency across images. LSJIMP computes the difference across two consecutive images,
for instance between m0 and m101 , m101 and m111 and likewise. Another possible alternative
is to compute the difference between a multiple image and the primary image, as that would
make all other images consistent with the primary, where we have maximum signal-to-noise
ratio. We implemented this approach, but the results as given in Figure 6 are not pleasing. The
images we obtained have lots of ringing. One of the main reasons for this was the presence of
strong primary crosstalk across all the panels which appears as a spurious event on the primary
image after regularization.
Hask Data Set
The "Hask" data set refers to Haskell-Thompson synthetic modeling. The dataset was modeled
to resemble a North Sea data set donated by Mobil. We successfully apply LSJIMP to the Hask
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Figure 5: Comparing (a) raw data (SYN-1) and (b) data generated by applying forwardmodeling operator on primary image generated by LSJIMP, and (c) LSJIMP with the modified crosstalk model. Notice the improvement in multiple suppression with modified LSJIMP.
madhav1-syn1c2 [ER]

data set given in Figure 7 for imaging and suppressing the multiple energy. In Figure 8, we
compare the raw data to the data generated by applying a forward modeling operator to our
image, notice that much of the multiple energy is removed. Next, we compare our present
result with results presented by Brown (2002) in Figure 9. It can be observed that now we are
doing a better job of multiple suppression in shallow parts. The primary reason being inclusion
of crosstalk modeling operator in LSJIMP. The method used by Brown (2002) is equivalent
to current method , with  for crosstalk in equation (8) set equal to zero. To improve our
performance on the Hask data set, we then took advantage of the fact that hask is also a
shallow water-bottom data set and used the improved crosstalk-modeling strategy discussed in
the previous section. Unfortunately, the results as given in Figure 10 do not seem to improve
a lot.
We also tried a non-linear scheme (Brown, 2004) for updating reflection coefficients between two runs of LSJIMP. The presence of correlated events in the data residual (rd ) hints at
the likelihood for further improvements in estimates of the reflection coefficients. The main
idea of the updating scheme is to compute a scalar update to the reflection coefficient of the
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Figure 6: Illustrating (a) primary image and (b) first-order multiple image with a revised
regularization scheme. Notice the amount of ringing, and spurious events in primary image.
madhav1-regmod [ER]

m th multiple generator, 1αm , such that
krd − 1αm di,k,m k2

(14)

is minimized. We could not see any noticable difference with non-linear updates, as demonstrated in Figure 10.

Figure 7:
Hask
madhav1-hdata [ER]

Data

Set
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Figure 8: Comparison of (a) raw data and (b) results from first run of LSJIMP.
madhav1-hask1 [ER]

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we discussed application of LSJIMP on shallow water-bottom data-sets. At first,
results did not look promising, but they motivated us to probe into fine details of the method
and to come up with improvements that would make it work better. Crosstalk models and
regularization operators proposed under LSJIMP seem to break down for extremely shallow
water-bottom data sets like SYN-1, as shown through equations (12) and (13). Discriminating
between signal and crosstalk on the basis of moveout did not work very well for this case. We
also proposed and tested a new scheme for generating crosstalk, which seems to be a slight
improvement over the previous one.
As was evident in Figure 3, we were not able to suppress primary crosstalk effectively
on multiple images. Derivative between images could suppress it but its convergence was
really slow and our new proposed scheme for difference did not work. Possible reason for
slow convergence might be presence of bad eigen value spectrum, that results in appearence
of smooth components at the very end. Preconditioning might handle the problem of slow
convergence.
There lies a lot of potential in designing appropriate weighting functions and crosstalkmodeling operators that can make the method of Least-Squares Joint Imaging more effective.
We would also like to see how our method works if, instead of the NMO operator, we use a
migration operator for imaging. This might yield better results.
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Figure 9: Comparison of (a) raw data, (b) results presented in SEP-111 and (c) present results.
Notice that a lot of multiple energy in the shallow parts is eliminated in our present results.
madhav1-hask-comp [ER]
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Figure 10: Comparison of results from (a) LSJIMP, (b) LSJIMP(modified) and (c) LSJIMP
after non-linear update. madhav1-hask2 [ER]
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Interpolation with pseudo-primaries
William Curry

ABSTRACT
Large gaps exist in marine data, particularly at near offsets. I generate pseudo-primaries
by cross-correlating a multiple model with the original data. These pseudo-primaries are
used as training data for a non-stationary prediction- error filter, which is then used to
interpolate the missing near offsets. This method yields good results, and also provides a
quality control measure to judge the usefulness of the pseudo-primaries.

INTRODUCTION
Interpolation has become of more importance recently, largely due to increased reliance on
algorithms that require dense and regular data sampling, such as wave-equation migration and
3D surface-related multiple elimination (SRME) (Van Dedem and Verschuur, 2005). Examples of current methods include Fourier (Duijndam and Schonewille, 1999; Liu and Sacchi,
2004; Xu et al., 2005), Radon transform (Trad, 2003), and prediction-error filter (PEF) based
methods (Spitz, 1991). Other methods that rely on the underlying physics (and typically also
a velocity model) include migration/demigration (?), DMO-based methods (Biondi and Vlad,
2001), and the focal transform (?), which requires an input focal operator instead of velocity.
In this paper, I describe a hybrid approach that combines both non-stationary predictionerror filters (Crawley, 2000) and pseudo-primaries generated from surface-related multiples
(Shan and Guitton, 2004) in order to interpolate missing near offsets. I generate pseudoprimaries by a surface-consistent cross-correlation of a multiple model with the input data.
Once the pseudo-primaries have been generated, I estimate a non-stationary PEF on the pseudoprimaries by solving a least-squares problem. I then solve a second least-squares problem
where the newly found PEF is used to interpolate the missing data (Claerbout, 1999).
The data used in this example is from the Sigsbee2B synthetic dataset where the first 2000
feet of offset were removed. Near-offset data is typically missing from marine data, and large
near-offset gaps can exist when undershooting obstacles such as drilling platforms. I estimate
a PEF on the original data (with the missing offsets) and can produce an ideal reconstruction.
Estimating a PEF on the pseudo-primaries, which are generated without the near offset data,
gives promising results, which can be quality-controlled with the output of the convolution of
the pseudo-primary-derived PEF with the recorded data.
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GENERATION OF PSEUDO-PRIMARIES
Pseudo-primaries can be generated by computing (Shan and Guitton, 2004)
W (x p , xm , ω) =

X
xs

M(xs , xm , ω) P̄(xs , x p , ω),

(1)

where W is the pseudo-primary data, ω is frequency, x s is the shot location, x p is the surface
location, P̄(xs , x p , ω) is the complex conjugate of the original trace at (x s , x p ) and M are the
multiple reflections recorded at x m . In this equation, the cross-correlation of the first-order
multiples in M with the primaries and first-order multiples in P produces primaries and zerolag components, respectively. Cross-correlation of the second-order multiples in M with the
primaries, first-order, and second-order multiple reflections in P produces first-order multiples, primaries, and zero-lag components, respectively. With higher orders of multiples this
trend continues.
Pseudo-primaries generated in this fashion contain subsurface information that would not
be recorded with a non-zero minimum offset. One example of this is a first-order multiple that
reflects at the free surface within the recording array, resulting in near offsets being recorded
when that wave returns to the surface. An example of this is shown in Figure 1, where (a) is a
single Sigsbee2B shot (including the negative offsets predicted by reciprocity) but with offsets
less than 2000 feet removed, and (b) is the corresponding pseudo-primaries for the same area,
which is generated in part with (a).
We can see in Figure 1 where the first and second-order multiples in P map to in the zerolag at the top of the image. We can also see a lot of near-offset information present in the
pseudo-primaries that is not present in the recorded primaries. However, simply replacing the
missing near offsets of the primaries with the corresponding pseudo-primaries would not yield
a satisfactory result due to the crosstalk and noise in the pseudo-primary shot.

INTERPOLATION WITH NON-STATIONARY PEFS
Interpolation can be cast as a series of two inverse problems where a prediction-error filter
is estimated on known data and is then used to interpolate missing data. A prediction-error
filter (PEF) can be estimated by minimizing the output of convolution of known data with an
unknown filter (except for the leading 1), which can be written in matrix form as

0
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Figure 1: (a) Original shot record and (b) pseudo-primaries for the same area from the Sigsbee2B dataset. bill1-shot [CR]
The filters used in this paper are all multidimensional, which are computed with the helical
coordinate. In the case of a stationary multidimensional PEF, this is an over-determined leastsquares problem with a unique solution.
Seismic data is non-stationary in nature, so a single stationary PEF is not adequate for the
many changing dips present. We estimate a single spatially-variable nonstationary PEF and
solve a global optimization problem (Guitton, 2003). In that case the problem is now underdetermined, and a regularization operator is introduced to the least-squares problem (in matrix
notation) so that,
W(DKf + d) ≈ 0

Af ≈ 0,

(3)

where D represents non-stationary convolution with the data, f is now a non-stationary PEF,
K (a selector matrix) and d (a copy of the data) both constrain the value of the first filter
coefficient to 1, A is a regularization operator (a Laplacian operating over space) and  is a
trade-off parameter for the regularization. Solving this system will create a smoothly nonstationary PEF.
Once the PEF has been estimated, it can be used in a second least squares problem that
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Figure 2: (a) Original data with near offsets (<2000 feet) missing. (b) Original complete data.
(c) Interpolation with PEF based upon complete data. (d) Interpolation with PEF based upon
pseudo-primaries. bill1-interped [CR]

matches the output model to the known data while simultaneously regularizing the model with
the newly found PEF,
S(m − d) ≈ 0
Fm ≈ 0,

(4)

where S is a selector matrix which is 1 where data is present and 0 where it is not, F represents
convolution with the non-stationary PEF,  is now a trade-off parameter and m is the desired
model.
RESULTS
To increase the sampling by an integer factor, a PEF is typically estimated on the input data. In
this example with a large gap, this will not suffice. Instead, we estimate the PEF on the pseudoprimaries generated by equation 1 using equation 3 and then use that PEF to interpolate the
recorded data with equation 4. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2.
The near offset gap is 4000 feet or 53 traces, as shown in Figure 2(a). The complete data
in Figure 2(b) is used as input to equation 3 with Figure 2(a) as input to equation 4, which
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Figure 3: (a) PEF estimated on pseudo-primaries convolved with pseudo-primaries. (b) PEF
after convolution with input data. bill1-resid [CR]

produces Figure 2(c), which illustrates that if we estimate the PEF on the answer we can
perfectly recreate the data. Figure 2(d) shows the main result of this paper, which is when the
pseudo-primaries are used as input to equation 3.
The results in Figure 2(d) are promising, but not ideal. Most of the events are successfully
continued through the data, but some interference is present. One method to quality control
the PEF estimation is to examine the residual of the estimation of equation 3. If this result is
uncorrelated and low in amplitude, the PEF has captured all of the useful information in the
pseudo-primaries. Similarly, the PEF can then be convolved with the recorded data, with the
output shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3(b) shows that while the PEF estimated on the pseudo-primaries does a good job
of whitening the recorded data, the result is not ideal, unlike Figure 3(a) where the PEF is
convolved with the pseudo-primaries. Differences in spectral content of the data are the most
obvious cause, and any adjustments to this algorithm can be quality controlled by looking at
this intermediate result.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Incorporating pseudo-primary data into a non-stationary prediction-error filter based interpolation method gives promising results for large gaps in the near offset. While most interpolation
algorithms suffer from an objective measure of the quality of interpolation in practical applications, the usefulness of the pseudo-primaries can be judged in a relatively objective manner
by looking at the convolution of the pseudo-primary based PEF with the recorded data. Future
work includes reducing this difference and examining the final results after SRME compared
to a high-resolution parabolic radon transform.
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Interpolating diffracted multiples with prediction-error filters
William Curry

ABSTRACT
Diffracted multiples are a persistent problem, especially in the cross-line direction. Methods to remove these multiples typically require dense and complete sampling. I use nonstationary prediction-error filters to interpolate extra shots in the in-line direction and extra receivers in the cross-line direction. The dimensionality of the interpolation does not
make a big difference in the in-line direction, but makes a large difference in the cross-line
direction. This is shown with several tests on a synthetic dataset.

INTRODUCTION
A common problem with seismic data is the presence of coherent noise, such as multiple
reflections. When these multiples are generated by cross-line structure, the lack of sampling along this axis becomes painfully obvious. One example of such noise is out-of-plane
diffracted multiples. Methods to remove these multiples, such as 3D surface-related multiple elimination (SRME) (Van Dedem and Verschuur, 2005) require a much greater density of
sampling as well as recording aperture. This is particularly true in the cross-line.
A synthetic data set provided by ExxonMobil illustrates an extreme example of out-ofplane diffracted multiples coupled with a modern high-density acquisition. The underlying
geology is very simple, excluding a large number of point diffractors which create diffracted
multiples that obscure the region of interest. These multiples could be removed by the application of 3D SRME, provided that the input wavefield is adequately sampled, making this
synthetic data tailor-made for testing interpolation methods.
Many different interpolation methods exist, including Fourier-based methods (Duijndam
and Schonewille, 1999; Liu and Sacchi, 2004; Xu et al., 2005), radon-based methods (Trad,
2003), imaging-operator based methods (Biondi and Vlad, 2001) as well as prediction-error
filter based methods (Spitz, 1991). Non-stationary prediction-error based methods (Crawley,
2000) are used throughout this paper to interpolate missing data.
Most tests for interpolation are limited to an increase in source sampling by a factor of
two, which corresponds to interpolating missing shots in a flip-flop shooting configuration by
using information from the surrounding shots in the same sail line. In addition to missing
shots, additional cross-line offsets are needed in the form of additional receiver cables. Both
extra shots as well as extra receiver cables are created, using multi-dimensional non-stationary
prediction-error filters. The number of dimensions in the filters is varied for both cases, and it
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is shown that the receiver cable interpolation benefits much more from a higher-dimensional
filter than the shot interpolation does. This is in part due to the small number of points sampled
in the cross-line.
While this method appears to work well for both in-line shot interpolation as well as crossline receiver interpolation, still more data needs to be created. The cross-line receivers need
to be extrapolated and extra sail lines also need to be interpolated. The measure of the success
of these methods needs to be gauged by the end result of the 3D SRME.

BACKGROUND
Interpolation can be posed as a two-stage problem, where in the first stage some statistics of
the data are gathered, and in the second stage this information is applied to fill in the missing
data. In the case of transform-based interpolation methods, the initial transform corresponds
to the gathering of information on existing data, and the second stage is the transform back to
the original, more densely-sampled space.
In terms of the prediction-error filter based interpolation used in this paper, in the first
stage an estimate of the data is made by creating a non-stationary prediction-error filter (PEF)
from the data by solving a linear least-squares inverse problem,
W(DKf + d) ≈ 0

Af ≈ 0,

(1)

where D represents non-stationary convolution with the data, f is a non-stationary PEF, K (a
selector matrix) constrains the value of the first filter coefficient to 1, d is a copy of the data, A
is a regularization operator (a Laplacian operating over space) and  is a trade-off parameter
for the regularization. Solving this system will create a smoothly varying non-stationary PEF
that, when convolved with the data, will ideally remove all coherent energy from the input
data.
Once the PEF has been estimated, we can use it to constrain the missing data by solving a
second linear least-squares inverse problem,
S(m − d) ≈ 0
Fm ≈ 0,

(2)

where S is a selector matrix which is 1 where data is present and 0 where it is not, F represents
convolution with the non-stationary PEF,  is now a trade-off parameter and m is the desired
model.
In order to interpolate by a factor of two, the coefficients of the PEF are expanded so that
the filter coefficients fall on known data. Once the PEF is estimated, the filter is shrunk down
to its original size and then used to interpolate.
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Figure 1: The model for the synthetic
data: a prism containting diffractors
below the sea floor, with reflectors
underneath. bill2-geom [NR]

DATA DESCRIPTION
The dataset used in this paper (provided by ExxonMobil) is designed as a test for interpolation
algorithms used for 3D surface-related multiple elimination. The model is constant-velocity,
with multiple reflectors and 500 point diffractors contained in a prism near the water bottom
that is oriented perpendicular to the acquisition direction. A schematic of the model is shown
in Figure 1.
The data coverage is that of a modern marine 3D survey, acquired in a racetrack fashion.
There are 12 streamers spaced at 50m, with 400 receivers in each streamer spaced at 12.5m,
with a near offset of 100m for a maximum in-line offset of 5100m. There are two sources,
spaced at 25m in the cross-line that are fired in a flip-flop fashion so that a single shot is fired
every 37.5m. The total cross-line aperture is 550m. There are 10 sail lines with a spacing of
200m. This is very dense for a 3D survey, but the data density requirements of performing 3D
SRME are much greater.
Ideal geometry for 3D SRME would include a source at every point where there is a receiver. In this case, a bin size of 12.5m would be ideal, meaning that in terms of interpolation,
the following increase in data density would have to occur:
• Receiver spacing (in-line): none,

• Source spacing (in-line): factor of 3,

• Receiver spacing (cross-line): factor of 4,

• Source spacing (cross-line): factor of 8 or 16.

As can be seen, the combined ratio of needed data to sampled data is 96, meaning that the
current sampling of the desired output cube is incredibly sparse. This is neglecting the extrap-
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olation that is also required for receivers in the in-line direction to zero offset, which is minor,
as well as for the extrapolation of receivers which is required in the cross-line direction, which
would add another factor of 4 to this problem.
Most interpolation algorithms are tested by a factor of 2 in the in-line direction, meaning
the infill of flip-flop shooting. This will be tested first, and afterward the infill of receiver
cables.
FLIP-FLOP INTERPOLATION
The most tractable problem for this data and also the most commonly shown interpolation
result is increasing the number of shots by a factor of 2. This will result in a source distribution
where the flip and flop shots for a given in-line position are both present. While the desired
goal for this data is to increase the in-line source sampling by a factor of 3, interpolating by a
factor of 2 does have the benefit of decreasing the cross-line density requirement by a factor
of 2, and also results in having pairs of shots with relatively dense (25m) sampling in the
cross-line direction. This is a big step up from the 200m between sail lines.
Results for an increase in shots by a factor of two are shown in Figure 2. The panel on the
left corresponds to the input data, which is in this case a common receiver gather. The missing
traces correspond to missing "flip" shots. The panel in the center of the figure corresponds
to a 2D PEF-based interpolation, while the panel on the right corresponds to a 3D PEF-based
interpolation, where the PEF is estimated along the receiver cable as well as across the source
and time axes. There are only minimal differences between the 2D and 3D results. This
is because the 2D result is actually quite good, and shows that an overly computationally
intensive method is not necessary for this problem.
Now that the factor of 2 shot interpolation has been shown to be relatively insensitive to the
dimensionality of the interpolation, this same test is repeated for increasing the shot sampling
by a factor of 3, which would correspond to the ideal output. The results are shown in Figure
3. The interpolation is not nearly as good as for the case with the factor of 2. This is in part due
to the increased expansion of the PEF coefficients that is required, and thus the approximation
that the filter is scale-invariant becomes less valid.
Increasing the dimensionality of the interpolation in this case appears to have more effect
than in the previous factor of 2 case.
RECEIVER CABLE INTERPOLATION
The interpolation of flip-flop shots has the benefit of many in-line samples on which a PEF can
be estimated. For receiver cable interpolation, the samples are fewer and farther between. For
this data, an ideal interpolation would be a factor of 4. Since there are only 12 cables on which
to estimate a PEF, the size of the PEF in the cross-line is much more limited, since increasing
the size of the PEF decreases the number of fitting equations in the inverse problem due to
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Figure 2: Flip-flop interpolation of a common-receiver-section (offset=1250m). From left to
right: original input common-receiver gather; result of 2D interpolation; result of 3D interpolation. bill2-flipflopx2 [CR,M]

increased edge effects.
As we can see in Figure 4, here interpolating in 2D is noticeably worse than in 3D. In particular, the water-bottom multiple, the diffractions at near offset, and the diffracted multiples
at far offset were not correctly interpolated with the 2D filter, and were correctly interpolated
in 3D. This is because the 2D interpolation acted over receiver-cable and time, so no trends
along the receiver cable axis were captured. The added in-line receiver axis in the 3D PEF
interpolation allowed much more information to be gathered from the data.
Once the number of receiver cables has been doubled by interpolation, it can be doubled
again to get to the desired factor of 4. This is shown in Figure 5. The interpolation differences
are even more pronounced between the 2D and 3D interpolations. The end result of the crossline interpolation in 3D is quite promising, and the poor performance of the 2D result shows
that extra dimensionality is a much more important factor when the axis of interpolation is
poorly sampled.
Twelve receiver cables is not typical for a marine acquisition. Many 3D surveys use a
smaller number of cables, which can be as low as 4 in a speculative survey. Figure 6 shows
the results of interpolating from 6 receiver cables up to 24. While the result is not poor, it is
not nearly as good as with the original 12 cables. This is most noticeable at the near offsets.
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Figure 3: Flip-flop interpolation, factor of 3. From left to right: original input commonreceiver gather; result of 2D interpolation. bill2-flipflopx3 [CR,M]

SAIL LINE INTERPOLATION
The most difficult of the interpolation tasks required for 3D SRME is the interpolation of sail
lines. This was not attempted in this paper for several reasons. The first of which is that the
idealized geometry in this synthetic example is far from the reality of marine acquisition. The
sail lines are not parallel, and the receiver cables feather differently from sail line to sail line.
In addition to the issues of inconsistency in the geometry from sail line to sail line, there
is also the issue of the sheer amount of additional data needed. In order to reach the desired
density of data, a factor of 16 is needed in the interpolation, or a factor of 8 if the flip-flops
have been previously interpolated.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
PEF-based Interpolation methods of varying dimensionality have been tested on synthetic data
that mimics modern acquisition and problems. The in-line interpolation of missing shots was
very successful, and was not drastically effected by the dimensionality of the filters. However,
interpolating by a factor of 3 appears to be much more difficult than by a factor of 2.
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Figure 4: Receiver cable interpolation, factor of 2. From left to right: original input shot
gather; result of 2D interpolation; result of 3D interpolation. bill2-cablex2 [CR,M]

For the more difficult task of interpolating missing receiver cables, the added dimensionality is crucial. A simple 2D interpolation is insufficient due to the small number of points in
the cross-line. The added third dimension of in-line receiver number gave substantially better
results. When the number of recorded receiver cables was reduced from 12 to 6, the results
were substantially worse, implying that the additional receiver cables are very valuable.
Interpolation of the sail lines still needs to be performed, but there are more geometrical
complications between sail lines as well as the amount of interpolation required.
Finally, the end interpolation results need to be measured in terms of the end result on 3D
SRME results.
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Figure 5: Receiver cable interpolation, factor of 4. From left to right: original input shot
gather; result of 2D interpolation; result of 3D interpolation. bill2-cablex4 [CR,M]
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Missing data interpolation with Gaussian pyramids
Satyakee Sen

ABSTRACT
I describe a technique for interpolation of missing data in which local operators of many
scales but identical shape serve as basis functions. A data structure known as the Gaussian pyramid is developed to represent image information at different scales. This data
structure in essence consists of a series of lowpass filtered versions of the original image
stacked up one on top of the other forming a pyramid like structure. I first show how to
generate a set of reduced images which stack up to form the Gaussian pyramid structure
and then show how we can use this Gaussian pyramid structure to fill in missing data.
Several examples of filling in missing data with this algorithm are shown and in most
cases the results are comparable with those estimated using a prediction filter approach.

INTRODUCTION
The importance of analyzing images at many scales arises from the nature of the images themselves. Any analysis procedure that is applied at a single scale will tend to miss information
at other scales. The immediate solution to this problem would be to carry out the analysis at all possible scales simultaneously. This is especially true for seismic data where the
low frequency components in an image represent the general trend of the image, while the
high frequency components add details to this underlying trend. Recently methods have been
suggested (Abma and Kabir, 2005) in which the missing data is reconstructed by adding in
frequency components to the missing region with each iteration. While the Fourier transform
is a natural way of efficiently separating the various scales in an image, but in the Fourier
domain we can no longer recognize the spatial features in their usual form as in the original
non-transformed domain. A desirable alternative to the Fourier domain representation is an
approach that describes an image at multiple spatial resolutions and also preserves the local
spatial structure of the image at each of these multiple scales.
The simplest way to detect a pattern that may appear in an image at any scale is by simple
convolution of the target pattern, constructed at various scales, with the image or to convolve
a pattern of a fixed size with different versions of the image represented at different resolutions. The immediate bottleneck to this convolution-based method for detecting a pattern is
the enormous cost involved in carrying out all the required convolutions. The computer graphics industry has developed a method termed as the image pyramid data structure for efficient
scaled convolutions through reduced image representation (Burt, 1981). This pyramid data
structure consists of a stack of copies of the initial image such that both spatial density and
235
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resolution decrease as we move from one level of the stack to the next. This data structure
can be generated with a highly efficient iterative algorithm that requires fewer computational
steps to generate a series of reduced images than are required by the FFT method to compute
a single filtered image (Burt, 1981). Once a fast algorithm is available for generating multiresolution images in the spatial domain, missing regions of the image can then be filled up
also at different scales, starting from the coarest scale and proceeding to more and more finer
scales. In this paper I show how interpolation of seismic data can be carried out using the
pyramid structure. The local n point operator that is used as the basis function in the pyramid
generation process represents a Gaussian distribution in the limit n → ∞, hence the pyramid
structure is termed Gaussian pyramid. I first show how the pyramid structure is generated and
then show how interpolation is carried out at different levels of the pyramid to restore missing
data.
GAUSSIAN PYRAMID GENERATION
The Gaussian pyramid generation is done by starting with an initial image g0 and then lowpass
filtering this image to obtain a "reduced" image g1 . The image is "reduced" in the sense that
both spatial density and resolution are decreased. This operation can be continued to obtain a
set of images {g0 , g1 , g2 , . . . gn } that form the pyramid image structure. The low pass filtering is
done by a procedure equivalent to convolution by a set of local symmetric weighting functions
(for example a Gaussian distribution). A fast algorithm for generating such a Gaussian pyramid structure is outlined in the next subsection. Along with the Gaussian pyramid generation,
there is also an approximate reverse process of the pyramid generation that tries to expand a
reduced image to its original scale. The same algorithm that is used to form the pyramid can
also be used to perform the expansion operation as outlined in the following subsection.
Gaussian pyramid generation
Suppose we start of with an initial image having N columns and M rows. This image forms the
base or the zeroth level of the pyramid. Each point in the next level is computed as a weighted
average of values in level 0 within a 5-by-5 window, termed as the weighting function. The
size of the weighting function is not critical in the pyramid generation process (Burt, 1981).
The pyramid generation process can now be represented as :
gl (i , j) =

2
2
X
X

n=−2 m=−2

w(m, n)gl−1 (2i + m, 2 j + n).

(1)

where w(m, n) is the weighting function. This same weighting function is used to generate the
pyramid at each level. Notice that for each dimension the density of nodes is reduced by half
from one level to the next.
The weighting function is chosen subject to certain constraints (Burt, 1981). For simplicity
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it is made separable:
w(m, n) = w(m)w(n).

(2)

It is normalized to 1 and also made symmetric:
w(i ) = w(−i ), i = 0, 1, 2.

(3)

It is also stipulated that each node contributes equally to nodes at the higher level so that a
typical 5 point weighting function looks like:
w(0) = a,
w(−1) = w(1) = 0.25,
w(−2) = w(2) = 0.25 − 0.5a.

(4)

where a is a free parameter that controls the shape of the weighting function. For a = 0.4, the
weighting function represents a Gaussian distribution in the limit.

Pyramid expansion
An approximate reverse of the process of generating a pyramid structure is termed as pyramid
expansion. The main function of the expansion algorithm is to enhance a pyramid level of size
M + 1 by N + 1 to size 2M + 1 by 2N + 1 by interpolating new sample values between those
at the current level. Thus the expansion process applied l times to an image at pyramid level j
would yield an image g j ,l which is of the same size as an image at the pyramid level j − l that
is g j −l . Formally the expansion operation can be defined as:

gl,n (i , j) = 4

2
2
X
X

n=−2 m=−2

w(m, n)gl,n−1 (

i −m j −n
,
).
2
2

(5)

Notice that during the sum only values for which the indices are integer are included as
contribution to the next higher level. A simple example consisting of two shot gathers is used
to demonstrate the pyramid generation and expansion operation in Figure 1. The top panel
of the figure shows three levels of the pyramid while the bottom panel shows the process
of expansion from one level to the next. The next example (Figure 2) consists of a stacked
seismic. Again the top panel of the figure shows the levels of the Gaussian pyramid while
the bottom panel shows the expansion. Each of the images in the top panels of Figures 1
and 2 have been obtained by applying the same 5-by-5 weighting function. Notice that as the
pyramid levels stack up the sample density along each of the two axes reduces by a factor of 2.
During the expansion process (bottom panels of figures 1 and 2) on the other hand the number
of sample point increase by a factor of 2 along each axis.
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Figure 1: Three levels of the Gaussian pyramid formation (top panel) and expansion (bottom
panel).In the bottom panel each level is expanded to the next lower level. ssen1-shot2eg [ER]

Mathematical basis of Pyramid Generation
This method of pyramid formation as outlined in the previous section is equivalent to convolving an image g0 with a weighting function h l as :
gl = hl ⊗ g0 .

(6)

Here the size of the weighting function doubles from one level to the next as does the distance
between the sample points. The shape of the weighting function infact converges rapidly to
a characteristic form with successive higher levels of the pyramid. By characteristic form we
mean the shape of the weighting function with a particular choice of the free parameter a (for
example for a = 0.4 it will approach a Gaussian distribution). The effect of convolving the
image with one of the equvalent weighting functions, hl , is to low-pass filter the image.The
pyramid algorithm mimics this low-pass filtering operation using a small compact two dimensional weighting function and uses a fast algorithm for generating different filtered versions of
the original image.
Laplacian Pyramid
The Laplacian pyramid (Burt and Adelson, 1983) is a sequence of error images L0 , L1 , . . . Ln
such that each error image is the difference between two levels of the Gaussian pyramid, that
is:
L j = g j − g j +1,1 .

(7)
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Figure 2: Four levels of the Gaussian pyramid formation (top panel) and expansion (bottom
panel).In the bottom panel each level is expanded to the next lower level. ssen1-seisw [ER]

where g j +1,1 is the image at pyramid level j + 1 expanded to size of the image at level j. Thus
it is immediately clear tht the Gaussian pyramid formation and expansion process is exact, in
the sense that the original image g0 is fully recoverable, as :
g0 =

X

Li .

(8)

The way to do this is to first expand the top pyramid level, Ln , and then add the expanded
version to L n−1 to form gn−1 . This process is repeated for each level until we reach the base
of the pyramid where the original image is fully recovered. Since the top of the pyramid does
not have an error image we can treat the image at the top of the pyramid as the error image L n
:
gn = L n .

(9)

Notice that the value of each node of the Laplacian pyramid is the difference between the
convolutions of two equivalent weighting functions h l and h l+1 . This operation is similar to
convolving the image with an appropriately scaled Laplacian weighting function and hence
the name Laplacian pyramid. But the cost involved with this operation would be substantially
more than constructing error images as a difference between two pyramid levels. The Laplacian pyramid can be treated as a set of band-pass filtered versions of the original image just as
the Gaussian pyramid represents low-pass filtered versions of the original image. In the next
section I use the concepts of both Gaussian pyramids and Laplacian pyramids and the fact that
the pyramid forming process is exactly reversible to show how interpolation of missing data
can be done using the pyramid scheme.
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Figure 3: Four levels of the Gaussian pyramid formation for data with holes. ssen1-stlinesz
[ER]
GAUSSIAN PYRAMID INTERPOLATION
In this section I show how the Gaussian pyramid structure can be used to perform missing data
interpolation. Consider the image on the upper leftmost side of Figure 3.This image has a 30
point hole in it. Now as the Gaussian pyramid structure for this image is generated both the
image dimension as well as the size of the hole shrinks. At level 3, the hole is only 1 points
long. Thus each level of the Gaussian pyramid contains information about the missing hole
at different scale/size. This shrinking of the holes in the pyramid generation process gives
a strategy to interpolate missing data without the use of prediction filters. Instead of using
prediction filters the image is considered as a sum of patterns at many scales and restoration
of the missing data is carried out at many scales as well.
If the size of the mising piece is comparable to the finest scale features of an image, then
a good estimate of the unknown value at x + δx can be estimated through a simple first order
linear prediction based on the first derivative of the image at the known point x as:
g0 (x + δx) = g0 (x) + δx∇g0 (x).

(10)

However if the missing piece is large then more derivatives would be needed, in other words
we need to examine variations at larger scales as well. An immediate analogy to this problem
would be to look at the missing information itself at various scales. As the Gaussian pyramid
is generated different versions of the image g0 is obtained at different resolutions. The missing data in the original image is also missing at any other level of the pyramid gi , the only
difference being that the scale or size of the missing piece is reduced. Thus at a coarser spatial
scale we do not need to use a polynomial of high degree to fill in the missing data. At some
level of the pyramid the hole would be of a size comparable to the finest scale features in that
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Figure 4: Filling up the holes at each level of the pyramid starting from the topmost pyramid
level (upper left). ssen1-stlinesf [ER]

pyramid level. At this level we can use simple linear prediction to fill in the missing data.
Once the missing piece is filled up at some pyramid level we can then expand, starting from
that level, and wherever a missing piece of information exists we can simply use the value of
the expanded level. The algorithm for the missing data interpolation would then be:
1. Start with the initial image g0 .
2. Form pyramid levels g1 , g2 , and so on
3. If at pyramid level j, missing piece is very small fill g j using linear prediction.
4. Expand g j to g j ,1 .
5. Fill in missing space in g j −1 using g j ,1 .
6. Expand the filled g j −1 and continue filling and expanding.
7. Finally fill in original image g0 using the filled g1,0 .
8. If needed iterate with the filled g0 .
9. Stop.
This algorithm is illustrated with the dataset with the hole, shown in Figure 3. First the right
lowermost panel of this figure is filled up using linear prediction (shown on the upper most
left panel of Figure 4). Starting from this filled level, expansion of the filled level followed by
subsequent filling up is done till the original image is filled up (lower right panel of Figure 4).
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EXAMPLES
In this section I demonstrate some of the results of applying the Gaussian interpolation scheme
to different datsets. In each of the examples a rectangular hole is punched in dataset which is
then filled up using Gaussian pyramid interpolation.I compare the results obtained using the
Gaussian pyramid scheme with those obtained from filling the hole using a regular prediction
filter approach. The first example is the "Wood" example from Jon Claerbot’s book (Claerbout,
2005). Figure 5 shows four levels of the pyramid structure. At the fourth level the hole is only
2 point long. We use linear prediction to fill in this hole. This filled level is then expanded
to the next lower level which has a missing region. This missing region is filled up using the
information available from the expanded filled level and this process is repeated till we reach
the base of the pyramid. The results of filling up the hole by this method is shown in Figure
6. The top most panel on the left is the upper most level of the pyramid which is first filled
up using linear prediction. The lower right panel is the original image that has been filled up.
For this example 2 iterations of the pyramid formation and expansion process is done. The
reason for this is to improve the pixel quality in and around the hole during the expansion
process.Figure 7 compares the result of the interpolation process using the pyramid scheme
with that obtained using a prediction error filter (PEF) approach. The top two panels show the
original data (right) and the data with holes punched into it (top left). The lower two panels
show the results using a PEF (lower left) and the pyramid scheme (lower right). The results
are of comparable quality, except at the top and lower boundaries where the pyramid scheme
has troubles due to edge effects during the expansion and reduction process.
The second example consists of the "Brick" dataset again from Jon Claerbot’s book (Claerbout, 2005). Here three levels of the Gaussian pyramid are constructed and 2 iterations are
done for the pyramid formation and expansion process. Figure 8 compares the interpolation
result oultined here with the PEF based approach (lower two panels of figure 8). The interpolation result is pretty satisfactory, except for the blurring effect in the missing region. The third
example consists of the "Herring bone" dataset. Figure 9 compares the interpolation result
with that of the original dataset. The hole is again being filled relatively well.
The fourth example consists of a stacked seismic section. Again a hole is punched in the
middle (left panel of Figure 11) which we try and restore. Three levels of the pyramid structure
for this example is shown in Figure 10. After the third level the hole is four points long, which
is filled up using normalized linear prediction. The expansion and filling up, starting from the
third level of the pyramid is started, and the results of interpolation are shown in Figure 11.
The method has trouble trying to interpolate the uncollapsed diffraction hyperbolas and other
artifacts present in the stacked section.
CONCLUSION
In this paper I have outlined a method for interpolation of missing data at multiple scales. The
Gaussian pyramid structure has been used to represent data at various scales or sizes. Using
this data structure interpolation can be effectively carried out starting from the top level of the
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Figure 5: Four levels of the Gaussian pyramid. ssen1-woodhole [ER]

pyramid and then expanding downwards, until we reach the base of the pyramid where we can
fill up the missing piece in the original data. Several iterations of the reduction and expansion
process might be needed. The chief reason for this is to improve the pixel amplitude in the hole
at the top level of the pyramid, from where we start the interpolation process. The pyramid
forming process is extremely inexpensive and thus several iterations can be easily afforded.
There are however some boundary issues with this method. Artifacts can be generated at the
boundary primarily because a boundary node never gets a contribution from the whole 5 point
window either during reduction or expansion. Also amplitude balancing for the pixels in the
missing part of the dataset at the top of the pyramid, from where the interpolation starts, is an
important issue. Developing sophisticated and systematic method for this amplitude balancing
has not been attempted and remains a topic for future research. The blurring effect seen in most
of the results is due to this amplitude balancing issue.
Another important issue with this method, with regards to seismic data, is that it may not
be possible to construct too many levels of the pyramid. In such a case however we can easily
construct a small prediction filter to fill in the data at the coarsest pyramid that we can have
and start filling up from there. Moreover since the hole is bound to shrink during the pyramid
formation process the filter estimation may actually be more convenient. The method outlined
in this paper looks at the problem of missing data interpolation at many different spatial scales,
rather than trying to estimate the missing data directly from the original image. It is however
different in principle from many multi-scale approaches proposed earlier. The main issue that
most multi-scale methods try and address is the problem of estimating a PEF effectively. The
pyramid scheme on the other hand tries to stay away from the process of PEF estimation and
instead tries to fill in data at multiple spatial resolutions.
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Figure 6: Filled levels of the Gaussian pyramid starting from the uppermost level (top left) to
the lowermost level (bottom right). ssen1-woodfill [ER]
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Figure 7: Data with holes (top left), original data (top right), filled using PEF (bottom left)
and filled using the pyramid scheme (bottom right). ssen1-woodcomp [ER]

Figure 8: Data with holes (top left), original data (top right), filled using PEF (bottom left)
and filled using the pyramid scheme (bottom right). ssen1-brickcomp [ER]
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Figure 9: Data with holes (left), original data (middle) and filled data (right). ssen1-herrcomp
[ER]

Figure 10: Three levels of the pyramid for the stacked seismic section. ssen1-WGstackpyr
[ER]
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Figure 11: Data with holes (left), original data (middle) and filled data (right).
ssen1-WGstackcomp [ER]
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Short Note
A modified Lloyd algorithm for characterizing vector fields
Robert G. Clapp

INTRODUCTION
In geophysics we often encounter problems where we must balance between cost and accuracy. A specific class of these problems involve characterizing a field or a vector field with
few points, as accurately as possible. An example is in Fourier-based downward continuation
based migration Claerbout (1995). These methods are only accurate in a v(z) medium, but
have been extended to work in variable velocity (Stoffa et al., 1990; Ristow and Ruhl, 1994;
Le Rousseau and de Hoop, 1998) by using one, or several, reference velocities and then applying a correction based on the difference between the reference velocity and the true velocity
at a given location. The larger the difference, the less accurate the wave propagation at high
angles. As a result, choosing appropriate reference velocities can have a meaningful impact in
image quality. In anisotropic wave equation migration, choosing appropriate reference velocities becomes even more problematic. Instead of a single value, velocity, at a given location,
you now have multiple values (e.g. velocity, δ, and ) at each point. The dimensionality of the
space that must be spanned, and potentially the cost, is now cubed. Efficiently spanning this
3-D vector space becomes essential.
Electrical engineers and image processors face similar problems. In speech compression,
it is important to accurately describe a signal in as few bytes as possible. In image processing,
it is often important to reduce the number of colors in an image with as minimal loss in image
quality as possible. These problems have led to the field known as quantization. One family
of method often employed is based on Lloyd’s method (Lloyd, 1982), an iterative technique
that allows for variable rate quantization. In previous work (Clapp, 2003), I demonstrated a
modified version of the 1-D Lloyd’s method for velocity selection.
In this paper I extend the ideas in Clapp (2003) to the case of vector fields. I show how
the method can automatically identify a series of locations that best characterize the vector
field. In a companion paper Tang and Clapp (2006) the methodology is applied to anisotropic
migration problem.
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LLOYD’S METHOD
Lloyd’s 1-D method attempts to identify the major features in a signal’s histogram as accurately as possible, with as few points as possible. The selected points are referred to as the
signal’s “codebook”. The methodology is iterative in nature. It starts from an initial code
book, then repeats
1 Find for every point the closest codebook entry. These points form a cell.
2 Find the average of all points associated with a given codebook entry. The average becomes
the new codebook entry.
3 Remove codebook entries that have no, or few, points associated with them.
Figure 1 demonstrates a single iteration of this approach. Steps 1-3 are repeated until the
solution no longer changes significantly.

Figure 1: In step 1, the data is dividing into cells. In step 2, the average of each cell is calculated. In
the third step new cell boundaries are
calculated between the centroids. If a
cell contains no points, the cell is removed. bob2-ref [ER]
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Lloyd’s method is attempting to solve a non-linear problem by an iterative scheme, so
local minima can be problematic. To avoid prejudicing the solution the initial model is often
a random set of vectors. To solve the problem, several methods have been developed (Linde
et al., 1980). These methods often rely on replacing an empty cell by splitting regions with
high variance. Clapp (2002) followed a modified version of this approach for the velocity
selection problem. Figure 2 shows a velocity model, the selected reference velocities, and
the percentage error between the two using the methodology described in Clapp (2002). The
methodology proved effective in selecting appropriate reference velocities with two noticeable
drawbacks. At each depth step a new non-linear estimate is performed. At some depths steps
the solution gets stuck in local-minima. Note the striping in the right panel of Figure 2. In
addition, the methodology will sometimes pick too few reference velocities to adequately
describe a layer by getting stuck in a local minima. Both of these problems can be minimized
by using as a starting solution the reference velocities at the previous depth step and adding a
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random component to the cell splitting. Figure 3 shows the selected reference velocities and
the percentage error in the selected reference velocities.

Figure 2: The left panel shows a velocity model from a 2-D synthetic. The center panel shows
the reference velocities selected using the Lloyd’s approach described in Clapp (2002). The
right panel shows the percent error between the selected reference velocity and the the true
velocity. Note the striping due to local minima. bob2-error1 [ER]

EXTENSION TO N-D
Lloyd’s method would not lead to an interesting result for a signal that has a uniform distribution. The result would be a set of evenly-spaced points that span the range of the signal.
Lloyd’s method is effective for a signal that tends to cluster around a few selected values (what
turns into the codebook). The velocity selection problem is effectively handled by the Lloyd
approach because the earth is composed of geologic layers. The velocity range within a geologic layer tend to be relatively constant. Lloyd’s algorithm automatically identifies these
clusters.
In some problems we have several parameters at every model location. If these parameters
are correlated, a clustering techniques such as Lloyd’s approach can be effective. Extending
the 1-D approach described above to a 3-D case is relatively simple:
• The codebook entries become vectors rather than scalers.
• To find the nearest point, we do a vector distance calculation.
• Instead of averaging the points attached to a given codebook, we find the centroid of the
attached points.
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Figure 3: The left panel shows the selected reference velocity using an improved selection
scheme. The right panel shows the error percentage error between the selected reference and
the true velocity. Note the reduced error compared to the right panel of Figure 2. bob2-error2
[ER]

These changes are all making an assumption that the range of each element of our vector
field is approximately the same. If this assumption isn’t true, for example when our vector
field consists of velocity (ranging from 1500-4500 m/s) and δ (ranging from 0-.1), we need to
scale the δ value so their range is approximately equal to velocity. If we do not, the δ values
will have such a small effect in our calculations that the algorithm reduces to a 1-D velocity
solution.
EXAMPLE
One example of vector quantities with spatial correlation is in migrating from topography using Riemannian coordinate systems (Shragge and Sava, 2004; Shragge, 2005). The approach
attempts to migrate from a coordinate system that is consistent with the recording surface.
The resulting coordinate system has therefore variable spatial density. Figure 4 shows both
the scaling of the orthogonal wave number (squeezing and stretching of the coordinate system) and a velocity component for the 2-D problem.
At first glance these two fields do not show an obvious correlation. If we form a 2-D
histogram (shown in Figure 5) another story emerges. The parameters are correlated, and
concentrated in top portion of the histogram. Figure 6 shows the histogram from several
different depths steps. The correlation and clustering of the parameters becomes even more
obvious. Figure 7 shows the same depths overlaid by the N-D Lloyd codebook. Note how the
histograms features are easily identified. Figure 8 shows the error percentage in the parameters
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Figure 4: The left panel shows velocity field, the right panel shows the stretching of the
coordinate system from Cartesian. bob2-jeff [ER]

Figure 5: A 2-D histogram of the
parameters shown in Figure 4. The
vertical axis is velocity (A), the horizontal axis is the stretching parameter
(B). The amplitude shows the number of times a given (A,B) combination exists in the data shown in Figure 4. Note the correlation in the parameters. bob2-jeff.histo [ER]

by using the N-D Lloyd approach and by evenly partitioning the parameter range at each
depth step. Not only is the evenly spaced partitioning scheme eight times more expensive,
the difference between the true parameters at each model location and the selected parameters
are significantly higher. Tang and Clapp (2006) use a 3-D version of Lloyd’s algorithm for
selected v, δ and  parameters for anisotropic migration.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper I showed a modified version of Lloyd’s multi-dimensional algorithm that can
effectively and efficiently characterize vector fields. The method was applied with success on
several different vector fields resulting in a higher order of accuracy with fewer parameters.
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Figure 6: 2-D histograms (black and grey indicates the number of parameters with a given
value) at three different depths. Note the correlation of the parameters. bob2-jeff.histos [ER]

Figure 7: 2-D histograms (black and grey indicates the number of parameters with a given
value) at three different depths overlaid by the Lloyd codebook (*). Note how well the features
are detected. bob2-jeff.overlays [ER]
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Selection of reference anisotropic parameters for wavefield
extrapolation by Lloyd’s algorithm
Yaxun Tang and Robert G. Clapp

ABSTRACT
We propose a method for selecting reference anisotropic parameters in laterally varying anisotropic media for mixed Fourier-space domain wavefield extrapolation. We treat
the selection problem as a quantization procedure, and use a modified version of the 3D
Lloyd’s algoritm for reference-parameter selections. We demonstrate that our method
yields a more accurate discription of the anisotropy model with fewer reference parameters than the uniform sampling approach. Real data examples illustrate the performance
of our method.

INTRODUCTION
It is well known that wavefield-continuation-based migration methods are better able to image
areas affected by multi-pathing and are more effective in handling complex wave behavior
than ray-tracing-based Kirchhoff methods. However, wave-equation depth migration such
as phase-shift plus interpolation (Gazdag and Sguazzero, 1984), extended split-step Fourier
(Stoffa et al., 1990; Kessinger, 1992), split-step double square root (Popovici, 1996), or Fourier
finite difference plus interpolation (Biondi, 2002) require multiple reference velocities for
wavefield extrapolation through laterally inhomogeneous velocity models. With multiple reference velocities higher angles can be accurately handled and the quality of the image can be
improved, but the cost of the migration is increased in proportion to the number of reference
velocities used.
When it comes to anisotropic media, the vertical wavenumber k z becomes a function of
three anisotropic parameters (v, δ and ε (or η)). To extrapolate wavefields in Fourier domain,
we must choose not only multiple reference velocities, but also multiple δs and εs (or ηs). The
computational cost subsequently increases significantly. The conventional method (Rousseau,
1997; Baumstein and Anderson, 2003) for selecting those three parameters based on the geometric distribution of the input model is first to uniformly sample the vertical velocity v at
each depth level, then for each vertical velocity, to uniformly sample a range of δs and ηs
(or εs) from their minima to their maxima. The main drawback of this method is that it may
undersample the parameters at places where the lateral variations are significant, or it may
oversample the parameters at places where the model is smooth. To get a better result it may
require a large number of reference parameters, which is impractical for migrating large data
sets.
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Clapp (2004) borrowed the idea of quantization from the field of electrical engineering, and used the 1D Lloyd’s algorithm to select reference velocities for isotropic migration. He demonstrated that reference velocities selected by Lloyd’s algorithm can produce
higher-quality images while using fewer reference velocities. In fact, the 1D Lloyd’s algorithm (Lloyd, 1982) is a special case of the clustering method, which tries to find the global
optimum solutions according to some statistical criteria. Reference-velocity selection based
on the statistical distribution of the velocity model is receiving increasing attention (Bagaini
et al., 1995; Geiger and Margrave, 2005). In the companion paper, Clapp (2006) extends the
1D Lloyd’s algorithm to multi-dimensional case, and in this paper we use the 3D version of
Lloyd’s algorithm to select the reference anisotropic parameters for wavefield extrapolation in
laterally varying VTI media. We show that, by incorporating the 3D Lloyd’s algorithm, we
greatly reduce the computational cost and obtain high-quality images.
GENERALIZED LLOYD’S ALGORITHM
The concept of quantization originates in the field of electrical engineering. The basic idea behind quantization is to describe a continuous function, or one with a large number of samples,
by a few representative values. Let x denote the input signal and x̂ = Q(x) denote quantized
values, where Q(·) is the quantizer mapping function. There will certainly be a distortion if
we use x̂ to represent x. In the least-square sense, the distortion can be measeured by
Z ∞
D=
(x − Q(x))2 f (x)d x,
(1)
−∞

where f (x) is the probability density function of the input signal. Consider the situation with
L quantizers x̂ = ( x̂1 , x̂2 , · · · , x̂ L ). Let the corresponding quantization intervals be
Ti = (ai−1 , ai ), i = 1, 2, . . . , L,

where a0 = −∞ and a L = ∞. Then
Z ∞
L Z
X
2
(x − Q(x)) f (x)d x =
D=
(x − x̂i )2 f (x)d x.
i=1

−∞

Ti

(2)

(3)

In the discrete case, equation (3) can be written as follows:
D=

ai
L
X
X

i=1 x=ai−1

P(x)(x − x̂i )2 ,

(4)

where
P P(x) is the discrete version of the probability density function, or normalized histogram
( x P(x) = 1). To minimize the distortion function D, we take derivatives of equation (4)
with respect to x̂i , ai and set them equal to zero, leading to the following conditions for the
optimum quantizers x̂i and quantization interval boundaries âi :
x̂i + x̂i+1
,
2
Pâi
P(x)x
x=â
.
= Pâ i−1
i
x=âi−1 P(x)

âi =

(5)

x̂i

(6)
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A way to solve this coupled set of nonlinear equations is to first generate an initial set
{x1 , x2 , . . . , x L }, then apply equations (5) and (6) alternately until convergence is obtained.
This iteration is well known as the Lloyd-Max quantization algorithm (LMQ).
It is fairly straightforward to extend the LMQ to 3D. The main extension of the approach is
to break the input data points into 3D clusters instead of 1D cells. A 1D normalized histogram
should be replaced with a 3D normalized histogram and a 3D distortion function should be
calculated as follows:


bj
ck
ai
L
X
X
X
X

P(x, y, z)(r − r̂) · (r − r̂) ,
(7)
D=
m=1

x=ai−1 y=b j −1 z=ck−1

where r̂ = ( x̂m , ŷm , ẑ m ) is the center of cluster m, P(x, y, z) is the 3D histogram at point r =
(x, y, z) within cluster m, and (ai−1 , ai ), (b j −1 , b j ), (ck−1 , ck ) define the boundaries of cluster m.
Conditions (5) and (6) accordingly become:
1. Classification of the points. The Euclidian distance between a point and every cluster
center (i.e. quantizer) is calculated. The point is assigned to the closest cluster center.
2. Updating of the quantizers. Each quantizer is the center of mass of all points which are
assigned to the cluster.
It should be pointed out that LMQ is highly dependent on the initial solution and can
easily get stuck in local minima. One simple but effective way to avoid these problems is
to start with a uniform quantizer, and when a cluster becomes empty, replace it by splitting
regions with high variance (Clapp, 2004). The detailed implementation of the modified 3D
Lloyd’s algorithm is discussed by Clapp (2006).
SELECTING REFERENCE ANISOTROPIC PARAMETERS

Anisotropy has been shown to exist in many sedimentary rocks (Thomsen, 1986). Most sedimentary rocks can be approximated by a transversely isotropic medium with a plane of symmetry. For vertically transversely isotropic (VTI) media, if we assume that the S-wave velocity
is much smaller than the P-wave velocity, the dispersion relation can be computed as follows
(Tsvankin, 2001):
v
u ω2
2
ωu
t v 2 − k x (1 + 2ε) ,
k z (v, δ, η) =
(8)
v ω22 − 2k x2 η(1 + 2δ)
v
η =

ε−δ
,
1 + 2δ

(9)

where v, δ, ε (and η) are the anisotropic parameters (Thomsen, 1986; Tsvankin, 2001). In the
VTI media, the vertical wavenumber k z is a function not only of vertical velocity v, but also
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of δ and η (or ε), which means that for one depth-level extrapolation, we must choose three
parameters instead of one.
The 3D Lloyd’s algorithm can be easily translated into the problem of selecting reference
anisotropic parameters, because these three anisotropic parameters are always correlated and
have similar distributions. These properties make the selection by Lloyd’s algorithm quite
effective. In our selection problem, we form the parameter vector r = (v, δ, η) or r = (v, δ, ε).
Now the center of the 3D mass within a cluster is the reference-parameter vector r̂, and the
boundaries of the 3D cluster define the regions with the same v, δ and η (or ε).
We test our methodology on a real data set provided by ExxonMobil. Figure 1 displays
the corresponding anisotropy model also provided by ExxonMobil. Figure 1(a) is the vertical
velocity model, Figure 1(b) is the δ model and Figure 1(c) is the η model. As the 3D Lloyd’s
algorithm is hard to visualize, we show only a 2D procedure for selecting δ and η. Figures
2(a) and 2(b) are the input δ and η for a single depth level respectively. Figure 2(c) is their 2D
histogram, where the horizontal axis is η, the vertical axis is δ, and the amplitude is the value
of the 2D histogram. Figure 3(a) shows the result by regular sampling, where 16 uniformlyselected points (4 δs and 4 ηs) are overlaid with the 2D histogram (Figure 2(c)). It is quite
clear that the points selected by regular sampling do not match well the distribution of δ and
η. Figure 3(b) shows the result by using the modified Lloyd’s alogrithm after 2 iterations,
while Figure 3(c) is the result after 20 iterations. Note how well the result characterizes the
2D distribution of δ and η, and also note that after 20 iterations the number of (δ, η) is reduced
from 16 to 10. Thus for this depth level and a given vertical velocity, we only need 10 depth
extrapolations instead of 16, reducing the computational cost by almost 40 percent.
MIGRATION RESULTS
To compare the migration results we uniformly select three vs, δs and ηs separately for the
conventional method; the chosen reference parameters are shown in Figure 4. For the modified
3D Lloyd’s method, we also start with three vs, three δs and three ηs as the initial input and
we set the maximum number of anisotropic parameters equal to 27 for each depth level. This
guarantees that the number of parameters selected by the modified 3D Lloyd’s algorithm will
be no larger than that obtained by uniform sampling. In this case, the total number of depth
levels is nz = 410; hence, for a uniform sampling of reference parameters, we must perform
410×27 = 11070 wavefield extrapolations. After selecting by the modified Lloyd’s algorithm,
however, the total number of extrapolations reduces to 4952, reducing the computation time by
about 54%. Figure 5 illustrates the reference parameters selected by the modified 3D Lloyd’s
algorithm. It is clear in Figure 5 that Lloyd’s algorithm has done a very good job of describing
the actual model. Figures 6–8 show the error maps between the actual model and the selected
reference parameters both by the conventional method and the modified 3D Lloyd’s method.
Obviously, using Lloyd’s method, we obtain much smaller differences between the actual
model and the reference parameters.
Figure 9(a) shows the anisotropic prestack migration result of the conventional approach,
while Figure 9(b) shows the result of using the modified 3D Lloyd’s algorithm for reference-
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Figure 1: Vertical slice of the anisotropy model provided by ExxonMobil (the vertical axes
are depths). (a) P-wave velocity; (b) anisotropic parameter δ and (c) anisotropic parameter η.
yaxun1-model [ER]
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Figure 2: The values of δ, η for a single depth slice and their 2D histogram. The values of (a)
δ at depth=990m and (b) η at depth=990m; (c) the 2D histogram computed from (a) and (b),
the curves indicate the 2D distribution of δ and η. yaxun1-2D_histogram [ER]

Figure 3: Comparison between the conventional method and the modified 2D Lloyd’s algorithm. (a) The result of uniform sampling, overlaid with the 2D histogram from Figure 2(c); (b)
the result of the modified 2D Lloyd’s algorithm after 2 iterations and (c) after 20 interations.
Note how accurately (b) and (c) characterize the distribution of δ and η yaxun1-overlay_lloyd
[ER]
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Figure 4: Selection of anisotropic parameters by uniform sampling (the vertical axes are
depths). (a) Reference velocity; (b) reference δ; (c) reference η. yaxun1-para_uniform [ER]
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Figure 5: Selection of anisotropic parameters by the modified 3D Lloyd’s algorithm
(the vertical axes are depths). (a) Reference velocity; (b) reference δ; (c) reference η.
yaxun1-para_lloyd [ER]
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Figure 6: Error map between the actual velocities and the reference velocities (the vertical
axes are depths). Both maps are shown in the same scale (percentage). (a) By conventional
method; (b) by Lloyd’s algorithm. yaxun1-error_pv [ER]

Figure 7: Error map between the actual δ and the reference δ (the vertical axes are depths).
Both maps are shown in the same scale (percentage). (a) By conventional method; (b) by
Lloyd’s algorithm. yaxun1-error_delta [ER]

Figure 8: Error map between the actual η and the reference η (the vertical axes are depths).
Both maps are shown in the same scale (percentage). (a) By conventional method; (b) by
Lloyd’s algorithm. yaxun1-error_eta [ER]
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parameter selections. Though in both cases, all reflectors are nicely imaged, we can still
identify the differences between Figure 9(a) and 9(b). Using the modified 3D Lloyd’s algorithm yields a more focused and continuous salt flank (portion B); the layers, especially A and
C, have stronger amplitudes and are better imaged. The angle-domain common image gathers (ADCIGs) for different surface locations computed from images obtained by using both
methods are illustrated next to each other in Figure 10 . Figures 10(a), 10(c) and 10(e) are the
ADCIGs computed from the image obtained by using the uniform sampling method (Figure
9(a)) at surface location x = 5, 875 meters, 11, 375 meters and 13, 875 meters respectively,
while Figures 10(b), 10(d) and 10(f) are the corresponding ADCIGs from the image obtained
by using the modified Lloyd’s algorithm (Figure 9(b)) at surface location x = 5, 875 meters,
11, 375 meters and 13, 875 meters respectively. The differences between the ADCIGs computed from Figure 9(a) and those computed from Figure 9(b) are minor, but we can still see
that the ADCIGs shown in Figures 10(b), 10(d) and 10(f) are generally more flat and continuous than those illustrated in Figures 10(a), 10(c) and 10(e), which indicates that the reference
anisotropic parameters selected by the modified 3D Lloyd’s algorithm are more accurate than
those selected by the uniform sampling method. One thing needed for an extra emphasis is
that the computational cost by using Lloyd’s algorithm is only half of that by using the conventional method.

CONCLUSION
By extending the 1D Lloyd’s algorithm to 3D, we have presented a method for selecting reference anisotropic parameters for wavefield downward continuation. The modified Lloyd’s
algorithm is a dynamic process that automatically determines the fewest reference parameters
necessary to best characterize the actual model for each depth level. It eliminates reference
parameters that are redundant or contribute little to the result. Therefore, by using the modified
Lloyd’s algorithm, it is possible for us to obtain an optimum migration result with relatively
few reference parameters, greatly reducing the computational cost compared with the conventional method. Our test on real data shows that reference anisotropic parameters selected
by the modified 3D Lloyd’s algorithm characterize the actual model well, and that migrating
with those reference parameters leads to an image with higher quality, at lower cost, than the
conventional selection method.
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Figure 9: Anisotropic prestack migration result (the vertical axes are depths). (a) Reference
parameters selected by the conventional method; (b) reference parameters selected by the
modified 3D Lloyd’s algorithm. The computational cost for (b) is only half of that for (a)
yaxun1-animig [CR]
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Figure 10: ADCIGs for different surface locations (the vertical axes are depths, while the
horizontal axes are angles). (a), (c) and (e) are ADCIGs computed from the migration result
obtained by using uniform sampling at horizontal locations x = 5, 875 meters, 11, 375 meters and 13, 875 meters respectively, while (b), (d) and (f) are ADCIGs computed from the
migration result obtained by using the modified 3D Lloyd’s algorithm at horizontal locations
x = 5875 meters, 11, 375 meters and 13, 875 meters respectively. yaxun1-anglegather [CR]
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Short Note
Inversion shortcuts by model statistics
Brad Artman

INTRODUCTION
For the purpose of data analysis, various transforms have been proposed in order to provide
a sparse model space with intuitive or quantitative value for interpretation. For the purposes
of velocity analysis or understanding the source components captured passively by an array of
geophones a sparse model space is desired that need not exactly forward model the supplied
data. This is the paramount difference between data analysis and data synthesis. Because
the rate of convergence of an inversion scales with the size of the model and data spaces,
3D problems supplied with large data sets and model domains, are computationally intensive
operations. To assure sparsity in the model space, the situation is often exacerbated by using
expensive inversion algorithms such as linear programming or BFGS.
Lloyd’s algorithm (LA) is an iterative binning operation normally implemented on the
histogram of values within a data space. The algorithm is used to decimate the bandwidth of
signals in an optimally representative manner. It was developed to quantize/downsample the
color values in images for display on graphics systems with limited memory/bandwidth.
The hypothesis of this work is to test whether the algorithm can be used to optimally select
a small number of model space coordinates from an incomplete inversion. To test the hypothesis, I stop iterative inversion with linear and hyperbolic Radon transforms before convergence.
I then translate the model space into a form usable by LA to select model-space coordinates
that best represent the incomplete inversion. The goal is to minimally represent important
model-space parameters despite the lack of focus of the incomplete inversion.
Data for Lloyd’s algorithm (LA) consist of a set of N-dimensional parameters over which
the algorithm optimally selects a user-supplied number, or fewer, combinations that best represent the set. The model space of a linear operator however contains a spanning parameter set
differentiated by the amplitude at each location. Consider a model space defined as the Fourier
transform of a trace with two sinusoids with different frequencies. The output of the transform
contains two frequencies with high amplitude and many with zero amplitude. Viewing the
output, an interpreter can select the two frequencies with energy and discount the rest of the
model space. Only two numbers are important to know, while the rest of the transformed space
can be discarded. I introduce LA to make this selection optimally and automatically.
The transforms are cast within the framework of least-squares inversion with time domain
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operators. I test the hypothesis on synthetic volumes, a shot-gather from the Yilmaz data
collection, the passively collected telescopic solar observation data, and the passively collected
hydrophone data from the Valhall oil field in the North Sea.
IMPLEMENTATION
A set of model-space coordinates must be pre-selected for input into LA according to the
amplitude (squared) at all coordinate locations. Only coordinates with an amplitude greater
than a supplied percentage of the maximum amplitude in the model space are kept. The amplitude range of model space is then quantized from the minimum threshold to the maximum
(squared) value. Coordinates are repeatedly selected for input into LA according to the number
of quantum levels associated with its amplitude.
Figure 1 shows graphically how the data input into LA is selected from a sampled 1D
function. The continuous signal is assumed to be sampled only at the tick marks on the axis and
therefore has 14 amplitude values. The heavy dark line above the axis represents a threshold
of approximately 25% of the maximum amplitude, shown by the uppermost dashed line. The
data values have been quantized into three levels above the threshold. The dots show how
many times each coordinate is selected for input into LA. The coordinate set formed from the
signal is therefore {4, 5, 5, 6, 6, 10, 11, 11, 11, 12, 12, 12, 13, 13}.
Figure 1: Dots represent coordinate
selection as a function of squared signal amplitude for input into Lloyd’s
Algorithm. brad1-data [NR]

1

5

10

Assuming that the linear operator chosen for the transform is appropriate, the model space
should be mostly low amplitude or zero. Therefore, the pre-selection of coordinates for LA reduces the model space by several orders of magnitude. The selected model-space coordinates
are input into LA whose output is a list of optimal locations that represent the energy in the
model space of the transform. These are written out to a SEP77 file and a ASCII file formatted
for input into Ricksep as a picks file.
SYNTHETIC EXAMPLE
The simple adjoint transform is not sufficient to provide as input to LA. Figure 2 shows results
when supplying LA with model spaces produced by adjoint plane-wave decomposition verses
40 iterations of inversion with a single synthetic planewave used as data. LA, told to choose
at most 10, returned two picks for both models despite only a single planewave existing in the
data. LA will not return one pick if the data supplied is not perfectly single valued. In this
example the data supplied to LA are coordinates with energy in the figure times the duration of
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the wavelet in/out of the plane. This leads to 3449 coordinate triples, some 500 being unique
since the quantization of the amplitudes used 10 levels.
The adjoint model space has a diffuse character and diagonal streaks away from main blob
of energy (due to limited rectangular surface acquisition). The model space was parameterized
so that the energy would not be symmetrically located on the p x , p y -plane. To balance the
distribution of energy, LA selected two points for the adjoint model space that an interpreter
would recognize as inappropriate. After the inversion has clipped most of the acquisition tails
and moved the edge of the distribution away from the boundary of the domain, the two picks
returned are identical (−0.0005006, 0.0001002)&(−0.0004993, 9.997e − 05). 1

Figure 2: Coordinates selected by Lloyd’s Algorithm on the adjoint plane-wave decomposition
model space and on 40 iterations of least-squares inversion. brad1-adj.inv [NR]
Six planewaves were modeled in a regular 3D acquisition geometry as data. The data
were inverted with the linear Radon transform. The inversion was stopped after 1, 20, and
80 iterations. These data were then supplied to the modified LA. Figure 3 shows inversion
results after 20 iterations. The two panels show versions clipped for display at 99 and 100%
of the maximum value. Three picks from LA are also plotted. The picks exactly overlay the
maximum amplitude of the energy. LA was initialized to select 10 coordinate triples. Only
six picks were returned. Note, however, that the lower right coordinates are actually two picks
very close together. One planewave from the data space has not been picked. One of the
planewaves had a ray parameter p x , p y = (0.0005, 0.0001) s/m, while the range of p x used for
the inversion extended to only p x , p y = (0.00045, 0.0003) s/m. This plane thus falls outside of
the model space on the 2-axis, and the inversion is not able to focuse the energy. Unfortunately,
LA does not recognize its significance either, and places an extra pick semi-randomly close to
another well established pick.
The approach seems robust for noisy data as well. Figure 4 shows a section of the model
1 LA returns coordinates representing the center of mass of the energy in the model domain not beholden
to the sampling interval of the domain. This lead me to an as yet unsubstantiated hypothesis that LA could
provide super-resolution.
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Figure 3: Ray parameter model space inverted from six synthetic planewaves. 20 iterations of
least-squares inversion applied. brad1-rays [NR]

space where a uniform distribution of noise was added to the data space with the picks selected
from it by LA overlain. The picks are identical to the previous runs when the variance of the
added noise is less than 0.001. The threshold value used was 1% of the maximum value in
the data. By increasing to higher levels (approximately 50%), the algorithm remains stable to
variance values another order higher. When the level of noise is too high so that the thresholding of the data is not robust, the LA picks constantly distribute themselves roughly evenly
along the one-axis and about centered across higher dimensions.

PASSIVE DATA
To understand the sources captured in a passive seismic survey, I hoped planewave decomposition/inversion could help analyze the data. However, unless identifiable events are present,
analysis of passive data before cross-correlation does not produce interpretable results. After
correlation, the unique character of the individual sources is lost. In effect, transforms applied
to the data before correlation simply reshuffle the randomness apparent in the raw traces. The
passively collected solar data (Rickett and Claerbout, 1999) was analyzed to prove this failure. Figure 5 shows the raw solar data and its autocorrelation. Clearly, there are events to be
found within the raw data that are masked before correlation. Figure 6 shows the linear Radon
domain inversions for data defined by the panels of Figure 5. Because the correlated data is
radially symmetric from the center and only has events in the upper third of the time axis, its
model space is much smaller, though sampling between the two is the same.
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Figure 4: Uniformly distributed noise with variance 0.001 added to model space shown in
Figure 3. Threshold for LA was 1% of the maximum value in the input. Output picks are still
reliable at this level. brad1-noise [NR]

Figure 5: Passive seismic data from the sun and its autocorrelation. brad1-sun.dat [NR]
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Figure 6: Model space produced with 20 iterations of planewave decomposition inversion
from the data shown in Figure 5. brad1-sun.mod [NR]
VELOCITY ANALYSIS
Inversion schemes for various Radon transforms (Artman and Guitton, 2005; Artman and
Sacchi, 2003; Guitton, 2004), have been proposed to provide sparse model spaces for data
analysis and noise removal. Figure 7 shows the result of 20 iterations of hyperbolic Radon
transform performed on gather 08 from the Yilmaz data collection. Coordinates selected by
LA are overlain. I purposefully parameterized the model space to include slowness values
twice those necessary. The picks remain stable with or without including this aphysical part
of the model domain. With a threshold of 1% of the maximum value in the model space, the
modified algorithm considered only 500 out of 43,000 coordinates for potential selection. The
algorithm started with 200 evenly distributed coordinate pairs and returned with 14 optimally
representative coordinates.
CONCLUSIONS
I introduce Lloyd’s algorithm as a tool to optimally represent the statistics of the model space
from incomplete inversions. The modified algorithm selects coordinates with high amplitude
surrounded by substantial energy. Thus isolated, powerful outliers are neglected. By optimally parsing potentially large multi-dimensional model spaces, the algorithm can cut short
costly inversion iterations and focus an interpreter’s attention to important locations within
potentially large model domains. The algorithm returns stable solutions even in the presence
of substantial noise.
The algorithm is very simple, easy to modify, has few parameters, and very fast. Using the
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Figure 7: Hyperbolic Radon transform model domain of shot 08 from
the Yilmaz data collection. 20 iterations of least-squares inversion were
performed. 14 coordinates selected
by LA are overlain. Without inclusion of the inappropriate high slowness values on the right side of the
plot, the remaining picks remain stable. brad1-shot [NR]
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algorithm depends on parameters being correlable. For multidimensional cases, uncorrelated
parameters can simply be concatenated to an existing axis. Thus hypercubes of correlable and
uncorrelable parameters can be evaluated simultaneously.
The next step in evaluating the effectiveness of using the algorithm to select optimal parameters would be to migrate data with a velocity model derived from RMS velocities selected
by LA. This could potentially dovetail with the velocity uncertainty analysis presented in ?.
Planewave decomposition of passive data to characterize non-obvious sources does not
work. Until traces have been correlated, analysis transforms will simply redistribute the random character of the raw data. Unfortunately, correlating the wavefield destroys all the unique
character of individual sources including timing, waveform, location and much of the spectral
content information.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Thanks to Bob Clapp for the introduction of LA to the group and good discussions with Jeff
Shragge on potential uses.
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Optimized implicit finite-difference migration for VTI media
Guojian Shan

ABSTRACT
I develop an implicit finite-difference migration method for vertical transversely isotropic
(VTI) media with laterally varying anisotropy parameters. I approximate the dispersion relation of VTI media with a rational function series, the coefficients of which are
estimated by least-squares optimization. These coefficients are functions of Thomsen
anisotropy parameters. They are calculated and stored in a table before the wavefield extrapolation. The implicit finite-difference scheme for VTI media is almost the same as
that of the isotropic media, except that the coefficients are derived from the pre-calculated
table. In the 3D case, a phase-correction filter is applied after the finite-difference operator to eliminate the numerical-anisotropy error caused by two-way splitting. This finitedifference operator for VTI media is accurate to 60◦ , and its computational cost is almost
the same as the isotropic migration. I apply this method to a 2D synthetic dataset and a
2D slice of a real 3D dataset to validate the method.

INTRODUCTION
Anisotropy is becoming increasingly important in seismic imaging. If anisotropy is not included in migration, reflectors will not be imaged at the right positions, or even worse, they
will be defocused. However, imaging in a general anisotropic medium is still a challenging
problem. A vertical transversely isotropic (VTI) medium is one of the simplest and most practical approximations for anisotropic media in seismic imaging. Compared to that of isotropic
media, the dispersion relation of VTI media is much more complicated. As a result, phaseshift-based methods (Rousseau, 1997; Ferguson and Margrave, 1998) and explicit convolution
methods (Uzcategui, 1995; Zhang et al., 2001a,b; Baumstein and Anderson, 2003; Shan and
Biondi, 2005; Ren et al., 2005) are usually used in anisotropic migration, because the complex dispersion relation does not increase the difficulty of these algorithms. However, phase
shift with interpolation requires a lot of reference wavefields, because there are two Thomsen
anisotropy parameters in addition to the vertical velocity. Explicit convolution methods do not
guarantee stability, and they also require long convolution filters to achieve good accuracy.
The implicit finite-difference method has been one of the most attractive migration methods for isotropic media. It can handle lateral variation naturally and guarantee stability. Traditional finite-difference methods, such as the 15◦ equation (Claerbout, 1971) and the 45◦
equation (Claerbout, 1985), approximate the dispersion relation by the truncation of Taylor
series. Lee and Suh (1985) approximate the square-root equation with rational functions, and
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optimize the coefficient with least-squares. This can achieve a scheme accurate to 65 o . It is
much more difficult to design an implicit finite-difference method for VTI media, because of
the complicated dispersion relation. Under the weak anisotropy assumption, Ristow and Ruhl
(1997) design an implicit scheme for VTI media. Liu et al. (2005) apply a phase-correction
operator (Li, 1991) after the finite-difference operator for VTI media and improve the accuracy.
In this paper, I present an optimized one-way wave equation for VTI media and introduce
a table-driven, implicit finite-difference method for laterally varying media. I also apply the
phase-correction filter to reduce the error. I test the scheme with synthetic and real data.
OPTIMIZED ONE-WAY WAVE EQUATION OPERATOR FOR VTI
For isotropic media, the dispersion relation for the one-way wave equation can be represented
as
s


kr 2
kz
= 1−
,
(1)
ω/v
ω/v

where
ω is the circular frequency, v = v(x, y, z) is the velocity, k z is the wavenumber, kr =
q
2
k x + k 2y is the radial wavenumber, and k x , k y are wavenumbers for x and y respectively. Let
kz
, and Sr =
Sz = ω/v
functions:

kr
.
ω/v

The square-root function can be approximated by a series of rational
n
X
αi Sr2
.
Sz ≈ 1 −
1 − βi Sr2

(2)

i=1

The coefficients αi and βi can be obtained by Taylor-series analysis or rational factorization.
If we consider the second-order approximation (n = 1) and α1 = 12 , β1 = 14 , we obtain the
traditional 45◦ equation. The coefficients αi and βi can also be obtained by least-squares optimization, and a more accurate finite-difference scheme like the 65◦ equation can be obtained
(Lee and Suh, 1985).
For VTI media, the true dispersion relation requires solving a quartic equation numerically
(Shan and Biondi, 2005). With the assumption that the S-wave velocity is much smaller than
the P-wave velocity, the dispersion relation for VTI media can be obtained analytically and
represented as follows:
v
u
2
u 1 − (1 + 2ε) kr 2
kz
u
(ω/v p )
,
(3)
=t
k2
ω/v p
1 − 2(ε − δ) (ω/vr )2
p

where v p = v p (x, y, z) is the vertical velocity, and ε = ε(x, y, z) and δ = δ(x, y, z) are the
anisotropy parameters defined by Thomsen (1986):
ε=

(C11 + C44 )2 − (C33 − C44 )2
C11 − C33
,δ =
,
2C33
2C33 (C33 − C44 )
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kz
kr
and Sr = ω/v
. This dispersion relation
where Ci j are elastic stiffness moduli. Let Sz = ω/v
p
p
can be further simplified under the weak anisotropy assumption, and it can be approximated
as

Sz ≈ 1 −

α1 Sr2
,
1 − β1 Sr2

(4)

where α1 = 0.5(1 + 2δ) and β1 = 2(ε−δ)
1+2δ + 0.25(1 + 2δ) (Ristow and Ruhl, 1997). The coefficients α1 and β1 are obtained analytically by Taylor-series analysis.
As in the isotropic case, the coefficients αi and βi can also be obtained by least-squares
optimization. The advantage of least-squares approximation is that I do not have to derive
an explicit approximated expression for the dispersion relation analytically. This is especially
useful for anisotropic media. For VTI media, I can use the true dispersion relation, and no
assumption of small S-wave velocity and weak anisotropy is necessary.
Generally, the Padé approximation suggests that if the function S z (Sr ) ∈ C n+m , then Sz (Sr )
can be approximated by a rational function Rn,m (Sr ):
Rn,m (Sr ) =

Pn (Sr )
,
Q m (Sr )

(5)

where
Pn (Sr ) =

n
X

ai Sri

Q m (x) =

m
X

bi Sri

i=0

and

i=0

are polynomials of degree n and m, respectively. The coefficients ai and bi can be obtained
either analytically by Taylor-series analysis or numerically by least-squares fitting.

Figure 1: Dispersion relation: curve
A is the true dispersion relation; B
is the aprroximate dispersion relation
by Tayor-series analysis; C is the approximate dispersion relation by optimization. guojian2-kz1 [ER]
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Figure 2: Relative dispersion error:
curve D is the relative dispersion error of the approximation by Taylorseries analysis; E is the relative dispersion error of the approximation by
optimization. guojian2-err1 [ER]

We can obtain the coefficients ai and bi by solving the following optimization problem:
min

Z

sin(φ)
0

s

!2
P
ai Sr2
1 − (1 + 2ε)Sr2
−P
d Sr ,
bi Sr2
1 − 2(ε − δ)Sr2

(6)

where φ is the maximum optimization angle. This problem can be changed to
min

Z

sin(φ)
0

s

!
!!2
m
n
X
1 − (1 + 2ε)Sr2 X
bi Sr2 −
ai Sr2
d Sr .
1 − 2(ε − δ)Sr2
i=0

(7)

i=0

The optimization problem (7) can be solved by a least-squares method. Given ε and δ, we can
solve ai and bi from equation (7), and we can approximate k z as follows:
P
ω ni=0 ai Sri
.
(8)
k z ≈ Pm
v p i=0 bi Sri

As Ma (1981) suggested, if m = n, equation (8) can be further split into a rational-function
series as follows:
!
n
X
αi Sr2
ω
1−
.
(9)
kz ≈
vp
1 − βi Sr2
i=1

The dispersion error of approximation (9) is given by
"s
!#
n
X
ω
1 − (1 + 2ε)Sr2
αi Sr2
1k z =
− 1−
.
vp
1 − 2(ε − δ)Sr2
1 − βi Sr2

(10)

i=1

The relative dispersion error is defined by 1k z /k z .

For the second-order approximation (m = 1, n = 1), Figure 1 shows the true and approximated dispersion relation, given ε = 0.4 and δ = 0.2. In Figure 1, curve A is the true dispersion relation curve. B is the approximated dispersion suggested by Ristow and Ruhl (1997),
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in which α1 = 0.700000 and β1 = 0.635714. C is the approximated dispersion relation by
the least-squares optimization, in which α1 = 0.664820 and β1 = 0.948380. The dispersion
relation by optimization (C) approximates the true dispersion relation better than the approximation using Taylor-series analysis and the weak anisotropy assumption.
Figure 2 shows the relative dispersion error. D is the relative dispersion error of the approximation using the Taylor-series analysis. E is the relative dispersion error of the optimized
one-way wave operator. Figure 2 shows that opimization greatly improves the dispersion relation. If we accept a one-percent dispersion error, the optimized one-way wave-equation is
accurate to 60◦ while the approximation using Taylor-series analysis is accurate to only 30◦ .
TABLE-DRIVEN IMPLICIT FINITE-DIFFERENCE MIGRATION
For the second-order approximation (m = 1, n = 1), equation (9) is the following cascaded
partial differential equation in the space domain:
ω
∂
P = i P,
∂z
vp

(11)
v2

2

2

p ∂
∂
ω α1 ω 2 ( ∂ x 2 + ∂ y 2 )
∂
P = i
P.
∂z
v p 1 + β v 2p ( ∂ 2 + ∂ 2 )
1 ω2 ∂ x 2
∂ y2

(12)

In isotropic migration, α1 and β1 are constant. In VTI media, α1 and β1 are functions of the
anisotropy parameters ε and δ. For laterally varying media, the value of α1 and β1 also vary
laterally. It is too expensive to calculate α1 and β1 for each grid point during the wavefield
extrapolation. I calculate α1 and β1 for a range of ε and δ and store them in a table before the
migration. I then generate maps of α1 and β1 from the table. With the map of the coefficents
α1 and β1 , the finite-difference scheme for VTI media can be performed in the same way as
an isotropic migration.
PHASE CORRECTION FILTER
In the 3D case, as in the isotropic migration, the dispersion relation is split into x and y
components as follows:


v 2p ∂ 2
v 2p ∂ 2
α1 ω 2 ∂ y 2 
∂
ω  α1 ω 2 ∂ x 2
(13)
P =i 
+
 P.
2
v 2p ∂ 2
∂z
v p 1 + β vp ∂ 2
1 + β1 ω 2 ∂ y 2
1 ω2 ∂ x 2

This two-way splitting causes numerical anisotropy, which can be remedied by a phasecorrection filter (Li, 1991) in the Fourier domain as follows:
P = Pei1zk L ,

(14)
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Figure 3: Impulse responses: (a) Optimized finite-difference method; (b) Finite-difference
method by Tayor-series analysis; (c) Phase-shift method. guojian2-impulse [CR]
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(15)

p

where v rp is the reference vertical velocity, εr and δr are the reference anisotropy parameters,
and α1r and β1r are the optimized finite-difference coefficients corresponding to the anisotropy
parameters εr and δr .
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Impulse response
Figure 3 shows the impulse responses of a homogeneous VTI medium. The vertical velocity
of the medium is 2000 m/s, the anisotropy parameter ε is 0.4 and the anisotropy parameter
δ is 0.2. The travel-time of the impulse is 2 seconds. Figure 3(a) is the impulse response
of the optimized implicit finite-difference operator, Figure 3(b) is the impulse response of
the finite-difference operator by Taylor-series analysis suggested by Ristow and Ruhl (1997),
and Figure 3(c) is the impulse response of the phase-shift operator, using equation (3) as the
dispersion relation. Comparing these three impulse responses, we can see that the impulse
response of the optimized implicit finite-difference operator (Figure 3(a) ) is more accurate
than the impulse response from Taylor-series analysis (Figure 3 (b)). The impulse response in
Figure 3(a) is accurate to 60◦ , while the impulse response in Figure 3(b) is accurate to only
30◦ . The impulse responses also verify the relative-dispersion-relation error analysis in Figure
2.
A synthetic dataset
Figures 4-6 show a synthetic model for VTI media. Figure 4 is the velocity model, Figure 5
is the map of the anisotropy parameter ε, and Figure 6 is the map of the anisotropy parameter
δ. There are 720 shots in total and the maximum offset for each shot is 8000 meters. The
challenging part of this model is to accurately image the steep fault, salt flank and the two
abnormal sediments near the right corner of the salt body. I run a plane-wave migration, using
the optimized implicit finite-difference operator as the extrapolator. I generate 70 plane-wave
sources, for which the take-off angles at the surface range from −40◦ to 40◦ . Figure 7 shows
the image. Notice that the steeply dipping salt flank and the fault are well imaged. The steepest
part of the salt flank is about 60◦ . The abnormal sediments also are well imaged.
A real dataset: ExxonMobil MC311
Figures 8 and 9 show the map of two anisotropy parameters, ε and δ, for a 2D slice of the real
dataset MC311. Notice the strong anisotropic layers around the salt body. Figure 10 shows the
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Figure 4: Vertical velocity model. guojian2-vpani [ER]

Figure 5: Anisotropy parameter ε. guojian2-epsani [ER]
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Figure 6: Anisotropy parameter δ. guojian2-dltani [ER]

Figure 7: Implicit finite-difference migration. guojian2-imfdhess [CR]
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image obtained by plane-wave migration, using the optimized implicit finite-difference operator as the extrapolator. The steeply dipping sediments around the salt below the anisotropic
layers are well imaged. Figure 11 shows the image obtained by plane-wave migration, using an
implicit isotropic operator plus a 5 point explicit anistropic correction filter (Shan and Biondi,
2005) as the extrapolator. The two images are comparable, while the implicit finite-difference
method is much cheaper.
CONCLUSION
I present an implicit finite-difference migration method for VTI media. The scheme is designed by approximating the dispersion relation with rational functions and solving the coefficients by least-squares methods. The coefficients of finite-difference are obtained from a
table, which is calculated before the wavefield extrapolation. This implicit finite-difference
method guarantees stability, and its computational cost is almost the same as isotropic implicit
finite-difference migration. Both dispersion-error analysis and impulse response indicate that
the implicit finite-difference operator is accurate to 60◦ . The migrations for the synthetic and
real datasets show that this implicit finite-difference method can extrapolate the wavefield accurately in laterally varying media.
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Figure 10: Implicit finite-difference migration. guojian2-imfdex7000 [CR]
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Seismic waves in rocks with fluids and fractures
James G. Berryman

ABSTRACT
Seismic wave propagation through the earth is often strongly affected by the presence of
fractures. When these fractures are filled with fluids (oil, gas, water, CO2 , etc.), the type
and state of the fluid (liquid or gas) can make a large difference in the response of the
seismic waves. This paper will summarize some early work of the author on methods of
deconstructing the effects of fractures, and any fluids within these fractures, on seismic
wave propagation as observed in reflection seismic data. Methods to be explored here
include Thomsen’s anisotropy parameters for wave moveout (since fractures often induce
elastic anisotropy), and some very convenient fracture parameters introduced by Sayers
and Kachanov that permit a relatively simple deconstruction of the elastic behavior in
terms of fracture parameters (whenever this is appropriate).

INTRODUCTION
Fractures can play a key role in many reservoirs. Cracks and/or fractures increase rock compliance (reduce stiffness), and thus lower wave speeds. If the distribution in space and/or
orientation of fractures present is not isotropic, then significant anisotropy can be observed
in seismic data. Aligned vertical fractures in particular are important as they can lead to azimuthal dependence (i.e., so that results depend on the direction in which any linear surface
seismic array has been emplaced). Fracture-induced effects are also sensitive to fluids within
the fractures. In particular, gas or air will have little effect, while liquids in fractures can stiffen
them so much that liquid-saturated fractures are nearly as stiff as the surrounding rock. For
partially saturated cracks and fractures, the fracture will be almost as compliant as a gas-filled
fracture until 90 to 95% or more of the fracture volume is filled with liquid. Fractures having
patchy saturation (separate and distinct pockets of gas and liquid) (White, 1975; Berryman et
al., 1988; Endres and Knight, 1989; Mavko and Nolen-Hoeksema, 1994; Dvorkin and Nur,
1998; Johnson, 2001; Berryman et al., 2002a; Berryman, 2004) can also behave differently
from any of the other cases mentioned.
Fluids such as oil, gas, water, or CO2 are often involved in many of the problems of most
practical interest. Resolution of various practical and scientific issues in the earth sciences
(Wawersik et al., 2001) depends on knowledge of fluid properties underground, and also how
the fluids move. In environmental cleanup applications, the contaminants to be removed from
the earth are typically liquids such as gasoline or oil, or ground water contaminated with
traces of harmful chemicals. In commercial oil and gas exploration, the fluids of interest are
293
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hydrocarbons in liquid or gaseous form. In analysis of the earth structure, partially melted
rock is key to determining temperature and local changes of structure in the Earth’s mantle. In
all these cases the tool most commonly used to analyze the fluid content is measurements of
seismic (compressional and shear) wave velocities in the earth. Depending on the application,
the sources of these waves may be naturally occurring such as earthquakes, or man-made such
as reflection seismic surveys at the surface of the earth, or ship-based survey methods over
the ocean, vertical seismic profiling from boreholes to surface, or still more direct (but higher
frequency) measurements using logging tools in either shallow or deep boreholes.
In many of the cases mentioned a variety of possible explanations for the observed wave
velocity and attenuation discrepancies between theory and experiment have been put forward,
including viscoelastic effects (velocity decrement due to frequency-dependent attenuation),
fluid-enhanced softening of intragranular cementing materials, chemical changes in wet clays
that alter mechanical properties, etc. Providing some of the analytical and computational tools
needed for treating these difficult problems as well as others for various applications is one of
the goals of the work presented here.
A review article by Berryman (1995) summarized the state of the art in effective medium
theories as applied to heterogeneous rocks and rock/fluid mixtures. I assume throughout that
this material is available to or already known to the reader and will, therefore, not attempt to
repeat this review already covered in the AGU Handbook. Then, I can concentrate on more
recent developments that are the specific focus of the paper.

ANISOTROPY DUE TO FRACTURES
Prior work on effective medium theory (Berryman, 1995) and double-porosity dual-permeability modeling (Berryman and Wang, 2000; Berryman and Pride, 2002a; Pride and Berryman, 2003a,b) has most often involved calculation of isotropic properties. In almost all cases,
it is much harder to estimate anisotropic properties because the first step in such a calculation
requires knowledge of both the effects of an oriented inclusion, and knowledge of a distribution (both in space and in orientation) of such inclusions. Then an additional calculation of
the overall properties based on microdistribution information is needed. Unfortunately, we
will seldom know the microdistribution of the inclusions, and so we are immediately limited
in what we can do scientifically along these lines in most cases. However, there is one exception to this that arises in the case of flat cracks in otherwise elastic media. This problem
was originally studied in some detail by O’Connell and Budiansky (1976) and Budiansky and
O’Connell (1977). They showed in particular that, in the flat crack limit, a single parameter
— the crack density ρ — was sufficient to describe the behavior of isotropic systems. This
analysis was good for representing the behavior at very low crack densities. In order to arrive at higher crack densities, these authors made use of an older effective medium theory
sometimes called “self-consistent”, and sometimes more accurately described as “asymmetric
self-consistent.” This approach had the drawback that it overpredicted the effect of cracks on
reducing elastic compliance, and therefore gave a relatively low value ρc ' 9/16 ' 0.56 at
which the cracked medium would fail. But it is known that failure does not usually occur
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at such small crack densities, so these overall predictions are often criticized on this basis.
[See Henyey and Pomphrey, 1982; Zimmerman, 1991.] Hudson (1980; 1996) used a different
method, the so-called “method of smoothing” first introduced in the mathematics literature, for
the crack problem. Keeping density corrections just to first order in the Hudson approach gives
an improvement over the previously mentioned scheme. Hudson also introduced a second order correction, but Sayers and Kachanov (1991) point out that this approach then violates
rigorous Hashin-Shtrikman upper bounds on the moduli for this problem. They recommend
instead using a differential scheme [see Zimmerman (1991) for an excellent review of the
DS], because the DS tracks Hudson’s first order model at low concentration of cracks, but
never violates the HS bounds at high concentrations.
Elastic energy and the crack density tensor
Sayers and Kachanov (1991) also introduce a very interesting and useful scheme in the same
paper that permits the calculation of constants for anisotropic cracked media from estimates of
the behavior (such as that predicted by DS) for the isotropic case. This approach is a tremendous simplification of an otherwise very difficult technical problem. The key idea they use is
to introduce an elastic potential energy quadratic in the stress tensor that can be expressed in
terms of invariants of the stress tensor in various combinations involving the “crack density
tensor.” This approach results in a fairly complicated energy potential function involving nine
distinct terms. But this function has the advantage that, upon linearization in the crack density,
it reduces to only four terms. Two of these terms are the standard ones for the pure (uncracked)
medium and the remaining two terms contain the linear contributions due to the cracks. Now
it is not obvious that linearization is permissible in the crack density ranges of interest, but
Sayers and Kachanov (1995) showed in later work that the remaining contributions from the
fourth rank crack-density tensor are always small — and therefore negligible in most situations of practical interest. The neglect of these terms nevertheless implies a certain amount of
error in any calculation made based on their neglect, but — if this error is of the size of our
measurement error or less — it should not be a serious impediment to studies and analysis of
these systems.
To give one example, we find that the corrections to the compliance matrix Si j due to the
presence of an isotropic crack distribution take the form:





1Si j = ρ 




2(η1 + η2 )/3
2η1 /3
2η1 /3
2η1 /3
2(η1 + η2 )/3
2η1 /3
2η1 /3
2η1 /3
2(η1 + η2 )/3


4η2 /3

4η2 /3

4η2 /3




,




(1)

where η1 and η2 are the two coefficients appearing in the Sayers and Kachanov (1991) theory
that depend on the presence of cracks, and ρ = Nr 3 / V is the crack density (where N/ V is the
number desnity and r is the radius of the flat cracks when they are penny-shaped as assumed
here). These two coefficients can be determined for any crack density by computing the bulk
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and shear moduli from the compliance matrix Si∗j = Si j + 1Si j and comparing the results oneto-one with the results from any effective medium theory one trusts. For these purposes, the
differential scheme (DS) is the one that Sayers and Kachanov (1991) recommend, but I have
shown elsewhere that another scheme — a symmetric self-consistent scheme that is sometimes
called the CPA (for coherent potential approximation) – gives very comparable results. The
results can also be compared to rigorous bounds (this work is in progress) and, therefore, also
used to obtain rigorous upper bounds on both V η1 V and η2 . I have done some initial studies
of this type and found that the value of V η1 V is generally much smaller in magnitude that of
η2 . In particular, |η1 /η2 | ≤ 0.01 is typical of the observed results for both DS and CPA.
The real advantage of this approach can now be shown very simply using a couple of
examples.

First, consider the situation in which all the cracks in the system have the same vertical
(z-)axis of symmetry. Then, the cracked/fractured system is not isotropic, and we have the
compliance correction matrix





1Si j = ρ 




0 0
η1
0 0
η1
η1 η1 2(η1 + η2 )


2η2

2η2

0




.




(2)

Now it is also not difficult to see that, if the cracks were oriented instead so that all their
normals were pointed horizontally along the x-axis, then I would have one permutation of
this matrix and, if instead they were all pointed horizontally along the y-axis, then I would
have a third permutation of the matrix. If I then want to understand the isotropic correction
matrix in (1), I can average these three permutations: just add the three 1S’s together and
then divide by three. Having done that, I exactly recover the isotropic compliance corrections
matrix displayed in (1). This construction shows in part both the power and the simplicity of
the Sayers and Kachanov (1991) approach.
Next, consider the case when all cracks have their normals lying randomly in parallel
planes. Then, if the parallel planes are taken to be horizontal, the cracks are all vertically
aligned as in Figure 1. So, I immediately find the anisotropic (i.e., vertical transverse isotropy
or VTI) result that





1Si j = ρ 






(η1 + η2 )
η1
η1 /2
η1
(η1 + η2 ) η1 /2
η1 /2
η1 /2
0
η2
η2

2η2




.




(3)

The reader should check that adding two-thirds of (3) to one-third of (2) recovers (1), since
this combination also represents an isotropic ensemble of fractures.
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Figure 1: Example of a vertical crosssection (x z-plane) through a medium
having penny-shaped cracks with radius r/L = 0.05, where L = 1.0 is
the length on each side of a cube in
3D. This image was produced by randomly placing 2000 crack centers in
the box of volume = L 3 (so crack
density ρ = 0.25), and testing to see
if the center is within a distance r ≤
0.05 of the central square at y = 0.5.
If so, then a random angle is chosen for the crack. If this crack orientation results in an intersection with
the plane y = 0.5, the line of intersection is plotted here. The resulting lines can have any length from
2r = 0.1 to zero. The number of
intersections found for this realization was 114, whereas the expected
value for any particular realization
is approximately (2/π ) × 200 ' 127.
jim1-ranpc2vert [NR]

This same basic concept then works very well for any assumed symmetry that we might
like to model. There is no additional work to be done once (i) the isotropic results are known
(for some EMT) and (ii) the layout of the two η’s in the correction matrix 1S have been
determined once and for all for a given elastic symmetry resulting from a specific choice of
crack orientation distribution. Sayers and Kachanov (1991) give a precise prescription for
this. Although I make use of this prescription here, I will not show the details in order to avoid
some of the mathematical complications inherent in their tensorial expressions.
There are interesting and important questions of uniqueness related to the inverse problem
(i.e., deducing the η’s from seismic wave observations) since more than one type of distribution
can give rise, for example, to vertical transverse isotropy (VTI). Then, the question is whether
quantities such as the Thomsen parameters of anisotropy can help us to remove some of these
possible ambiguities from the interpretations of field measurements.
Thomsen parameters
If we have the compliance correction matrix 1Si j , then we can quickly find expressions for the
Thomsen seismic wave parameters for weak anisotropy (Thomsen, 1986; 1995; 2002; Rathore
et al., 1995; Rüger, 1998; 2002; Grechka, 2005). Clearly, a weak anisotropy assumption is
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also consistent with the small crack density assumption that was needed above to justify the
use of the Sayers and Kachanov (1991) method.
There are three Thomsen parameters: γ , , and δ. Parameter γ is essentially the fractional
difference between the S H -wave velocities in the horizontal and vertical directions for a VTI
medium. Similarly, parameter  is essentially the difference between the P-wave velocities in
the horizontal and vertical directions. Parameter δ is more difficult to interpret, but contributes
in an essential way both to near vertical P-wave speed variations, and also to the angular
dependence of the SV -wave speed. There are a great many steps that go into Thomsen parameter calculations since the crack density effects are most conveniently expressed in terms
of the compliance matrix while the Thomsen parameters are usually defined instead in terms
of the stiffness matrix (inverse of the compliance matrix). I will not show my work here, but
merely quote the final result for the case of randomly oriented vertical fractures considered in
the previous subsection.
For present purposes, I just want to show in a quick way how this method works, so I will
concentrate on the easiest two parameters which are γ and . For these two parameters, I have
the following results:
c66 − c44
E
G
= −η2 ρ
= −η2 ρ ,
2c44
4(1 + ν)
2

(4)

E
G
c11 − c33
= −[(1 + ν)η1 + η2 ]ρ
' −η2 ρ
,
2
2c33
2(1 − ν )
1−ν

(5)

γ=
and
=

where ν = (K − 2G/3)/2(K + G/3) is Poisson’s ratio, E is related to the host medium’s bulk
(K ) and shear (G) moduli by 1/E = 1/9K + 1/3G, and G = E/2(1 + ν). In the second
expression of (5), I have neglected the term proportional to η1 ρ as this term is normally very
small (on the order of 1% of the term retained). It can also be shown that for this model the
remaining Thomsen parameter δ takes exactly the same value as  to lowest order in the crack
density parameter.
0

δ
ε
γ

−0.1

Thomsen Parameters

Figure 2: Computed values of the
Thomsen parameters δ, , γ , for four
distinct EMT models: noninteracting
(black), CPA (red), DS (blue) and
the Budiansky-O’Connell self consistent (green). The parameter δ is
not seen separately here because for
this choice of crack microstructure
(randomly oriented vertical cracks)
δ =  to the order to which we are
working, for small crack densities.
jim1-thomsenALLv [NR]
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Examples of Thomsen’s parameters for various choices of EMT are displayed in Figure
2. The results illustrate how estimates of η1 and η2 obtained from four different isotropic
estimation schemes [noninteracting, DS (Zimmerman, 1991), CPA (Berryman, 1980), and
nonsymmetric self-consistent scheme of Budiansky and O’Connell (1976), and O’Connell
and Budiansky (1977)] can then be used to predict what values Thomsen’s parameters should
take in field data.
Some judgment is required then as to the most appropriate EMT to use, and prior work
shows that some knowledge of microstructure can serve as a very useful guide when making
this choice (Berge et al., 1993a; 1995).
Rayleigh wave speed
1
0.9
Quartz

0.8

S

0.7
0.6
0.5

R

V (ρ)/V

Figure 3: Computation of Rayleigh
wave speed in quartz with horizontally aligned cracks for three choices
of penny-crack aspect ratio, and a
range of values of the crack density ρ. If the assumption/prediction
that aspect ratio is does not really
matter, just crack density, then all
three curves should overlap, as they
do here at the lower crack densities.
jim1-Qrtzsemilogvrvs3b_rho [NR]
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Now, to provide one simple illustration of the use of what has been presented so far, consider the well-known formula for the Rayleigh wave speed v = v R in an isotropic medium [see
Ewing et al. (1957), Al-Husseini et al. (1981), Weertman (1996)]:
4
β S β P = β2S
,

(6)

q
p
p
where β S = 1 − v 2 /vs2 , β P = 1 − v 2 /v 2p , β2S = 1 − v 2 /2vs2 , with vs being the (isotropic)
shear wave speed and v p being the (isotropic) compressional wave speed in the host medium.
For an anisotropic medium having the same transversely isotropic (VTI) symmetry that I have
been considering (for the case of randomly oriented vertical cracks), Musgrave (1959) shows
that the equivalent result for the Rayleigh wave speed v = v R in the plane perpendicular to the
VTI axis of symmetry is determined by the cubic equation




1 3 1 2
3 c66
c66
q − q +
−
− 1 = 0,
(7)
q+
16
2
2 c11
c11
where q ≡ ρ0 v 2 /c66 and ρ0 is the density of the medium (which is assumed to be the same as
that of the pure material without cracks, since the cracks are very flat and are not introducing
any significant amount of porosity). [It is not difficult to check that (6) and (7) are equivalent
when the elastic medium is isotropic.]
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From the definitions of γ and , it is now straightforward to see that
c66 = c44 (1 + 2γ )

(8)

c11 = c33 (1 + 2).

(9)

and

Shear modulus c44 = G/(1 + η2 Gρ), while c33 is found by inverting Si j + 1Si j for the 33
component of the stiffness matrix. So we can now easily compute the Rayleigh wave speed
by solving the cubic equation (7). Some results of this type are displayed in Figure 3. In
particular, we find that the crack density is indeed a good parameter to use, as all these plots
for different choices of crack aspect ratio clearly overlap to numerical accuracy in the low
crack density range.
GASSMANN’S EQUATIONS AND FRACTURED MEDIA
It is also important to make a connection between the fracture results quoted above and
Gassmann’s results (Gassmann, 1951; Berryman, 1999) for fluid saturated and undrained
porous media. Even very flat cracks could harbor some fluid at various times and the question
is how this fluid affects the response of the cracks.
Recall first that Gassmann’s result on the effect of fluids in a porous medium in anisotropic
media can be expressed by using a compliance correction matrix of the form:





−1 
1Si j = −γ 



β12 β1 β2 β1 β3
β1 β2 β22 β2 β3
β1 β3 β2 β3 β32


0

0

0




,




(10)

where the fluid bulk modulus
P3 appears only in the factor γ , and the coefficients β1 ,β2 ,β3 satisfy
a sumrule of the form i=1 βi = α/K d = 1/K d − 1/K m , and α = 1 − K d /K m is the BiotWillis coefficient (Biot and Willis, 1957). The bulk moduli K d and K m are, respectively, the
drained (porous) bulk modulus of the overall system and the mineral modulus whenever there
is only one mineral present in the system (as I will assume here for the present). [The scalar
drained modulus K d for an anisotropic system is identical to the Reuss average for the bulk
modulus of the compliance matrix.] When the system is responding anisotropically as in the
case of a set of cracks having vertical symmetry axis in the example (3), we can easily make
(10) compatible with the structure of (3) by first ignoring the coefficient η1 (which is known to
be quite small anyway), and then setting β1 = β2 = 0. No other possibiities are available. This
means that Gassmann’s results are introduced into the anisotropic problem by making a fluiddependent perturbation to η2 ρ and ignoring η1 ρ, since its value is two orders of magnitude
smaller.
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Gassmann’s formula for an isotropic medium can be written in the form:
α2
,
Ku = Kd +
(α − φ)/K m + φ/K f

(11)

where K u is the undrained bulk modulus, K d is the drained bulk modulus, K m is the mineral
or solid modulus, K f is the bulk modulus of the pore fluid, φ is the porosity and α = 1 −
K d /K m . This result can be rearranged in order to express it in terms of compliances, instead
of stiffnesses, as


−1
1
1
α
Kf
Kd φ
−
=−
1−
1+
.
(12)
Ku Kd
Kd
Kf α
Km
Now for fractured media having no other porosity φ except the fractures themselves, I have
φ=

4π  a 
4π 3  a  N
ρ,
b
=
3
b V
3 b

(13)

where the crack density is ρ = N b 3 / V , N/ V is the number of cracks per unit volume, b is the
radius of the (assumed) penny-shaped crack, and a/b is its aspect ratio. Substituting (13) into
(12) shows that crack density ρ is always multiplied by the factor (1 − K f /K m ) in Gassmann’s
formula, and this result thereby provides a convenient means of introducing the fluid effects
into the formulas for compliance in the presence of distributions of cracks.
The preceding review of Gassmann’s original derivation shows that it is not appropriate
to replace all occurrences of ρ in (1) by ρ(1 − K f /K m ). Only those terms that determine the
strain response to the principle stresses need to be considered. Furthermore, the analysis of
the symmetry conditions has shown that only those terms involving η2 need to be modified.
If we neglect η1 for the remainder of this argument (it is small anyway — a 1% effect — as
stated previously), then we find that, for an isotropic system,





2η2 ρ 

1Si j '
3 




(1 − K f /K m )
0
0
0
(1 − K f /K m )
0
0
0
(1 − K f /K m )

Changes in the pertinent compliances are therefore given by
 
1
= 2η2 ρ(1 − K f /K m )
1
Ku
for the undrained bulk modulus K u , and
!
1
= 4η2 ρ(1 − K f /K m )/3,
1
G re f f







.
2


2

2 

(14)

(15)

(16)
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which is the change in the uniaxial shear modulus due the presence of cracks containing fluids.
Then, I recover the result of Mavko and Jizba (1991) easily by noting first that the change in
the undrained shear modulus for the isotropic system is


1
1
Gu



2
1
= 1
5
G re f f

!

3
+ × 0,
5

(17)

since there are two equal shear contributions from the upper left hand 3 × 3 submatrix of (14),
while the three remaining contributions to shear compliance exhibit no fluid dependence and
so do not contribute here. Then, finally, I have


1
1
Gu



 
1
4
= 1
,
15
Ku

(18)

in agreement with previous results of this type (Berryman et al., 2002b). So this formalism
provides an efficient means of correctly deriving both old and new results.
4
in (18) holds strictly only for very flat
Berryman et al. (2002b) show that the factor 15
4
cracks, and that the appropriate factor in other situations can be either higher or lower than 15
,
depending on details. The neglected terms depending on the Sayers and Kachanov parameter
η1 provide very small corrections to the drained moduli, but actually have no dependence
on fluid saturation, and so have no influence on the relationship between undrained (fluid
saturated) moduli shown in (18).

DECONSTRUCTION
The ultimate goal of the work presented has been to enable some approaches to the problem of
characterizing reservoirs, especially reservoirs containing fractures, using seismic data. This
idea is obviously not a new one (Lynn et al., 1995). But some of the consequences of the
Sayers and Kachanov (1991) method need more detailed exploration and explication, and I
will provide some of that discussion in the following two examples. I first treat a fairly typical
reflection seismic example, and then show how to use similar ideas in a different way for very
shallow imaging and characterization.
Reflection seismic example
Assume for the sake of argument that all three Thomsen parameters, γ , , and δ, have been
determined for a given reservoir and that the reservoir exhibits VTI characteristics. If the reservoir does not exhibit VTI symmetry, then I might need to consider HTI (horizontal transverse
isotropy) or some still more complicated type of anisotropy. But, for VTI, we need to know
something about the variety of behaviors that are possible in the presence of fractures. Equations (4) and (5) show the results expected if the fractures are vertical and randomly oriented.
But there are obviously other possibilities as well, and to have a better chance of making a
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valid interpretation of the observed behavior, we need to know more about the range of possibilities for the Thomsen parameters. I will not attempt to be exhaustive here, but just present
one other result that can clearly be distinguished by such data.
Consider the case of horizontal fractures. Then, the axis of symmetry is vertical, and so the
reservoir would exhibit VTI symmetry again, just as in the case of vertical fractures randomly
oriented. But the resulting expressions for the Thomsen parameters in terms of the Sayers and
Kachanov (1991) parameters are quite different.
I find
γ=
and

c66 − c44
= η2 ρG,
2c44

(19)

c11 − c33
E
2G
= [(1 + ν)η1 + η2 ]ρ
'
η
ρ
.
(20)
2
2c33
(1 − ν 2 )
1−ν
The background shear modulus is G, and corresponding Poisson ratio is ν. Again, I find that
δ =  to the lowest order in the crack density parameter. Also, I have neglected the term in η 1 in
the final expression as this is on the order 1% of the term retained. So I find that the magnitude
of the coefficients in this case differs by a factor of 2 from those of randomly oriented vertical
fractures as in Eqs. (4) and (5). But more importantly, the sign of these expressions is opposite
that of this other case.
=

Equations (19) and (20) could have been found in a very simple way from the results of
previous sections by using the following argument: We know that an isotropic distribution
of fractures is represented in the Sayers and Kachanov (1991) formalism by the correction
matrix (1) and, furthermore, that (1) is also the weighted sum of (2) and (3) — specifically,
2/3× Eq. (3) plus 1/3× Eq. (2). So the similarly weighted averages of the individual Thomsen
parameters for these two cases must add up to zero (since Thomsen’s parameters vanish for
isotropic media). In fact, this is exactly what we have found to be true. We could have used
this fact to provide a quicker (and much more elegant) derivation of (19) and (20) than the
method I actually used. Of course, the utility of this type of argument is limited to the linear
contributions of crack density to the Thomsen parameters that I have been considering here.
In both examples, the Thomsen parameter measurements may be used to estimate the
magnitude of the η2 ρ product assuming the background shear modulus G and the background
Poisson ratio ν are known, or can be estimated. But, horizontally fractured systems can also
be easily distinguished from vertically fractured systems, since the sign of the constants is
opposite in these two scenarios.
It would be helpful for interpretation purposes to enumerate other related scenarios that
could be distinguished from these two by using the anisotropy parameter data. I will leave such
problems, especially those involving azimuthal dependence (and therefore not VTI), to future
work. There is no fundamental problem with computing the relations between the Thomsen
parameters and the Sayers and Kachanov parameters for arbitrarily complicated choices of
fractured reservoir scenarios. All can be studied, but making good choices about which of the
necessarily limited number of scenarios time permits us to consider are also the most fruitful
ones will be one of the key steps in the process.
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Shallow example
The preceding example assumed that typical reflection seismic data collection could be performed at the site of interest. But suppose instead that the region of interest is quite shallow,
possibly very soft and/or compliant sediments or soils, and that, in particular, it is not possible
to obtain shear wave data directly. Then what can be done?
One of the most common problems with traditional compressional wave surveys is ground
roll. Ground roll is typically composed of Rayleigh and/or Love waves, and usually the
Rayleigh wave component is the one we need to eliminate because it is contaminating the Pwave data near the shot point. The Rayleigh wave speed depends on both the compressional
and shear wave speeds of the medium, and – being a surface wave – it is most strongly influenced by the topmost layers of the earth (usually those within about one wavelength from the
surface). So for shallow imaging and analysis, why not consider using Rayleigh wave speed
measurements together with P-wave speed measurements to infer the S-wave speed.? The
pertinent S-wave speed in an anisotropic (VTI) medium is the shear wave speed in the symmetry plane (perpendicular to the axis of symmetry). So the formula shown previously (7) is
√
pertinent, but it needs to be used in a different way to find the shear wave speed vs = c66 /ρ0 ,
√
when v p = c11 /ρ0 and v R are known.

To accomplish this goal, I first square (6). The result is a quartic equation for q = (v R /vs )2 .
In this case, v R is known, but vs is unknown (opposite of the earlier case). But this difference
does not cause any difficulty in the analysis. The equation can be rearranged into the form:
!
v2
v 2R
1 4 1 3 3 2
(21)
q − q + q − 1 + 2 q + R2 = 0.
16
2
2
vp
vp

Equation (21) is straightforward to solve by iteration using a simple Newton-Raphson scheme
(Hildebrand, 1956; Press et al., 1988). Generally a good starting value for the scheme will be
q ' 0.8 as this corresponds roughly to a trial value of v R = 0.9vs .
√
Having once determined the value of vs = c11 /ρ0 — using the measured Rayleigh wave
speed and the compressionial wave speed v p — in the symmetry plane, Thomsen parameter analysis can be combined with the Sayers and Kachanov (1991) method in order to deduce useful information about the nature of the heterogeneities causing the anisotropic at the
macroscale. Once these wave speeds are known, the analysis for interpretation can proceed in
essentially the same manner as in the previous example.
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TABLE 1. Examples of Sayers and Kachanov (1991) parameters η1 (ρ) and η2 (ρ) when crack
density ρ << 1 for penny-shaped cracks. Four choices of effective medium theory are
considered: NI (non-inteacting), DS, (differential scheme), CPA (coherent potential
approximation), and SC (the Budiansky and O’Connell self-consistent scheme). Note that
crack density is defined here as ρ = Nr 3 / V , where N/ V is number density of cracks, and
A = πr 2 is the area of the circular crack face.
NI
DS
CPA
SC

η1 (GPa−1 )
-0.000216
-0.000216
-0.000258
-0.0000207

η2 (GPa−1 )
0.0287
0.0290
0.0290
0.0290

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Sayers and Kachanov (1991) introduced a convenient method of analyzing fractured (but otherwise) elastic systems. I showed here that their method can be successfully generalized to
fluid-saturated fractures. Furthermore, when their method is used in conjunction with Thomsen’s anisotropy parameters (Thomsen, 1986), we find not only analytical results that aid our
intuition about these complex problems, but also a means to deconstruct velocity data and
then to interpret the nature (approximate crack density) of fractures in the system being studied. The magnitudes of the parameters η1 and η2 can be determined in a straightforward way
using any effective medium theory we trust (Kachanov, 1994; Prat and Baz̃ant, 1997; Grechka,
2005); and also this calculation can be done just for the isotropic (and, therefore, the simplest)
case. For examples, see TABLE 1. These parameter values do not change. Only the crack density parameter, the crack orientation distributions, and possibly the crack shapes, etc., change.
For very dilute fracture systems, any of the standard effective medium theories will actually
produce virtually the same values of the parameters η1 and η2 . The only variable is the crack
shape, which I have assumed here (as is most commonly done) to be penny-shaped cracks with
small aspect ratios. Values of η1 and η2 can vary with changes in the assumed microstructure
(i.e., other choices of crack shapes), but values could be tabulated once and for all for the
low density limit with any choices of crack shape we might ever want to consider and then
the numbers would be universally available. Users would not need to be experts in effective
medium theory to make use of these results — although they would, of course, still need to
be experts in the interpretation of seismic data and, in particular, of the Thomsen parameters
themselves.
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from Queen’s University in Kingston, Canada. After completing a
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One Allen Center
500 Dallas St.
Houston, TX 77002-4800
USA
tel: (713) 609-5829
fax: (713) 609-5666
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USA
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Earthworks, LLC
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USA
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contact: William Murphy
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USA
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fax: (281) 646-2620
contact: Francois S. Audebert
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ENI E&P division
ASIS dept.
via Emilia 1
S. Donato Milanese, MI 20097
Italy
tel: 39 (02) 520 62153
fax: 39 (02) 520 62173
contact: Vittorio De Tomasi
email: vittorio.detomasi@agip.it

Chevron Energy Technology Co.
6001 Bollinger Canyon Rd.
Bldg. D1084
San Ramon, CA 94583-2324
USA
tel: (925) 842-0257
fax: (925) 842-2061
contact: Yue Wang
email: yue.wang@chevrontexaco.com

ExxonMobil Upstream Research Co.
URC-GW3-804A
P.O. Box 2189 (77252-2189)
3319 Mercer St.
Houston, TX 77027-6019
USA
tel: (713) 431-6011
fax: (713) 431-6094
contact: Thomas A. Dickens
email: tom.a.dickens@exxonmobil.com
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Suite 100
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USA
tel: (281) 275-7597
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contact: William Schneider, Jr.
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Paradigm Geophysical Corporation
Two Memorial City Plaza
820 Gessner, Suite 400
Houston, TX 77024-4262
USA
tel: (713) 393-4979
fax: (713) 393-4804
contact: Orhan Yilmaz
email: yilmaz@paradigmgeo.com

GX Technology Corporation
2101 City West Blvd.
Building III, Suite 900
Houston, TX 77042
USA
tel: (713) 789-7250
fax: (713) 579-3997
contact: Robert Bloor
email: rib@gxt.com

Paulsson Geophysical Services, Inc.
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Brea, CA 92821-2819
USA
tel: (562) 697-9711
fax: (562) 697-9773
contact: Martin Karrenbach
email: martin.karrenbach@paulsson.com

Halliburton Digital and Consulting
Solutions (Landmark Graphics)
1805 Shea Center Dr., Suite 400
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129-2258
USA
tel: (303) 488-3062
fax: (303) 796-0807
contact: Stewart A. Levin
email: salevin@lgc.com

PETROBRAS
Ave. Chile 65 room 1402 - Centro
Rio de Janeiro
RJ 20031-912
Brazil
tel: 55 (21) 3224 0789
fax: 55 (21) 3224 4013
contact: Carlos A. Cunha Filho
email: ccunha@petrobras.com.br

Norsk Hydro A.S
PB 7190
Sandsliveien 90
Bergen, N-5020
Norway
tel: (47) 55 996 361
fax: (47) 55 996 920
contact: Arnfinn Sagehaug
email: sagehaug@hydro.com

PGS
15150 Memorial Dr.
Houston, TX 77079
USA
tel: (281) 509fax: (281) 509contact: Ruben D. Martinez
email: ruben.martinez@pgs.com
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Saudi Aramco
P.O. Box 750
EXPEC Bldg., X-1370
Dhahran 31311
Saudi Arabia
tel: 966 (3) 874 7262
fax: 966 (3) 873 1020
contact: Mohammed N. Alfaraj
email: mohammed.faraj@aramco.com

3DGeo Development Inc.
4633 Old Ironsides Dr.
Suite 401
Santa Clara, CA 95054
USA
tel: (408) 450 7840, x102
fax: (408) 450 7809
contact: Dimitri Bevc
email: dimitri@3dgeo.com

Shell International E&P Inc.
P.O. Box 481 (77001-0481)
3737 Bellaire Blvd., BTC-1036
Houston, TX 77025-1206
USA
tel: (713) 245-7195
fax: (713) 245-7339
contact: Richard W. Cook
email: richard.cook@shell.com

TOTAL E&P USA Inc.
One Memorial City
800 Gessner Rd., Suite 700
Houston, TX 77024-4284
USA
tel: (713) 647-3940
fax: (713) 647-3003
contact: Henri Calandra
email: henri.calandra@total.com

Statoil ASA
Statoil Research Centre
Arkitekt Ebbellsvei 10, Rotvoll
Trondheim, N-7005
Norway
tel: (47) 73584917 , 99165913
fax: (47) 73584665
contact: Constantin Gerea
email: geco@statoil.com

Veritas DGC Ltd.
Crompton Way
Manor Royal Estate
Crawley, West Sussex TW20 0DY
England, U.K.
tel: 44 (1293) 443219
fax: 44 (1293) 443010
contact: Helmut Jakubowicz
email: helmut_jakubowicz@veritasdgc.com

TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Company
2500 City West Blvd.
Suite 2000
Houston, TX 77042
USA
tel: (713) 860-2273
fax: (713) 334-3308
contact: Young Kim
email: yckim@tgsnopec.com

Weinman GeoScience
17103 Preston Rd.
Suite 200 N.
Dallas, TX 75248-1332
USA
tel: (972) 818-2550
fax: (972) 818-2553
contact: Barry L. Weinman
email: barryw@weinmangeosciencecom
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WesternGeco
Houston Technology Center
10001 Richmond Ave.
Houston, TX 77042-4205
USA
tel: (713) 806-5271
fax: (713) 689-5757
contact: Luis L. Canales
email: lcanales@houston.westerngeco.slb.com

